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Abstract

This dissertation examines the relationship between

sacred text and religious experience. Its method is an

analysis of metaphors and their relation to models and

conceptual spheres. The method of metaphor analysis is

applied to sacred texts of the Indian tradition, especially

the Vedas and the texts of Advaita Vedanta. The analysis

generates a model of religious experience for each of these

subtraditions. Finally, the dissertation picks out

features from the traditional models which best inform a

contemporary model of religious experience.

Metaphor is defined, after I.A. Richards and Janet

soskice, as a figure of speech in which one speaks about

one thing in terms which are seen to be suggestive of

another. Vedic metaphors speak about natural events in

terms which are seen to be suggestive of deity and material

prosperity. The pe~~asive use of metaphor in the Ved~s

generates a model of religious experience which is

represented by invocation, sacrifice, and henotheistic

explanation. Henotheism, the worship of successive gods as

if each were supreme, produces a pool of divine attributes

from which the Vedic poets freely draw.

The context of the Advaitic model is the Vedic world

view. The locus of metaphor is the text or utterance; the

locus of the conceptual sphere is the human person and the
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world. Thus, the Vedic conceptual sphere is a kind of

weltanschauung, including both the 'world' and the 'view.'

The Advaitic model becomes contextualized, and hence

construed as realist, only in the presence of an ideal

given by the Vedic world view. The Advaitic model is

characterized by "real=prccess idealism." The ideal is

given by the tradition through Vedic sacred text. It has a

particular content which is suited, as telos, to the

explanation sought by the model.

The thesis is: the insights expressed in Vedic

metaphor inform an Advaitic model of real-process idealism

in which the centrality of religious experience redefines

the boundaries of the Vedic conceptual sphere and suggests

a contemporary model of religious experience.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

"Their Conceptual Sphere is
Where the Cow Wanders"

This dissertation examines the relationship between

sacred text and religious experience. It takes for its

method an analysis of metaphors and their relation to

models and conceptual spheres. It applies the method of

metaphor analysis to the sacred texts of the Indian

tradition i especially the Vedas and the texts of Advaita

Vedanta. It generates a model of religious experience for

each of these subtraditions. Finally, it picks out

features from the tradition which best inform a

contemporary model of religious experience.

The Vedic Indians had diverse experiences with cows.

cows provided milk, clarified butter (ghee) for sacrifice

and food, and other important products for daily use.

Cows with their oxen served as the backbone of

agriculturist India. Cows were symbolic of all that was

good for the Vedic Indians. Cows figured largely in

artifacts of language: in hymns and poems; in beautiful

metaphors, similes, and other figures of speech.

The Sanskrit word for cow (9Q) began to take on many

different meanings from Vedic times. Its use in compound

words and phrases became more complex. What was once the

word for cow field (gocara, lit. 'cow going-[place), for

example, became in time the idea of a bounded surface, that



"is, a sphere.
/ .
Sankara (ca 790) uses the word in compound

2

with pratyaya ('concep~', 'notion', 'idea') to express the

phrase 'the sphere of the concept' or 'the range of the

senses'. The use of the term in his refined and highly

complex scholastic philosophy is a far cry from cow

pastures.

Yet, not so far, after all. The dissertation argues

that metaphors (both live and conventional) inform our

conceptual spheres and are in turn informed by them. There

is a tongue-in-cheek sense in which it can be said that
; .
Sankara's conceptual sphere can go no farther than where

the cow wanders. Just as the sphere of the cow's grazing
; . .,.

places a limit on Sankara's llngulstlc use of the term
., ,. .

'concept', so also it places a subtler Ilm1t on Sankara's

concepts in themselves. The interesting thing is to see

just how far the ;'cow can wander" in vedic and Vedantic

metaphor, and hence, how far metaphors like the cow limit

and inform the Indian conceptual sphere.
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Potter's Research Program for
"Interpreting Across Boundaries"

One of the directions of the "new comparative philo

sophizing"l is to undertake the study of metaphor and to

uncover the significant role it plays in conceptualization.

Metaphor is seen as providing a horizontal link between

different speech communities2 or cultures as well as a

vertical link between conceptual spheres within a community

(e.g. r science, religion, or literature). Karl H. Potter,

in an ess:iY entitled "Metaphor as Key to understanding the

Thought of Other Speech Communities," argues that

metaphorical links serve to designate new boundaries for a

community's conceptual schemes. 3 That is to say, any

inquiry into a speech community's thought must focus on

metaphor and its conceptual relations rather than simply

accept the traditional boundaries of language or culture.

Potter argues further that philosophy is a good place to

1 The term is from Gerald J. Larson. See Gerald J.
Larson and Eliot Deutsch, eds., Interpreting Across Boun
daries: New Essays in comparative Philosophy, (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1988), p.lS.

2 A speech community may be defined as a group of
people who share the same language.

3 Karl H. Potter, in Larson and Deutsch, p.21. Potter
uses the term 'conceptual scheme'. Others have used
'conceptual structure' or 'conceptual domain'. We shall
use "'conceptual sphere' for two reasons: first, to avoid
the so-called dualism of scheme and content (see Chapter
Three) and second, to preserve the insight from Sankara's
conventional metaphor pratyaya gocara('the sphere of the
concept').
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begin to determine these new boundaries and to interpret

across them. 4 He proposes a research program dedicated to

the exploration of metaphors within particular speech

communities and to the determination of conceptual spheres

which are shared across traditional community boundaries.

The dissertation is such a research program.

Potter proposes to examine the metaphorical links

connecting philosophically interesting concepts, concepts

such as jnana ('awareness', 'knowledge'), prav~tti ('acti

vity', 'process'), and kriya ('making', 'doing') in

Sanskrit. One reason Potter's essay is so suggestive is

that he anticipates in a small (but incomplete) way the

results of the research. That is, he conducts a small

research program of his own. Potter looks at the Sanskrit

root ~~ in an attempt to understand the role of karman

(usually translated 'action') in the Indian conceptual

scheme. He discovers a "conceptual" metaphor: karman is

making (as well as 'action'). He also discovers a

metaphoric link: karman as 'making' implies a product made

for many activities not normally so conceived in English,

e.g. perception and awareness. Potter finds that jnana is

pravfttii prav~tti is kriyai jnana is kriya in the Indian

conceptual sphere. 5 The viability of Potter's metaphor

cluster is shown by its coherence in the Indian scheme:

4 Potter, p.34.

5 Potter, p.34.
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what is made must become manifest now or in the future. If

one lifetime is not enough, another lifetime must be

posited. Hence, Potter finds that the conceptual metaphor

'karman is.making' informs the Indian religious doctrines

of transmigration and rebirth. 6

Potter's mini-research project is important, but

incomplete. It is important in the sense that it uncovers

a rich area for research and suggests a methodological

tool. Metaphor analysis is a new and interesting way to

approach the ancient Sanskrit texts and thereby learn

something of the Indian conceptual sphere. It is

incomplete in the sense that it traces the entailments only

one way, i.e., from metaphor to conceptual sphere. But the

implication works both ways: conceptual spheres inform

metaphor production, too. The Indian conceptual sphere

informs the doctrine of ka~an even as the doctrine informs

the conceptual sphere. This mutual implication is made

clearer by more precise definitions of metaphor, model, and

conceptual sphere. Such definitions are the contribution

of Chapters Two and Three of the present work. The

construal of karman as a model rather than as the tenor of

a "conceptual" metaphor is preferable for a number of

reasons.

First, a more precise definition of metaphor as a

linguistic phenomenon (i.e., a figure of speech) allows one

6 Potter, pp.25-34.
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to focus on actual metaphors in texts and utterances and

their construal rather than abstracting "conceptual" meta-

phors. This is not to deny that there is a conceptual

element to metaphor (better: cognitive) or that there are

conventional metaphors7 whose explication is unimportant,

but to affirm that the distinction between model and

metaphor is important to maintain for the viability of both

notions.

Second, models are the negotiable parts of conceptual

spheres, falling somewhere between "pictures of reality"

(the position of naive realism) and "heuristic fictions"

(the position of instrumentalism). Karman seems to be such

a part of the Indian conceptual sphere, arising as it does

out of the Vedic background and coming under contemporary

discussion precisely under the terms of the arguments of

realism and instrumentalism. Karman ~s a "negotiable!!

model in the historical sense in that somewhere between the

conceptual sphere of the Vedas and the conceptual sphere of

the Epics it was called upon to provide explanations where

it had not been called upon before. The metaphors and

conceptual spheres of the Vedas and the Epics are the

topics of discussion in Chapters Four, Five, and six.

In the contemporary philosophical world the

7 A conventional metaphor may be defined as a metaphor
with such common usage that it becomes semi-literal, e.g.,
the leg of a table.
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expJanatory power of karman is again called into question,8

although karman is not negotiable in the sense that

orthodox practitioners of religion are willing (or ought)

to let go of it. As Lawrence A. Babb writes, "While karma

is rarely the first explanation a villager might give for

misfortune, it is generally the last that he will abandon

;;9 It is generally the case, however, that models of

religious explanation and practice are rather closely

connected. If karman is seen to fail as religious

explanation, 'its disuse in practice is probably not far

behind.

In any case, the realism attached to the villager's

notion of karman is a subject for discussion under the

rubric of model, not metaphor. The model is the nexus

between metaphor as a linguis~ic phenomenon and conceptual

sphere as a weltanschauung. Potter conflates metaphor and

model, and finally conceptual sphere as well, by widening

the definition of metaphor to include "conceptual"

metaphors. This gives undue emphasis to metaphor's

influence, but at the same time undermines the attempt to

understand clearly what a metaphor is.

8 For a contemporary discussion of karman, see Eliot
Deutsch, Advaita Vedanta: A Philosophical Reconstruction,
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1969), pp.69-76.

9 Lawrence A. Babb, "Destiny and Responsibility:
Karma in PopUlar Hinduism" in Karma: An Anthropological
Inquiry, ed. by Charles F. Keyes and E. Valentine Daniel,
(Berkeley: university of California Press, 1969), p.79.
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Potter also raises the question whether or not Advaita

Vedanta uses the same metaphorical link as the general
/ .

Indian scheme, i.e. jnana is kriya. When Sankara denies

that jnanais kriya and speaks instead of jnana as cit,

pure consciousness, is he simply sUbstituting terms or is

he changing metaphorical links? It will be shown in
I

Chapters Seven and Eight that Sankara's wide influence on

subsequent philosophical and religious thinking was in part

a product of linking this and similar metaphors to a new

model in the Indian conceptual sphere.
I •

Sankara forges a new metaphorical link, i.e. jnana is

cit, in the context of a new conceptual balance between

realism and idealism. He uses the phrase pratyaya gocara

('the sphere of the concept') in the Brahmasutrabha~yg to

designate the sphere of the concepts 'I' and 'Thou' in his

on 'Thou' and its attributes, and vice ~ersa.

exposition of superimposition of iI' ana i,ts attributes

" .Sankara's

project is to show how such superimposition is a product of

avidya, ignorance. Brahman (ultimate reality) is nondual
/ . / .

for Sankara. The traditional construal of Sankara's non-

dualism as a form of idealism is tempered by a realist

epistemological scheme of which the dissertation title is

an example, pratyaya gocara denoting the range of the

senses as well as the sphere of the concept. The

theoretical entities of knowledge gaining, viz. the
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prama~as and their objects10, do exist as customary usage

- / • I •
(laukika vyavahara) for Sankara. But Sankara's development

of the concept of religious experience (anubhava) and its

relationship to sacred text (~ruti) suggests an idealist

component to the model as well. The argument in Chapter

Nine holds that the resultant conceptual sphere contains a

model of "real-process idealism" which is useful for

contemporary religious explanation. The model cuts across

the boundaries of ancient and medieval Indian and

postmodern Western conceptual spheres.

The actual production of contemporary religious models

of experience, it is argued, is dependent upon data from

the sources of religious belief and expression. The

dissertation shows the extent to which we rely on

tradition. Hence, an empirical inquiry into the sacred

texts of religious co~~unities! eog. Vedic and Vedantic

Indians, is a necessary step in forming our own religious

models. But first, one must become clear about metaphor,

model, and conceptual sphere. Only after these inquiries

can a general religious model of practice and explanation

can be offered for the contemporary world.

I . 10 The pramanas (valid means of knowledge) are, for
Sankara, three: ijratyak~g (perception), anumana
(inference), and sabda (testimony). Later Advaitins add·
upamana (comparison), anupalabdhi (noncognition), and
arthapatti (postulation). See Deutsch, Advaita Vedanta,
pp ..69-75.
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Janet Soskice, in Metaphor and Religious Language, and

Ian Barbour, in Myths. Models and Paradigms, develop com

parisons of models in science and religion on the basis of

Western science and Christian religious experience. 11

Their comparisons are highly instructive, but they spend

more time discussing model definition, status, and

comparability than developing actual models from Christian

texts or utterances. It is now a desideratum to seek

models of religious explanation in diverse sacred texts; to

go beyond the theory of model based on the work of Soskice,

Barbour, and others; and to apply theory to text in a new

hermeneutical praxis of metaphor and model construal.

The ~gyeda will be a good place to begin such a

project because it is, in Arthur A. Macdonell's words,

"undoubtedly the oldest literary monument of the Indo

European languages.,,12 If religion as a general phenomenon

has anything to tell us, or more precisely, if it can offer

"models of explanation" to a postmodern world, then the

texts and utterances of the religion of the Vedic Indians

is a good place to begin looking. Vedic hymns will be

examined in terms of invocation, sacrifice, and theism.

Metaphors of invocation and sacrifice yield a model of

11 See Janet Martin Soskice, Metaphor and Religious
Language, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985) and Ian G.
Barbour, Myths. Models and Paradigms: A Comparative Study
in Science and Religion, (New York: Harper & Row, 1974).

12 Arthur Anthony Macdonell, A Vedic Reader for
Students, (Madras: Oxford University Press, 1917), p.xi.
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religious practice. This model is both realist and

idealist in terms of the perceived status of its theory

language. That is to say, the Vedic Indian supposes that

he invokes a real god and that the procedures of his

sacrifice are efficacious in the real world. Vedic

religious practice yields material well-being from a divine

source; that is its point.

The later metaphors of theistic and philosophical

speculation yield a model of religious explanation. This

model is also realist and idealist in terms of the status

of its theoretical explanations. The tension between

realism and idealism remains in the model until the
/ .
srama~~c turn of the tradition during Upani~adic times,

when the idealist component undergoes profound change and

gains prominence. But the realist component is not lost

(even in Advaita), and some schools continue to emphasize

it. Thus, the background of Vedic religi9p. gives way to a

rich and diverse tradition of Indian specula~ion. It will

prove useful to explore some Advaitic texts of the later

tradition in order to pursue a more precise theory of

metaphor within a changing model. A dialectic, then, will

be formed by the initial discussion of metaphor, model, and

conceptual sphere; followed by an investigation into Vedic

and Advaitic sacred texts; followed in tu~n by

generalizations on religious explanation and practice,
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especially in terms of a contemporary model of religious

experience.

The thesis is: the insights expressed in Vedic

metaphor inform an Advaitic model of real-process idealism

in which the centrality of religious experience redefines

the boundaries of the Vedic conceptual sphere and suggests

a contemporary model of religious experience.



Chapter 2. A Theory of Metaphor

Aristotle's Theory: SUbstitution, Comparison,
and the Production of Meaning

In general, it is safe to suppose that, whenever
any problem proves intractable, it either needs defi
nition, or has several uses or a metaphorical use, or
it is not far removed from the first principles; or
else the reason is that we have yet to discover in the
first place just this--in which of the aforesaid
directions the source of our difficulty lies ••. 1

Aristotle's mention in the same sentence of a problem

having "metaphorical use" or being "not far removed from

the first principles" as possible sources of our difficulty

can be taken in the postmodern context as an insight into

the pervasive use of metaphors in grounding our conceptual

spheres. The link between Aristotle's two uses is

strengthened in the context of modern and postmodern

analyses of metaphor. For it is not the disvalue of

obfuscation that results from a metaphorical use linked

with a use grounding (and grounded in) one's conceptual

sphere. Such a linkage is rather a fact of life and a

problem for analysis. What is needed, and indeed i~

available, is a much more powerful apparatus of metap~or

analysis than is found in Aristotle. Application of such

an apparatus makes some of Aristotle's intractable problems

tractable but raises new questions as well. Analysis of

1 Aristotle, Topics, 158b 16-23. Emphasis added.
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metaphors in texts reveals patterns of conceptualization

which may be designated or schematizedi it does not reveal

one overarching conception standing behind all texts.

Thus, postmodern analysis strengthens the link between

metaphorical use and a use grounding conceptual spheres but

weakens the brand of foundational ism found in Aristotle's

language of first principles. At the same time, it raises

the problem of the possible relativism of conceptual

spheres.

Aristotl~'s comments on metaphor are commonly regarded

as so influential that he is given credit for setting the

direction of scholarly debate on the subject down to the

present century. His account comes down to us from various

writings logical, rhetorical, and poetic. Some of his

comments pertain to the uses of metaphor, others to

metaphor's definition and relation to meaning. Neither the

former nor the latter is given an exhaustive account in

Aristotle, but his comments are so suggestive (as well as

historically important) that they provide a convenient

starting point for a discussion of metaphor.

Interestingly, almost half of Aristotle's comments on

metaphor relate to metaphor use. In the Posterior

Analytics, for example, he argues against the use of

metaphor in formal argument:

And if one should not argue in metaphors, it is clear
that one should not define either by metaphors or what
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is said in metaphors; for then one will necessarily
argue in metaphors. 2

Why should one not argue in metaphors? Aristotle gives an

answer in the Topics, which likens metaphor to a "category

mistake:"

Look and see, also, if he has given as genus something
spoken of metaphorically, describing (e.g.) temperance
as a harmony; for a genus is always predicated of its
species in its literal sense, whereas harmony is
predicated of temperance not in a literal sense but
metaphorically; for a harmony always consists in
notes. 3

Temperance is not a species of the genus harmony because,

for Aristotle, 'harmony' (a term from music) can only be

related to 'temperance' (a virtue of a person) as an

artificial rather than as a natural predicate. Harmony as

a strict met~phor front music is dead for us, however, we

might use 'harmonious' perfectly literally in describing a

person of many virtues, say, of which temperance is one.

Metaphors, although capable of obfuscation, seem not to

depend on substitution of the artificial for the natural.

The example is instructive, nonetheless, for it shows that

Aristotle believes that metaphors can involve us in a kind

of category mistake, a mistake of taking a metaphorical

predicate for a literal one.

2 Aristotle, Posterior Analytics, 97b 37-40.

3 Aristotle, Topics, 123a 32-37.
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The soundness of Aristotle's thesis is tested by

examining cases of actuai knowing sUbjects and their lin-

guistic experiences. Aristotle himself attempted this

empirical approach and found that " ••. metaphor does make

what it signifies to some extent familiar because of the

likeness involved (for those who use metaphors do so always

in view of some likeness) •.• ,,4 Does this "familiarity"

constitute knowledge? Aristotle is ambivalent: the

logical writings (e.g. the pas~ages above) argue that

metaphor obfuscates rather than yields knowledge, but the

poetical writings hold that the familiarity achieved

through metaphor is the highest state of the poetic art. 5

Perhaps the best way to understand and overcome Aris-

totle's ambivalence is to release metaphor from the narrow
,

confines of noun or name (onomata) which Aristotle uses to

define metaphor. In the Poetics, Aristotle defines

metaphor as a kind of transference of noun or name:

Metaphor consists in giving the thing a name that
belongs to something else; the transference being
either from genus to species, or from species to
genus, or from species to species, or on grounds of
analogy. 6

4 Aristotle, Topics, 140a 9-11.

5 Aristotle, Poetics, 1459a 9.

6 Aristotle, Poetics, 1457b 7-9.
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He gives an example for each of the four kinds of trans-

ference:

That from genus to species is exemplified in 'Here
stands my ship'; for lying at anchor is a sort of
standing. That from species to genus in 'Truly ten
thousand good deeds has Ulysses wrought', where 'ten
thousand', which is a particularly large number, is
put in place of the generic 'a large number'. That
from species to species in 'Drawing the life with the
bronze', and in 'Severing with the enduring bronze';
where the poet uses 'draw' in the sense of 'sever'
and 'sever', in that of 'draw', both words meaning to
'take away! something. That from analogy is possible
whenever there are four terms so related that the
second is to the first, as the fourth to the third;
for one may then put the fourth in place of the
second, and the second in place of the fourth. Now
and then, too, they qualify the metaphor by adding on
to it that to which the word it supplants is relative.
Thus a cup is in relation to Dionysus what a shield is
to Ares. The cup accordingly will be described as the
'shield of Dionysus' and the shield as the 'cup of
Ares'. Or to take another instance: As old age is to
life, so is evening to day. One will accordingly
describe evening as the 'old age of the day'--or by
the Empedoclean equivalent; and old age as the. '. • . __ • _ • 7
'even1ng' or 'sunse~ OL ~1Le'.·

Aristotle's first example of transference is from

genus to species: 'Here stands my ship'. The explicit term

'stands' is related to the implicit term 'lies at anchor'

as genus to species because, as Aristotle says, "lying at

anchor is a sort of standing." The auditor of the metaphor

shares with its author a familiarity with the likeness of

the terms. But Aristotle neglects to mention that it may

also be the case that the auditor learns, or comes to share

7 Aristotle, Poetics, 1457b 9-24.
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such a familiarity, through the context of the metaphor.

An associative system or semantic field, 'things standing',

is necessary to share the meaning of the novel and

particular metaphoric utterance 'ship standing'. The

cognitive value of the metaphor lies in the novel

experience of coming to share "familiarity" being more

precisely coming to know the context and the fit of this

instance. Aristotle's analysis lacks a discussion of

context and the immediate need for looking beyond the term

or name for the metaphor's resolution.

Aristotle's second example of metaphor is transference

from species to genus: 'Truly ten thousand good deeds has

Ulysses wrought'. The explicit term 'ten thousand' is

related to the implicit term 'many' as species to genus

because, as Aristotle says, "'ten thousand', which is a

particular large number, is put in place of the generic la

large number'." Aristotle's explication of his second

example, like the first, is confined to substitution of

terms without regard for the possible importance of

sentence or text context. Modern critics have dubbed this

the "substitution theory" of metaphor. Aristotle's third

example shows the limitations of a similar kind of

analysis, called the "comparison theory."

The third example compares transference from species

to species: 'Drawing the life with the bronze', and

'Severing with the enduring bronze.' Aristotle explicates
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"the explicit term 'drawing' (arysas)

in the first sentence stands for the implicit term

'severing'
\

(temon); in the second sentence the explicit

'severing' stands for the implicit 'drawing'. Such a term

analysis does not yield the meaning of this metaphor for

the modern reader.

D. W. Lucas, relying on fragments from Empedocles (the

probable poet Aristotle refers to in the passage) offers an

interpretation of 'Drawing the life with the bronze':

'drawing' is short for 'drawing off blood' and in this way

is a metaphor for severing or cutting. 8 This

interpretation finds agreement in W. Hamilton Fyfe's

suggestion that the bronze in the first sentence is a

knife. 9 The second sentence, 'Severing with the enduring

bronze', is interpreted by Lucas as "cutting" off a stream

of water with a bronze vessel. I O Hence 'drawing off' means

'cutting' and 'cutting' means 'drawing off,.ll Fyfe agrees

that the bronze in the second case is a vessel but thinks

the liquid 'severed' or 'cut' is blood. He gives a fuller

explanation of a "cupping bowl:"

8 D. W. Lucas in Aristotle, Poetics, (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1968), pp. 204-205.

9 W. Hamilton Fyfe in Aristotle, The Poetics,
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press)! p.80.

10 Lucas, p.205.

11 Lucas, p.205.
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This was a bronze vessel which was applied to the body
at the place at which a small incision bad been made.
Heated lint was placed in the bowl of it and the
reduction of air-pressure thus caused a strong flow of
blood. 12

If Lucas and Fyfe are correct in their basic

interpretations, then the two metonymic uses of 'bronze'

are at least as interesting to the metaphor as the terms

chosen by Aristotle as as example. 13 Aristotle's metaphor,

unintelligible without a resolution of the metonymy, points

beyond the word to the sentence and its context for its

resolution.

Aristotle's fourth example of metaphoric use is that

"from analogy." He begins with simple term substitution;

for example, "as old age is to life, so is evening to day."

Therefore, one may describe evening as the 'old age of day'

or (as is more common) old age as the : evening; or

'twilight of life'. Aristotle goes on to give a more

complex and insightful analysis than simple sUbstitution,

however. A metaphor can name that which has no name: 14

12 Fyfe, p.85.

13 Metonymy: "a figure of speech consisting of the use
of the name of one thing for that of another of which it is
an attribute or with which it is associated" (Webster's New
collegiate Dictionary); here 'bronze' is taken as an
attribute of both knife and vessel.

14 Janet Martin Soskice, Metaphor and Religious
Language, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), p.8.
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It may be that some of the terms thus related have no
special name of their own, but for all that they will
be described in just the same way. Thus to cast forth
seed-corn is called 'sowing'; but to cast forth its
flame, as said of the sun, has no special name. This
nameless act, however, stands in just the same
relation to its object, sunlight, as sowing to the
seed-corn. Hence the expression in the poet, 'sowing
around a god-created flame,.15

Though there is no term for the scattering of light by the

sun, the poet fills a lexical gap by use of the analogy of

sowing. 16 Aristotle's analysis of metaphor is thus filled

out in the Poetics. The warning against equivocation or

obfuscation by the rhetorician's use of metaphor is set

against the extension of knowledge by the poet's use of

metaphor. Aristotle goes so far in the Poetics as to mark

the able user of metaphor a genius:

It is a great thing, indeed to make a proper use of
t.neee poetical forms [i. e., exce.rLence c:f dictlon and
the ability to make riddles], as also of compounds and
strange words. But the greatest thing by far is to be
a master of metaphor. It is the one thing that cannot
be learnt from others; and it is also a sign of
genius, since a good metaphor implies an intuitive
perception of the similarity in dissimilars. 17

Fyfe notes that this "intuitive perception of the

similarity in dissimilars" is "the power of detecting

'identity in difference' which distinguishes also both the

15 Aristotle, Poetics, 1457b 24-29.

16 Soskice, p.9.

17 Aristotle, Poetics, 1459a 3-8.
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philosopher and the scientist. n1S Thus Aristotle's remarks

in the Poetics would imply that metaphor provides a real

incre~ent to the understanding. It is necessary,

therefore, to synthesize Aristotle's logical, rhetorical,

and poetical remarks on metaphor into a single account so

far as this is possible. In the logical writings,

Aristotle argues against the use of metaphors on the ground

that they obfuscate what the literal states clearly. In

the poetic writings, Aristotle argues that metaphor use and

recognition is a mark of genius. The standard

interpretation is that the former position is the more

purely "Aristotelian." Metaphor use and recognition may be

a mark of genius, but it is the genius of the poets only.

As Max Black writes, "To draw attention to a philosopher's

metaphors is to belittle him--like praising a logician for

his beautiful handwriting."::"S

Aristotle's remarks from the Poetics, the Rhetoric,

and even the Topics show that the standard interpretation

is not strictly warranted. In fact, one may argue the

other direction: it is not the logical writings on

metaphor but the literary that deserve emphasis. One may

grant the truth of the position that metaphors can

obfuscate, but argue that the literal can make obscure as

1S Fyfe, p.90.

19 Max Black, Models and Metaphors, (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell University Press, 1962), p.25.
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well. Even given Aristotle's limiting view that metaphors

are nouns or names, the perception of resemblances between

them constitutes an insight explicitly noted by him. This

thesis finds a natural ally in those schools of thought

which attempt to break down barriers between the

disciplines of logic, rhetoric, and poe'cry.20 Paul

Ricoeur, for example, argues that it is the category

mistake itself which creates new meaning in the

Aristotelian context of metaphor. The maker of a metaphor

purchases a semantic gain at a logical cost: 21

What is being suggested then, is this: should we not
say that metaphor destroys an order only to invent a
new one; and that the category-mistake is nothing but
the complement of a logic of discovery? Max Black's
integration of model and metaphor, in other words of
an epistemological concept and a poetic concept,
allows us to exploit thoroughly this idea, which is
completely opposed to any reduction of metaphor to a
mere 'ornament.' ~ushing this thought to the limit,
one must say that metaphor bears information bacause
it 'redescribes' reality. ThUS, the category mistake
is the de-constructive intermediary phase between
description and redescription. 22

Aristotle's language is pushed to the limit in

Ricoeur's remarks: the category mistake of artificial

predicate substitution will be given up in Ricoeur for

sentence and text analysis in toto. The integration of the

"20 See, e.g., Cicero, De Oratore III.xvi. 60-1.

21 Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor, (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1977), p.21.

22 . 2Rlcoeur, p.2 .
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poetic and epistemological gives rise to a study of

constructed conceptual spheres in which metaphor is present

at the groundbreaking. Such a study ,"suggests the idea

that order itself proceeds from the metaphorical

constitution of semantic fields, which themselves give rise

to genus and species.,,23 Ricoeur anticipates the

interanimative theory of meaning, in which the rub of

context gives rise to the play of metaphor. He brings into

question the superstructures of Aristotelian genera and

species as well as the Aristotelian foundationalist

categories.

Is Aristotle's theory simply a substitution or

ornamentalist theory? Aristotle speaks of noun or name

substitution but also of metaphors naming the unnamed,

making comparisons, and allowing one to "get hold of

something fresh.,,24 An adherent to a strict substitution

theory would hold that metaphor makes no difference to

signification at all. 2 5 But Janet Soskice points out that

Even a wearisome metaphor like 'He is a fox' must
signify something more to us than 'He is cunning';
otherwise we would regard 'fox' (as used
metaphorically) and 'cunning' as synonyms, and have as
our only reason for choosing between them that 'fox'
in some cases actually sounded better than 'cunning'.
But clearly one says 'He is a fox' not because it is

'23 .R1coeur, p.23.

24 Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1410b 13.

25 Soskice, p.25.
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more pleasing to the ear but because it suggests
something other than 'He is cunning. ,26

It does not detract from the validity of Soskice's

thesis to explore her example. In fact, her metaphor is

not always wearisome. In contemporary American adolescent

idiom, 'He is a fox' used as a metaphor can suggest that

the sUbject is attractive, that he is available for dating,

that he is not a wolf, etc. It does not usually suggest

for American teenagers, as it does for most English

speakers, that he is cunning. Soskice's thesis stands

under either interpretation of the example, however: "Even

where metaphor does function as an ornament, it does so by

virtue of making some addition to significance, be that

ever so·slight.,,27

Aristotle uses sUbstitution in his explanation of some

examples of metaphors in the Poetics rather than as a

comprehensive theory of metaphor. Likewise, comparison is

used to illustrate how some metaphors operate. One might

wish for more examples of metaphors, especialy in the

Poetics, but at least one does not have to reconstruct a

theory simply on the basis of the comparison of 'drawing'

to 'severing' or 'evening' to 'old age'. In fact, Max

Blac~ describes the comparison theory as nothing more than

26 Soskice, p.25.

27 k'50S cice , p. 25 •
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a special case of the substitution theory.28 In the

comparison theory, an im~licit simile is stated as a

metaphor:

When Schopenhauer called a geometrical proof a
mousetrap, he was, according to such a view, saying
(though not explicitly): "A geometrical proof is like
a mousetrap, since both offer a delusive reward,
entice their victims by degrees, lead to a
disagreeable surprise, etc." This is a view of
metaphor as a condensed or elliptical simile. It will
be noticed that a "comparison view" is a Epecial case
of a "substitution view." For it holds that the
metaphorical statement might be replaced by an
equivalent literal comparison. 29

In explicating Schopenhauer's metaphor, Black argues

that the terms cannot be replaced by equivalent literal

comparisons. The evidence shows that Aristotle is not

making such a claim for his examples, either. Metaphors

enable one to get hold of something new:

TNhen the poet calls old age 'a withered stalk', he
conveys a new idea, a new fact, to us by means of the
general notion of 'lost bloom', which is common to
both things. 30

Aristotle's remarks in the Rhetoric presuppose a

concern with the practical formulation of metaphor

(metaphor use) rather than with giving an account of the

·28 Black, p , 35.

29 Black, p.35. Some emphases deleted.

30 Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1410b 13-15. Aristotle quotes
the Oddyssey xiv 213.
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"mechanism" of metaphor (metaphor definition). He draws

an analogy between the mind of the rhetorician and the mind

of the philosopher:

Metaphors must be drawn, as has been said
already, from things that are related to the original
thing, and yet not obviously so related--just as in
philosophy also an acute mind will perceive
resemblances even in things far apart. 31

The relationship may be closer than that of analogy,

however: if an auditor of a metaphor (read: philosopher)

perceives resemblance, and this perception has cognitive

links beyond the name or noun to the sentence or text, i.e.

to the conceptual sphere of the maker of the metaphor

(read: rhetorician), then a proper account of metaphor must

go beyond a mere substitution or comparison theory.

Aristotle implies the production of meaning through

metaphor, but it is to the "interaction" theories of the

twentieth century that one must turn for an explicit

account.

31 Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1412b 10-12.
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Interaction Theories: Richards, Black and Soskice

The long period between Aristotle and the twentieth

century is not noteworthy for enlightening accounts of

metaphor. Most philosophers adapted Aristotle to a substi-

tution or comparison view. Metaphor was viewed as a

substitution for the literal, an ornament to be avoided in

serious discourse. John Locke, for example, argued

eloquently against all "figurative speech" in his Essay

concerning Human Understanding:

since wit and fancy find easier entertainment in the
world than dry truth and real knowledge, figurative
speeches and allusion in language will hardly be
admittp.d as an imperfection or abuse of it. I
confess, in discourses where we seek rather pleasure
and delights than information and improvement, such
ornaments as are borrowed from them can scarce pass
for faults. But yet if we would speak of things as
they are, we must allow that all the art of rhetoric,
besides order and clearness; all the artificial and
figurative application of words eloquence hath
invented, are for nothing else but to insinuate wrong
ideas, move the passions, and thereby mislead the
judgment; and so indeed are perfect cheats •.• 32

Locke's attack may very well have had a proper target

in dishonest or sophistical rhetoricians. The conception

of rhetoric which is presupposed by Locke, however, is

suspect and comes under attack in the twentieth century.

It is a new conception of rhetoric which saves metaphor

32 John Locke, Essay concerning Human Understanding,
(Oxford: C]arendon Press, 1894), v.2, pp.146-147.
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from the substitution and comparison views, a conception in

which metaphor actually aids in providing Locke's

conceptual "order and clearness".

The 19~6 pUblication of I. A. Richard's book The

Philosophy of Rhetoric catapulted metaphor studies into the

present age. Richards attempted to release rhetoric from

the suspect tasks of persuading, influencing, and

pleasing33 and restore to it the calling of "a study of

misunderstanding and its remedieso"34 The study of

metaphor in such a context brings with it general features

of Richards' conception of rhetoric. In preface to a

discussion of metaphor, Richards defines historical

rhetoric's "proper meaning superstition" as

the common belief--encouraged officially by what
lingers on in the school manuals as Rhatoric--that a
word has a meaning of its own (ideally, only one)
independent of and controlling its use and the purpose
for which it should be uttered. 35

Richards does not deny that word meanings are stable (some

are more stable than others) but he argues "that the

stability of the meaning of a word comes from the constancy

of the contexts that give it its meaning.,,36 A corollary

33 R' 77lcoeur, p. •

34 I. A. Richards, The Philosophy of Rhetoric, (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1965), p.3.

35 Richards, p.ll.

36 Richards, p.ll.
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to this proposition is the norm that words ought not to be

jUdged in isolation. 37 This corollary has a direct bearing

on Richards' account of metaphor. Richards' positive

account of metaphor takes into consideration word and

sentence context. He criticizes those accounts of metaphor

(such as Aristotle's) which jUdge words in isolation.

Richards' definition of word meaning foreshadows

modern conceptions of semantic fields:

If we sum up thus far by saying that meaning is
delegated efficacy, that description applies above all
to the meaning of words, whose virtue is to be
substitutes exerting the powers of what is not there.
They do this as other signs do it, though in more
complex fashions, through their contexts. 38

Meaning as "delegated efficacy" implies that words are

empowered sUbstitutes, gaining their power from the rub of

what is implied in context (an associative system or

content domain) with a delegated sign (a vocabulary term or

lexeme).39 Metaphors, as examples of meaningful words,

follow the argument for word meaning a fortiori.

Metaphors, as meaningful, are, constitutive of the

language and not simply ornamental. Richards criticizes

Aristotle's remark that metaphor making is a sign of genius

37 Richards, p.51.

38 Richards, p.32.

39 Context and sign constitute a semantic field. See
below, '''Metaphor: The Interanimation of Semantic Fields.~
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on the ground that it assumes "that metaphor is something

special and exceptional in the use of language, a deviation

from its normal mode of working, instead of the omnipresent

principle of all its free action."40 Richards' criticism

of Aristotle is instrumental in clearing the way for a

positive account of metaphor, although he misses the

positive nuances of Aristotle's theory, viz. those

statements that argue that metaphor adds to the

understanding of a text. The recipients of Aristotle's

accolade, i.e., the poets and their art, seem rightly to

deserve higher praise for their metaphors than language

users in the "normal mode." In this sense, Aristotle is

correct in making metaphor something special.

The Philosophy of Rhetoric strikes out in a new direc-

tion, however. Every opportunity is taken to advance a new

theory of metaphor, a theory central to Richard's project

of reconstructing rhetoric. Richards characterizes the

position on metaphor he is superseding:

Throughout the history of Rhetoric, metaphor has been
treated as a sort of happy extra trick with words, an
opportunity to exploit the accidents of their ver
satility, something in place occasionally but
requiring unusual skill and caution. In brief, a
grace or ornament or added power of langu~gc, not its
constitutive form. 41

40 Richards, p.90.

41 Richards, p.90.
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Richards argues for displacement of such a view by echoing

Shelley's "exceptional utterance" that

Language is vitally metaphorical; that is, it marks
the before unapprehended relations of things and
perpetuates their apprehension, until words, which
represent them, become, through time, signs for
portions or classes of thought instead of pictures of
integral thoughts ••• 42

Richards uses a Shelley quotation that again implies the

importance of word context. What are called by Shelley

"portions or classes of thought" are now known as "content

domains." The content domain, together with the

vocabulary term, constitute the semantic field. Thus,

Richards contributes to metaphor studies an inchoate

semantic field theory within a reconstructed rhetoric.

Richards also contributes an extremely useful

technique of metaphor recognition and analysis. To help

recognize metaphors, Richards distinguishes between the

vehicle, which is the idea conveyed by the literal meanings

of the words used metaphorically, and the tenor, which is

the second-order idea conveyed by the vehicle. 43 For

example, in the quotation

A stubborn and unconquerable flame
creeps in his veins and drinks the streams of life. 44

42 Percy Bysshe Shelley, cited in Richards, pp.90-91.

43 Eva Feder Kittay, Metaphor: Its cognitive Force and
Linguistic Structure, (Oxford: Clarendon Fress, 1987), p.lG.

44 cited in Richprds, p.l02.
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the 'tenor' is the idea of the fever from which the man is

sUffering and the 'vehicle' for it is the description of

the flame. 4 5 Note that the tenor, the idea of the fever,

is not explicitly mentioned. The metaphor is the

conjunction of tenor and vehicle. As Richards writes,

the vehicle is not normally a mere embellishment of a
tenor which is otherwise unchanged by it but .•• vehicle
and tenor in co-operation give a meaning of more
varied powers than can be ascribed to either. 4 6

Richards' analysis of metaphor in terms of vehicle and

tenor is flexible. It allows one

to point out that with different metaphors the
relative contributions of vehicle and tenor to this
resultant meaning varies immensely. At one extreme
the vehicle may become almost a mere decoration or
coloring of the tenor, at the other extreme, the tenor
may become almost a mere excuse for the introduction
of the vehicle, and so no longer be 'the principal
subject. ,47

Two examples may be used to illustrate. An example of the

former may be "Man is a Ylolf," where 'wolf' is the vehicle

for a collection of ideas associated with man's bestial

side. Construed in this way, 'wolf' becomes a "coloring"

of the tenor 'man', but a change in context could give the

45 Boskice, p.45.

46 Richards, p.lOO.

47 Richards, p.lOO.
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vehicle more emphasis (and enliven the metaphor).48 An

example of the latter might be

A stubborn and unconquerable flame
Creeps in his veins and drinks the streams of life.

where the vehicle of the flame may receive such emphasis as

to take away the title of "principal sUbject" from the

tenor of the fever. Such emphasis may come from context •.

e.g. speaking about the flame in terms of it having its ow~

life, speaking of it as an animal, etc. Both examples show

the importance of the construal of sentence and text

context in the analysis of tenor and vehicle. The best

metaphors exploit the strengths inherent in both tenor and

vehicle.

We have seen that Richards' contribution to metaphor

studies consists in poth a practical aid to metaphor

description via tenor and vehicle, and a correlative

interactive theory of word meaning. Ricoeur writes, "The

pioneering job done by I. A. Richards' The Philosophy of

Rhetoric cannot be overestimated.,,49 Both the practical

aid and the more general theory have received critical

48 Cf Roualt's print "Homo homini lupus" ('Man is a
wolf to man') created following the First World War. A
walking skeleton is portrayed in military cap walking among
skulls; the vehicle of the wolf is not explicitly
portrayed but given emphasis by the associated idea of
bloodthirstiness. Georges Roualt, Miserere, (New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 1952), pl.37.

49 Ricoeur, p.76.
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attention since the pUblication of The Philosophy of

Rhetoric.

Max Black attempts to emend the practical aid in his

famous essays "Metaphor,,50 and "More about Metaphor. ,,51

Some of Black's criticisms are useful, but the language he

wishes to substitute for Richards' tenor/vehicle

distinction will be criticized below.

In connecting a theory of metaphor with a general

theory of word meaning, Ricoeur writes of Richards:

The theory of metaphor that we find in the fifth and
sixth chapters of his book is connected to a new
definition of rhetoric, and not initially to a
semantics of the sentence. But it is not difficult to
demonstrate that his idea of rhetoric derives from a
semantic conception ••• 52

Ricoeur makes explicit the connection between Richards'

general theory and semantic field theory. Richards' calls

his semantic conception the "interanimation of words." In

terms of the language of tenor and vehicle and in its

application to metaphors in texts, Richards' semantic

conception is superb. Ricoeur's remarks are well taken.

But in terms of the philosophical implications of the

50 Max Black, Models and Metaphors: Studies in
Language and Philosophy, (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University
Pres?, 1962), pp.25-47.

51 in A. ortony, Metaphor and Thought, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1979).

52 R' 76lcoeur, p , .
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conception, more needs to be said. In The Meaning of

Meaning, for example, Richards skirts the questions of

truth and reference in regards to meaning in favor of a

theory of Uemotive meaning.,,53 Richards, faced with

positivist accounts of meaning, weakens the realism

inherent in his own account. Ricoeur does not offer any

support here. A more detailed theory of meaning in

relation to the interanimation of words will be offered in

the next section.

Max Black emends Richards' theory, with mixed results.

Black agrees that a metaphor is not an isolated term but a

sentence. 54 He calls the metaphorical sentence the 'frame'

and the word or words used metaphorically the 'focus,.55

Eva Kittay offers a rationale for this change:

In his use of 'vehicle', Richards does not make clear
whether the term is to apply to the idea signified by
the focal word or to the contextual and conceptual
inferences relating to the focal word. Black uses
subsidiary SUbject to indicate the former and
introduces 'a system of associated commonplaces' for
the latter. By separating out the latter, Black makes
explicit what Richards only hints at, namely that a
metaphor not merely invokes two SUbjects but, in the
case of the vehicle (or SUbsidiary SUbject), involves
a 'system of associated commonplaces'. Such a system
will serve as a 'lens' or 'filter' by which to
organize our view of the principal subject. 5 6

53 C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of
Meaning, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1923).

54 Kittay, p.16.

55 Kittay, p.16.

56 Kittay~ pp.1~-17.
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Black clarifies metaphor analysis by showing how a

system of associated commonplaces functions within the

context of a metaphor's focus. But there is a problem with

Black's argument. Richards had shown that an associative

sys·t~:m can attach to either tenor or vehicle. Either tenor

or vehicle, therefore, can serve as the focus of the

metaphor. Dropping the tenor/vehicle distinction in favor

of the focus/frame distinction leads to the implication

that the tenor (Black's focus) is always the principal

subject. Richards showed that the tenor is not always the

principal SUbject. It is best, therefore, to accept

Black's analysis in terms of SUbject and system of

associated commonplaces but to retain Richards' language

of tenor and vehicle. The flexibility of Richards'

practical aid in metaphor description is thus maintained

and reinforced by Black's refinement of metaphor theory.

Black's theory goes further than explication of the

SUbject and system of associated commonplaces, however. He

shows how such a SUbject and system "create" meaning in the

role of metaphor. Yet he acknowledges a role for the

literal:

. We need the metaphors in just the cases when there can
be no question as yet of the precision of scientific
statement. Metaphorical statement is not a substitute
for a formal comparison or any other kind of literal
statement, but has its own distinctive capacities and
achievements. Often we say, "X is M," evoking some
imputed connection between M and an imputed ~ {or,
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rather, to an indefinite system, ~l' ~2' ~3' .•• ) in
cases where, prior to the construction of the
metaphor, we would have been hard put to it to find
any literal resemblance between M and~. It would be
more illuminating in some of these cases to say that
metaphor creates the similarity than to say that it
formulates some similarity antecedently existing. 5 7

Black schematizes the "A is B" form of metaphor58, showing

the relationship of a system of associated commonplaces

(Ll' L2' L3' ••. ) to the sUbject or tenor (L) and the

vehicle (M). Black argues that the distinction between the

literal and the metaphoric is preserved by a temporal

difference between their use, the metaphoric preceding the

literal. He also argues for the merely possible role of

metaphor in meaning creation. 59 Both these positions are

suspect. Possibility lies not on the side of metaphor in

meaning creation (which is its necessary outcome), but on

the side of shifting temporal differences between the

literal and the metaphoric. The metaphoric is not always

replaced by the literal, but the metaphoric does create

meaning. Dead metaphors can be enlivened in new contexts.

"He is a fox" and "Man is a wolf" are examples which seem

57 Black, p.37.

58 E.g., "Man is a wolf."

,59 In "More about Metaphor," Black falls back on his
hedge, arguing that his use of the phrase 'It would be more
illuminating in some of these cases to say ••• ' does not
actually say that it is the case that metaphor creates
meaning. Therefore, we summarize his position as one for
the "possible" role of metaphor in meaning creation.
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to resist reduction to the literal. On the other hand, it

is necessary to strengthen Black's thesis that metaphor

creates meaning "in some of these cases." That is not to

say that meaning cannot be created in other ways, but that

metaphor, by its nature, does indeed create meaning,

however small the increment may be.

An example from Richards illustrates the strengthened

thesis that metaphors "create similarity:"

An incautious recent writer on the general theory
of language says: "In England the sYmbol house may
sYmbolise a reference to many different kinds of
houses; metaphorically its reference may be so
generalised as to refer to many more other things; but
it can hardly ever have the same reference as, let us
say, bread. ,,60

To show that 'house' and 'bread' can easily have the same

reference, Richards cites G. M. Hopkins' line in which

Hopkins speaks of the communion wafer as the dwelling of

the Divine presence. 61 This is the line:

Low-latched in leaf-light housel his too huge godhead.

Richards comments, "There is no strain, surely, in speaking

of the bread here as the little house, housel. ,,62 Thus the

60 Richards, p.126.

61 Richards, p.126.

62 Richards, p.126. Richards cites the poem as "The
Drummer Boy's communion" but the Fourth edition of the
Poems has "The Bugler's First Communion." See G. M.
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communion wafer serves as an example of reference for both

'bread' and 'house'.

It is interesting to note that Hopkins does not use

'bread' as a vehicle (which might be misconstrued as a

"mere" metaphor for 'house' of God) but instead uses

'house' as the vehicle; this preserves the desired complete

identification of bread with the body of Christ (an

"associated commonplace" of the Eucharist), yet makes way

for the production of meaning in a new metaphor. If a

theory of metaphor is to be consistent with a more general

theory of word meaning, then meaning creation must be

global for metaphors. Ricoeur agrees. He writes:

A significant trait of living language, in this
connection, is the power always to push the frontier
of non-sense further back. There are probably no
words so incompatible that some poet could not build a
bridge between them; the power to create new
contextual meanings seems to be truly limitless.
Attributions that appear to be 'non-sensical' can make
sense in some unexpected context.6~

Ricoeur's remarks are especially appropriate for the

example chosen by Richards. Hopkin's metaphor "builds a

bridge" between the words 'house' and 'bread' only in the

specialized context of the Christian Eucharist. Hopkins'

metaphor preserves the orthodoxy of the practice of

Hopkins, Poems, 4th. ed., ed. by W. H. Gardner and N. H.
Mackenzie, (London: Oxford University Press, 1967), p.82.

63 Ricoeur, p.95.
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communion, creating at the same time a novel explanation of

that practice.

Janice Martin Soskice offers a working definition of

metaphor within an interaction theory. Her account takes

into consideration both classical pronouncements and modern

criticisms. Metaphor, for Soskice, "is that figure of

speech whereby we speak about one thing in terms which are

seen to be suggestive of another.,,64 For example, W. H.

Auden writes in "1st September 1939 n that

The unmentionable odour of death
Offends the September night. 65

Soskice uses the passage from Auden as an example for

her definition of metaphor and to criticize Black's notion

of metaphor as the interaction of two sUbjects in which one

thing is spoken about but another meant. Soskice writes,

n[Auden] is not speaking about a smell at all, much less

speaking about smell and meaning something else. He is

speaking about the forebodings of war in terms which are

appropriate to odour.,,66

Soskice's definition of metaphor is thoroughgoing in

its contextualism. It retains Aristotle's insight into

64 Soskice, p.15.

65 cited in Soskice, p.49.

66 Soskice, p.49.
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metaphor's role in the production of meaning but rejects

his isolated term analysis. It supports Black's theory of

sUbject and associated commonplaces but not the

"interaction of two sUbjects." It retains, however,

Richards' language of "the twinned elements of tenor and

vehicle. ,,67

Explicating Frege's distinction, Soskice distinguishes

between the meaning and reference of an utterance, on the

one hand; and the sense and denotation of a term, on the

other. 68 Properly speaking, it is the utterance that has a

meaning and not an individual vocabulary term (lexeme).69

Likewise, "reference" is something that a speaker makes on

a particular occasion of making an utterance, and not

something made by lexemes in isolation. 7 0 Thus, "in

context, the utterance 'The man drinking the gin and tonic'

can successfully refer even though the man referred to may

in fact be drinking soda water.,,7l Soskice glosses:

67 soskice, p.49.

68 soskice, p.53.

69 Soskice, p.52.

70 Soskice, p.52. Soskice borrows the usage of
Donnellan and Lyons. See Keith S. Donnellan, 'Reference
and Definite Descriptions' in Naming. Necessity. and
Natural Kinds, ed. by Stephen P. Schwartz, (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell University Press, 1977), pp.42-65; and John Lyons,
Semantics, 2 vols., (Cambridge: cambridge University Press,
1977), vol.l, p.174.

7:1: •Sosklce, p.52.
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This is another way of highlighting the point that
reference is something effected by speakers making an
utterance in a context, and not something which
inheres in definite descriptions or lexemes per se. 72

Terms (lexemes) are said to have a sense and a denota-

tion. Soskice defines 'sense' as "the dictionary

definition of a lexeme, and not some set of necessary

properties of that which the lexeme denotes.,,73 She

defines 'denotation' as the relation between the lexeme and

the persons, things, states of affairs, etc. which it

designates in the world. 74 These distinctions allow

Soskice to lift metaphor theory out of analysis in terms of

(Aristotelian) lexemes and (Blackian) dual SUbjects.

Instead, Soskice accounts for the interactive mechanism of

metaphor in terms of twin pairs of concepts: sense and

denotation of the term, meaning and reference of the

utterance.

Soskice gives an analysis of the interactive mechanism

of metaphor in terms of Richards' language of vehicle and

tenor. Richards had spoken of the "complex fashion" in

which words are empowered by their contexts. Soskice gives

a fuller account:

·72 Soskice, p.52.

73 Soskice, p.52.

74 Soskice, p.52.
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To return to Richards's terminology: we conclude
that the metaphorical vehicle is not used to pick out
a second SUbject, or another referent, but to describe
the referent picked out by the whole of the utterance
or, more accurately, by the speaker in making the
utterance. When Churchill described Mussolini as
'That utensil', the reference of the metaphor was
fixed by Churchill, but the significance of the
metaphor was given in considering Mussolini in the
terms of the associative network of 'utensil'. It is
in this way that we get Dr Johnson's "two ideas for
one", a unity of SUbject matter and a plurality of
associative networks, and this is what we intended to
mark by defining metaphor as a speaking about one
thing or state of affairs in terms which are
suggestive of another. 75

It is useful to analyze the metaphor '[Mussolini] is a

utensil' in terms of the sense and denotation of the

lexemes, and the meaning and reference of the utterance.

The vehicle 'utensil' is a lexeme with a sense (i.e., a

dictionary definition): "1: an implement, instrument, or

vessel used in a household and esp. a kitchen 2: a useful

tool or implement.,,76 The denotation of 'utensil'

designates the relation between the term and the things it

designates in the world. Churchill's vehicle is especially

apt, bringing to mind an associative network of diverse but

mundane kitchen and household implements.

'75 Soskice, p.53. Soskice refers to Samuel Johnson's
remark that metaphor Jives us "two ideas for one."

76 Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, (springfield,
Mass.: -Merriam, 1979), p.1280.
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The reference of the metaphor is fixed by ostension. 7 7

Churchill, as speaker, refers to Mussolini as "that

utensil." The success of the reference relies in this

instance on. the success of the metaphor. The tenor of the

metaphor is the implicative network of ideas associated

with Mussolini: Hitler's sycophant, unsuccessful warmaker,

vainglorious diplomat. Churchill's metaphoric utterance

highlights features of Mussolini's personality and role in

European and African politics in terms which are suggestive

of utensils, their associated affinities and contrasts;

e.g., usefulness, mundaneness, commonness, artlessness, the

ability to be replaced easily, the lack of ability to act

on one's own power. The metaphor does not merely pick out

common features from a pair of terms; it gives us a "unity

of sUbject matter and a plurality of associative networks"

in a short, incisive utterance uttered in a specific

context.

Soskice's contribution to metaphor studies does not

end with a good definition of metaphor and a clear insight

into the meaning and reference of utterances and the sense

and denotation of terms. She also contributes a more

controversial discussion of metaphor's relationship to

model and conceptual sphere. Soskice argues for a

thoroughgoing realism in respect to models. Her argument

is examined and criticized in Chapter Three.

77 k'Sos lce, p.53.
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Soskice calls her theory interanimative (as does

Richards call his), but, like Richards, she fails to give a

clear account of the way in which semantic fields operate

with one another or "interanimate." The word 'interactive'

best describes her theory, which is basically a

clarification of th2 way tenor and vehicle work upon one

another. It is to a very recent theory that one must turn

for the essential component to our contribution of a

comprehensive interanimative theory of metaphor.

Metaphor: The Interanimation of Semantic Fields

In 1987, Eva Feder Kittay published a pivotal work in

metaphor studies. Metaphor: Its Cognitive Force and Lin

quistic Structure is a book length treatment of metaphor

theory. A major strength of the book is its explication of

semantic fields and their operation in the creation and

recognition of metaphors. Kittay's work also suggests (but

does not answer SUfficiently) important philosophical

issues concerning the construal of metaphors and metaphor

theory. Two important questions may be raised: first,

whether a theory of metaphor entails a kind of

philosophical realism or, on the other hand, nominalism;

and second, whether metaphor and model are interdependent

or, whether metaphor and conceptual sphere are

interdependent. These issues take one beyond an
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examination of theory for their resolution. Hence,

Kittay's book can be vie~ed as a theoretical tool and

impetus with which to approach the larger metaphoric liter

ature, but not as the final word on the relation of

metaphor to philosophic issues.

Kittay calls her theory "perspectival:"

To call our theory perspectival is to name it for the
function metaphor serves: to provide a perspective
from which to gain an understanding of that which is
metaphorically portrayed. This is a distinctively
cognitive role. Since perspectival implies a SUbject
who observes from a stance, we can say that metaphor
provides the linguistic realization for the cognitive
activity by which a language speaker makes use of one
linguistically articulated domain to gain an under
standing of another experiential or conceptual domain,
and similarly, by which a hearer grasps such an under
standing. 78

Kittay's characterization of metaphor emphasizes the

knowing SUbject in metaphor creation and recognition, hence

the theory title "perspectival." She draws attention tc;>

the cognitive force of metaphor through an analysis of the

operation of semantic fields. The "linguistically articu-

lated" domain (the vehicle) is used to understand another

"conceptual" or "experiential" domain (the tenor); this

understanding is distinctively cognitive. Kittay's aim is

"to understand the cognitive force of metaphor through the

elucidation of metaphoric meaning.,,79

78 Kittay, pp.13-14.

79 Kittay, p.15.
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Kittay's analysis utilizes Richard's tenor and

vehicle; it explains further Black's sUbject and associated

commonplaces; and it shows in more detail Soskice's

"speaking al;>out one thing in terms which are seen to be

suggestive of another." As such, it focuses on the

mechanism of metaphor rather than on the accumulated

experiences of SUbjects, i.e., metaphor makers and

auditors. Therefore, Kittay's theory is better conceived

as part of a theory of metaphor in terms of the

interanimation of semantic fields than as a newly ordained

perspectival theory. This reconception of Kittay's theory

retains the flexibility of the language of Richards and

Black. It enables one to apply the interanimative theory

to the empirical data of metaphors in texts. In this way,

the "cognitive force of metaphor through the elucidation of

metaphoric meaning" is not polemicized or argued from

theory to data (as in Kittay); rather metaphoric meaning§

(in the plural) are elucidated in a dialectic of applied

theory and empirical data. The cognitive force of metaphor

is then more clearly seen in the relationship of metaphors

to models and conceptual spheres; and in the relationships

of entailment of metaphors to philosophical positions such

as realism or nominalism. For it is not only theories of

metaphor which carry with them philosophical

presuppositions, but the construals of metaphors in texts

as well.
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Kittay refines Black's notion of associated

commonplaces and Richards' context with the linguistic

structure known as a "semantic field:"

When a set of words, a lexical set, is applied to a
domain unified by some content, a content domain, we
have a semantic field. The semantic fields are
comprised of terms which cover some specifiable
conceptual ground and which bear relations of affinity
and contrast to one another. SO

Kittay's analysis may be wedded to Soskice's: the lexeme

or lexical set, taken together with its associative network

(Kittay's "content domain"), comprise the semantic field.

Kittay gives some examples of affinity and contrast

relations in content domains: 'red', 'blue', 'green',

'yellow', etc. are contrasts in the semantic field of

color. 81 "Terms such as 'fishing', 'fish', 'trout',

'fisherman' exhibit various contrasts and affinities within

the semantic field of fishing."S2 Some relations in

semantic fields are common enough to be named, e.g.

synonymy ('big', 'large'), graded antonymy ('hot', 'warm',

'cool', 'cold'), hyponymy ('bird', 'robin'), cyclical

series ('summer', 'winter', 'autumn', 'spring'),

noncyclical series ('birth', 'childhood', 'adolescence',

80 Kittay, p.33.

81 Kittay, p.34.

82 Kittay, p.34.
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etc.)83, ranks ('general', 'colonel', 'sergeant',

'private,).84 It is argued here that it is the empirical

investigation of metaphors in texts and utterances which

enables one. to expand such named relations, to refine them,

and to place them in the context of model or conceptual

sphere.

In terms of metaphor, Kittay criticizes Black's theory

of a single set of associated commonplaces in favor of

Richards' language of tenor and vehicle:

Both vehicle and topic are elements of semantic
fields--or more precisely the vehicle is an element of
a semantic field while the topic is part of some
content domain that may not be articulated by a set of
lexical items. Contra Black, not only ought the topic
to be considered as a part of a system (a content
domain or a semantic field), the vehicle ought to be
understood as being part of its own system as well. 85

It is useful to follow both Kittay and Soskice in retaining

Richards' language of tenor and vehicle~ Kittay's

distinction between content domain and semantic field

serves well to point out the possible combinations

available to the maker of a metaphor. One may adduce as an

example the familiar metaphor from Richards and Soskice.

In

.83 Kittay's example of this particular series as
"noncyclical" diverges from the Indian model.

84 Kittay, p.34.

85 Kittay, p.34.
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A stubborn and unconquerable flame
Creeps in his veins and drinks the streams of life

the vehicle of the flame is an element of a semantic field

(the lexeme 'flame' + a content domain)86 while the topic

of the fever the man is sUffering from is part of a content

domain that is in this case "not articulated by a set of

lexical items,";' sc., the fever is not named.

Semantic field theory requires that, in the case of

metaphor, two systems interanimate. Kittay has stated

that, "Perhaps more than any other writer, [Nelson] Goodman

has recognized the importance of seeing metaphor as the

interaction of two systems.,,87 A short digression is

useful here in order to tease out some philosophical

implications entailed by a theory of metaphor. Kittay

provides a short glossary of Goodman's "somewhat

idiosyncratic" terminology:

A label is a means by which we classify objects or
their labels. A label has an application to the
object or aggregate of objects to which it applies.
What the label applies to is its extension. A schema
consists of a set of labels. The aggregate of the
range of extension of the labels in a schema is called
a realm. SS

86 Note the interesting affinities and contrasts
within the relation of terms found in the semantic field of
flame: like some fires, this flame creeps and is
unconquerable. Contrast the characteristics which shade
off into those of animals: some animals are stubborn, many
creep, most drink.

87 Kittay, p.32.

88 Kittay, p.33n.
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In terms of interaction~sts such as Soskice, Goodman's

'label' corresponds roughly to 'lexeme'; his 'schema' is a

'lexical set'; his 'extension' is the lexical set's 'deno-

tation'; his 'realm' the 'content domain'. But whereas

Soskice's realism explicitly provides for a 'sense' in

terms of a dictionary definition rather than a "set of

necessary properties of that which the lexeme denotes,"

Goodman's nominalism provides a 'range of extension' which

is a habitual if not necessary set of properties applicable

to an "empty" label (cf the medieval flatus vocis).

Hence, Goodman provides a definition of metaphor which is

interactionist but nominalist in character:

Now metaphor typically involves a change not merely of
range but also of realm. A label along with others
constituting a schema is in effect detached from the
home realm of that schema and applied for the sorting
and organizing of an alien realm••• A whole set of
alternative labels, a whole apparatus of organization,
takes over a new territory.89

The conflict between nominalism and realism was first

raised by Porphyry in the early Middle Ages over the

construal of Aristotle;90 it is interesting to compare

that debate with a contemporary discussion which is still

·89 Nelson Goodman, Languages of Art, (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1968), pp.72-73.

90 James K. Feibleman, "Nominalism," in Dictionarv of
Philosophy, ed. by Dagobert D. Runes, (Totowa, N.J.:
Littlefield, Adams, 1970), p.211.
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trying to construe Aristotle's views (this time, on

metaphor) !

Aristotle had defined metaphor as a kind of

transference (epiphor~) .91 Kittay explains metaphoric

transference in terms of semantic field theory:

Metaphorical transfers of meaning are transfers from
the field of the vehicle to the field of the topic of
the relations of affinity and opposition that the
vehicle term(s) bears to other terms in its field.
More precisely, in metaphor what is transferred are
the relations which pertain within one semantic field
to a second, distinct content domain. That, in short,
is how I characterize metaphor. 9 2

The debate between nominalism and realism turns on the

interpretation of semantic fields. It is important, then,

to explicate properly the elements of the semantic field,

viz. the lexeme and the content domain. What relations

obtain between lexeme and content domain, or in Goodman's

terms, between label and realm? Goodman removes any

content from the label:

In all this, the aptness of an emphasis upon labels,
of a nominalistic, but not necessarily verbalistic
orientation, becomes acutely apparent once more.
Whatever reverence may be felt for classes or
attributes, surely classes are not moved from realm to
realm, nor are attributes somehow extracted from some
objects and injected into others. Rather a set of
terms, of alternate labels, is transported; and the

. organization they effect in the alien realm is guided
by their habitual use in their home realm. 9 3

91 Aristotle, Poetics, 1457b 7-9.

92 Kittay, p.36.

93 Goodman, p.74.
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Kittay criticizes (correctly, it seems) Goodman's

nominalism on the grounds that Goodman's 'label' must

"smuggle in" non-nominalistic claims or reduce the argument

to incoherence. 94 "Goodman's labels carry no conceptual

baggage--they have no content, only application. They even

have habitual applications.,,95 Goodman appears to assume

that the habitual applications constrain the labels, when

used literally, to a given realm. A metaphor is a label's

application to a new realm. Kittay argues:

But Goodman's assumption here is not warranted. Some
schemes [i.e., lexical sets] have only minimal con
straints on the realms to which they may apply. The
labels in such schemes tend to be commonly used adjec
tives or adverbs. Lehrer, for example, points out
that 'the lexical set (hot, warm, cool, cold) have
[sic] meaning in the general domains including temper
ature, personality type, colors and sensation,.96

Kittay gives evaluative adjectives and adverbs (e.g.

'good', 'bad') as further examples of labels loosely tied

to a field of application. As Richards argues, a lexeme

carries a content (his 'meaning') based on the stability of

its contexts. Soskice argues that the content of a lexeme

is the dictionary definition. Thus, Kittay, Soskice and

94 Kittay, p.194.

95 Kittay, p.194.

96 Kittay, p.194. See A. Lehrer, "static and Dynamic
Elemen'ts in Semantics, Hot, Warm, Cool, Cold," in Papers in
Linguistics 3 (1970), p. 349.
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Richards all argue (albeit from different perspectives)

that a label is not "comfortably neutral in regard to any

epistemological or ontological position.n97

It is argued here that Goodman's conception of

metaphor as an interaction of two systems can best be seen

to provide a nominalist foil within a realist theory of

interanimation. Goodman's account fails to account on its

own for the sense of lexemes; the term 'label' is

insufficient to mark vocabulary terms. Soskice returns to

the distinction between sense and reference in outlining

the "realist project:"

The meaning of terms in a language, or as we prefe~,

their sense, does have a part to play at one level of
reference, but at another, reference is determined by
speakers in contexts of use, and not simply by
individual speakers but by communities of speakers
whose language provides access to the states and
relations which are of interest to them. Reference,
then, of the kind that interests us is social and is
concerned with access. Senses of terms are important
not so much for determining reference as for guiding
access. It is because senses are important but not
fully definitive that metaphor becomes extremely
useful in the project of reality deRiction, which is
as we shall see a realist project. 9

It is argued in Chapter Three that Soskice's project

of "reality depiction" is too ambitious, especially in

regards to models. Our project, on the other hand, calls

for an examination of metaphors in texts and for the

97 Kittay, p.194.

98 Soskice, p.132.
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placement of metaphors within models. But we agree with

Soskice that sense is the route of access to the construal

of the metaphors of a community of speakers and that

reference is determined by entering into the conceptual

sphere of such a community. Models form a bridge between

the metaphors of the texts and the conceptual spheres of

the community. Thus, the use of models may be preserved

for explanatory functions across community boundaries.

The focus of this chapter, i.e., the explication of

metaphor as the interanimation of semantic fields,

contributes to metaphor studies in at least three ways.

First, a satisfactory account of the construal of metaphors

in texts is provided. Second, access to the conceptual

spheres of communities is guided. Third, a tool for the

production of meaningful models, i.e., models of

explanation, is forged. The project ahead is to take up

the second and third items with reference to the first;

sc., to guide access to conceptual spheres and provide

models of explanation in view of the construal of actual

metaphors in texts.

Metaphor as the interanimation of semantic fields may

be summarized as follows. Metaphor is that figure of

speech which "speaks about one thing in terms which are

seen to be suggestive of another. ,,99 The maker of a

99 k'Sos 1ce, p.15.
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metaphor speaks about one thing (the vehicle) in terms

which are seen or heard by the auditor of the metaphor to

be suggestive of another (the tenor). Together, vehicle

and tenor constitute the metaphor. Separately, each

constitutes a semantic field. The metaphor is thus a

product of the interanimation of two (or more) semantic

fields. Each semantic field consists of a vocabulary term

(a lexeme or lexical set) and an associative system (a

content domain). Some metaphors lack a lexeme; in these

metaphors a semantic field interanimates a content domain.

A lexeme has a sense. Our interanimation theory takes

a position of moderate realism midway between the

proponents of the "proper meaning superstition," who

believe that each word is invested with a single proper

meaning; and the nominalists, who view the word as an empty

label. In fact, Goodman's construal of labels as

"habitually" associated comes full circle to the construal

of words as having a "proper meaning." But words do not

have a single, unalterable "proper meaning;" the

associative system connected with a given lexeme is rather

a matter for empirical investigation in which metaphor

analysis is a vital tool •

. Finally, Aristotle's work on metaphor can be construed

as nominalist only if one adapts it to a term SUbstitution

or comparison position. But if one takes seriously his

arguments in the Rhetoric and the Poetics implying the



production of meaning through metaphor, then his theory

becomes seminal to modern and postmodern realist

interpretations of metaphor as the interanimation of

semantic fields.
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Chapter 3. Metaphors, Models, and Conceptual Spheres

The Conflated "Conceptual Metaphor" of Lakoff and Johnson

The popular book Metaphors We Live By by George Lakoff

and Mark Johnson is a recent attempt (1980) to examine

metaphors in relation to one another and in relation to

conceptual spheres. Lakoff and Johnson analyze

conventional metaphors1 in contemporary English idiom.

Their generalizations are suggestive if not always sound.

It is worthwhile to examine some of their arguments in

order to develop ground rules for further metaphor and

conceptual sphere analysis.

Lakoff and Johnson discuss the conventional metaphor

"Argument is war" more often than any other. They give the

following examples of literal expressions which, taken

together, imply what they call the "conceptual metaphor, ,,2

"Argument is war:"

Your claims are indefensible.
He attacked every weak point in my argument.

1 A conventional metaphor may be defined as a metaphor
with such high usage that it becomes semi-literal, e.g.,
the leg of a table.

2 A conceptual metaphor may be defined as a metaphor
not found in speech as such, but implicit to thinlcing. The
definition of a conceptual metaphor is much less useful,
however, than the definition of metaphor as a linguistic
phenomenon. This is not to deny that metaphors are
"conceptual" in any sense, but only to affirm that
metaphors are first and foremost figures of speech. See
the following discussion for a clarification and defense of
these positions.
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His criticisms were right on target.
I demolished his argument.
I've never won an argument with him.
You disagree? Okay, shoot!
If you use that strategy, he'll wipe you out.
He shot down all of my arguments. 2

Lakoff and Johnson argue that the "Argument is war"

metaphor structures our concept of an argument:

It is important to see that we don't just talk
about arguments in terms of war. We can actually win
or lose arguments. We see the person we are arguing
with as an opponent. We attack his positions and we
defend our own. We gain and lose ground. We plan and
use strategies. If we find a position indefensible,
we can abandon it and take a new line of attack. Many
of the things we do in arguing are partially
structured by the concept of war. 3

Lakoff and Johnson note that the "Argument is war" metaphor

highlights certain aspects of argument, while hiding

others. "For example, in the midst of a heated argument,

when we are intent on attacking our opponent's position and

defending our own, we may lose sight of the cooperative

aspects of arguing.,,4

Lakoff and Johnson never develop the insight that

argument can be cooperative, however; nor do they place the

"Argument is war" metaphor in the context of a larger

.2 George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live
~, (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1980), p.4.

3 Lakoff and Johnson, p.4.

4 Lakoff and Johnson, p.10.
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theory or philosophy of rhetoric. But if Richards'

argument is valid, i.e., that a theory of metaphor has

mutual implications with a larger philosophy of rhetoric,

then the "Argument is war" metaphor cannot be viewed as a

merely arbitrary example. Lakoff and Johnson adduce a

convincing set of expressions to show the pervasiveness of

this conventional metaphor in American society, but offer

no rationale for their choice of it as an example. They

seem to forget their conclusion, viz., that arguments are

"partially structured by the concept of war," in favor of

the conclusion that arguments are wholly structured by the

concept of war. Richards anticipates some of their

problems in The Philosophy of Rhetoric. He writes:

Among the general themes of the old Rhetoric
there is one which is especially pertinent to our
inquiry. The old Rhetoric was an offspring of
dispute; it developed as the rationale of pleadings
and persuadings; it was the theory of the battle of
words and has always been itself dominated by the
combative impulse. Perhaps what it has most to teach
us is the narrowing and blinding influence of that
preoccupation, that debaters' interest. 5

One can apply Richards' remarks to the "Argument is

war" conventional metaphor to show that this metaphor is

itself informed by a conceptual sphere, a sphere steeped in

the qld rhetoric's "battle of words." Lakoff and Johnson

claim novelty for their approach but show influence in only

5 Richards, p.24.
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one direction, viz., from metaphor to conceptual sphere.

They attempt to prove that the "Argument is war" metaphor

informs our conceptual sphere in a big way:

Our conventional ways of talking about arguments
presuppose a metaphor we are hardly ever conscious of.
The metaphor is not merely in the words we use--it is
in our very concept of an argument. The language of
argument is not poetic, fanciful, or rhetorical; it is
literal. We talk about arguments that way because we
conceive of them that way--and we act according to the
way we conceive of things. 6

Lakoff and Johnson make a hasty generalization by speaking

about the particular metaphor "Argument is war," then

speaking about the more general "language of argument."

Richards shows that a one-sided view of the language of

argument is, contra Lakoff and Johnson, not literal but

"rhetorical" in the old sense.

Lakoff and Johnson conclude that, "It is in this sense

that the 'Argument is war' metaphor is one that we live by

in this culture: it structures the actions we perform in

arguing. ,,7 Lakoff and Johnson have dropped the language of

"partial structuring." But their conclusion is not so

powerful as they would like or need it to be. It is true

that the "Argument is war" metaphor partially structures

the way that we argue, but it is also true that our

rhetorical presuppositions partially structure our

6 Lakoff and Johnson, p.5.

7 Lakoff and Johnson, p.4.
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conventional terms for arguing. Hence the position

advanced here is that metaphors inform our conceptual

spheres and that our conceptual spheres inform our choice,

production, and use of metaphors.

The source of Lakoff and Johnson's difficulty lies in

calling the "Argument is war" metaphor "conceptual." Is

the "Argument is war" metaphor conceptual or merely conven-

tional? It is better called "conventional" alone on the

following grounds:

We are not, then, rejecting psychological terminology
completely, but rejecting the suggestion that metaphor
is fundamentally a sort of mental event. A metaphor
may prompt us into non-linguistic recognitions and
comparisons, but of equal if not greater importance
are the linguistic associations to which it gives
rise. When in appreciating a metaphor one goes beyond
the bare utterance into a network of implications, it
is not so much that one goes beyond words, but that
one goes beyond the words one is given. 8

It is good for a number of reasons to adopt Soskice's

rule that a metaphor is a figure of speech and a phenomenon

of language; The rule clarifies the distinctions between

metaphors, models, and conceptual spheres. It also helps

to avoid some confusions, such as Colin Turbayne's

statement that "Some cases of metaphor may not be expressed

in words"g and Nelson Goodman's example that "Non-verbal as

well as verbal labels may, of course, be applied

8 Soskice, p.l8.

9 cited in Soskice, p.l?
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metaphorically, say in a cartoon of a politician as a

parrot, or of a despot 'as a dragon. And a blue painting of

a trombone player involves complex, if unsubtle,

transfer. ,,10 Soskice notes that

This is to say that any form of conceptual transfer or
comparison is metaphorical. The term used so broadly
precludes the possibility of making the kinds of
distinctions between metaphor and its associates which
are, for a critical analysis, most interesting. so,
then, whatever else it may be, metaphor is a figure of
speech. 11

Lakoff and Johnson seem to follow Turbayne and Goodman

in using the term 'metaphor' in a non-linguistic sense.

This may be one reason why the "Argument is war" metaphor

is never placed in the context of a philosophy of rhetoric.

To call such metaphors conceptual rather than simply

conventional has unfortunate consequences for a discussion

of metaphor context as well. Lakoff and Johnson develop

the notion of metaphor context as experiential rather than

discourse-centered. They devote a single remark to a

discussion of discourse context:

Sentences like these ["The fog is in front of the
mountain" and "John fired the gun at Harry"] are
always uttered as part of discourses of some kind, and
understanding them in a discourse context involves
complications of a nontrivial sort that, for our

.purposes , we must ignore here. 12

10 cited in Soskice, p.17.

11 Soskice, p.17.

12 Lakoff and Johnson, p.166.
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Instead, Lakoff and Johnson develop a theory of

"experiential gestalts." For example, in the sentence

"John fired. the gun at Harry," Lakoff and Johnson sketch

the following dimensions to the experiential gestalt:

Participants: John (shooter), Harry (target), the gun
(instrument), the bullet (instrument,
missile)

Parts: Aiming the gun at the targ&~

Firing the gun
Bullet hits target
Target is wounded

stages: Precondition:
Beginning:

Middle:
End:
Final state:

Shooter has loaded gun
Shooter aims gun at
target
Shooter fires gun
Bullet hits target
Target is wounded

Causation: Beginning and middle enable end
Middle and end cause final state

Purpose: Goal:
Plan:

Final state
Meet precondition, perform
beginning- and middle1 3

Lakoff and Johnson use the same format of experiential

gestalts to explain both conventional and new metaphors. 1 4

They give as an example of the former "Life is a story"

gleaned from such statements as "Tell me the story of your

life. " As an example of a "nonconventional" or new

metaphor, they give Shakespeare's "Life's ••. a tale told

13 Lakoff and Johnson, p.167.

14 Lakoff and Johnson, pp.170-175.
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by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing. lll 5

The experiential gestalt of the conventional metaphor is as

follows:

Participants: You and other people who have "played a
role" in your life

Parts: settings, significant facts, episodes,
and significant states (including the
present state and some original state)

stages: Preconditions: Setting for the
beginning

Beginning: The original state
followed by
episodes in the same
temporal setting

Middle: Various episodes and
significant states, in
succeeding temporal
order

End: Present state

Linear sequence:

causation:

various temporal and/or causal
connections among the succeeding
episodes and states

various causal relations between
episodes and states

Purpose: Goal:

Plan:

or:

A desired state (which may be
in the future)
A sequence of episodes which
you initiate and which have
a causal connection to the
goal
An event or set of event that
puts you in a significant
state, so that you will reach
the goal through a series
of natural stages16

15 cited in Lakoff and Johnson, p.l74.

16 Lakoff and Johnson, pp.l72-173.
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The experiential gestalt for the conventional metaphor

"Life is a story" is more abstract (and less useful) than

that for the "simple" sentence "John fired the gun at

Harry." An experiential gestalt may be useful for fixing

the reference of an utterance (e.g., "John fired the gun at

Harry"), but its nonlinguistic categories are otherwise

quite useless, even misleading, in the analysis of

metaphor. Take, for example, the metaphor "Life's .•. a

tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing." Lakoff and Johnson write of it:

This nonconventional metaphor evokes the conven
tional metaphor "Life is a story." The most salient
fact about stories told by idiots is that they are not
coherent. They start off as if they were coherent
stories with stages, causal connections, and overall
purposes, but they suddenly shift over and over again,
making it impossible to find coherence as you go along
or any coherence overall. A life story of this sort
would have no coherent structure for us and therefore
no way of providing meaning or significance to our
lives. 17

The fact that the passage suffers from grammatical

confusion of first, second, and third persons makes the

argument appear weak; but bringing Shakespeare's metaphor

under the "Life is a story" conventional metaphor has two

more unfortunate effects •

. First, it tries to force the auditor into acceptance

of an oversimplified term analysis in which the term

17 Lakoff and Johnson, p.174.
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'story' is substituted for the term 'life'. Lakoff and

Johnson even confuse tenor and vehicle. Shakespeare is not

speaking about a story here, its "stages, causal

connections, and overall purposes," i.e., its experiential

gestalt. Rather, Shakespeare's protagonist Macbeth is

speaking about life's finitude in the context of hearing of

his wife's death:

Seyton. The queen, my lord, is dead.
Macbeth. She should have died hereafter;

There would have been a time for such a word.-
To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. out, out, brief candle!
Life's but a walking shadow; a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more: it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fUry,
signifying nothing. 1 8

The metaphor "[Life] is a tale •.• " has mutual implications

with the metaphors "Life's but a walking shadow •.• ,"

"[Life is a] brief candle," e'tc. which, as discourse

context, ought not to be ignored. The passage seems to be

a discussion about the finitude of time more than about

one's "life-story."

Second, Lakoff and Johnson attempt to make

conventional metaphors prescriptive. The metaphor "Life is

a story" is made to carry the implicit imperative, "One

18 Macbeth, Act 5, Scene 5.
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ought to have a nice coherent story." This is not even

hinted at in Macbeth's speech.

Lakoff and Johnson make metaphor prescriptivism

explicit with the attempted "invention" of a conventional

metaphor, viz., "Love is a collaborative work of art." But

conventional metaphors are grounded in common usage, i.e.

convention, not invention. What Lakoff and Johnson seem to

have in mind when they speak about conventional metaphors

is not usage but experience. They state, for example, that

"the entailments of 'Love is a collaborative work of art'

arise from our beliefs about, and experience of, what it

means for something to be a collaborative work of art.,,19

These are "entailments" of experience, but a metaphor may

have logical entailments of mutual implication with a

conceptual sphere which the weaker sense of entailments of

experience can only hide.

r"akoff and Johnson prescribe the "Love is a

collaborative work of art" metaphor as a remedy for past

mistakes in love:

What we experience with such a metaphor is a kind of
reverberation down through the network of entailments
that awakens and connects our memories of our past
love experiences and serves as a possible guide for
future ones. 2 0

19 Lakoff and Johnson, p.139.

20 Lakoff and Johnson, p.140.
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Such a prescription may be worthwhile as a project in

clinical psychology, bue it is highly doubtful that an

attempt to make metaphors conventional by fiat can

accomplish the task.

Soskice's rule for taking metaphor as a figure of

speech and a phenomenon of language avoids the problems

associated with experiential gestalts. Discussion of

discourse context is precisely what should not be ignored.

The creative insight of Lakoff and Johnson, i.e., that

metaphors have entailments of mutual implication with the

larger conceptual sphere, can be gleaned from experience

only if we allow a distinction between metaphor grounded

in language and conceptual sphere with its locus in the

human person. Such a distinction allows the possibility of

logical entailments of mutual implication between metaphor

and conceptual sphere, but precludes talk about "conceptual

metaphors."

The Construal of Models in Science and Religion

Common sense or ordinary language notions of what

constitutes a model are important aids in the construal of

models. One may think of the still life or the nude in

art, or of scale models in the world of technology. The

role of the model in art is reversed, in a sense, from the

scale model. In art it is the actual basket of fruit or
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the human being which serves as model for the completed

work of art. The scale model, on the other hand, is the

completed work. The scale model is a model of the actual

thing. soskice, following R. Harre, calls models which are

models 'of' a state of affairs (such as scale models)

homeomorphic models. She calls models which are models

'for' a state of affairs (such as artistic models)

paramorphic models. 2 1 For Soskice, both show affinities

with metaphor.

One may speak of the scale model in terms of the

partial identity of model and original; e.g., a model of

the Queen Mary and the ship itself share partial

identity. 22 Black distinguishes between scale models,

whose purpose is to reproduce partial identity, and

analogue models, whose purpose is to reproduce structure or

a web of relationships.23 In the case of representational

art, partial identity is reproduced. Thus, scale models

and some works of art do have an important similarity, viz.

partial identity between model and domain of application.

Nonrepresentational art, on the other hand, displays

analogue modelling. The example of nonrepresentational art

concurs with Black's statement that analogue models

21 Soskice, pp.102-103. See also R. Harre, The
Principles of Scientific Thinking, (London: Macmillan,
1970), pp.38-40.

22 Black, pp.220-221.

23 Black, p.222.
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typically involve a leap or change in medium. 24 Ian

Barbour gives as an example of an analogue model a leap

from engineering to economics: the hydraulic flow model of

an economic system. 2 5

The analogue model is more abstract than the scale

model; but more abstract than the analogue model is the

theoretical model. Black writes, "Scale models and

analogue models must be actually put together ••• But

theoretical models (whether treated as real or fictitious)

are not literally constructed: the heart of the method

consists in talking in a certain way.,,26 We introduce

these distinctions between different kinds of models in

order to show that it is clearly theoretical (and

paramorphic) models we have in mind when we refer to

"models of explanation" gleaned from religious texts or

utterances. To put it in Black's terms, a model of

explanation is a way of talking in a certain way. We also

want to generate a new type of model, viz. a model of

religious practice.

Models have important relationships to metaphors.

Barbour speaks of theoretical models postulated by

analogy,27 but Soskice formulates a definition of

24 Black, p.220.

25 Barbour, Myths, Models and Paradigms, p.29.

26 Black, p.229.

27 Barbour, p.30.
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(theoretical) model as a response to a wider definition of

metaphor:

Models can be distinguished from and related to
metap~or in this way; an object or state of affairs is
said to be a model when it is viewed in terms of some
other object or state of affairs. A model need not be
a metaphor, for a model need not be linguistic at all,
as with a model train. 28

Soskice's definition of model as an object or state of

affairs viewed in terms of some other object or state of

affairs echoes her definition of metaphor as a figure of

speech whereby one thing is spoken about in terms which are

seen to be suggestive of another. For Soskice, the major

difference between metaphor and model is that model

includes the non-linguistic. 29

There is an important distinction between two types of

construal of theoretical models. Black refers to

"heuristic fictions;" this is the heuristic use of models.

He calls the second the "existential use of models." The

heuristic approach "uses a detached comparison reminiscent

of simile and argument from analogy;" the existential

approach "requires an identification typical of

metaphor. n 3 0 Like Soskice, Black echoes metaphor analysis

.28 soskice, p.55.

29 Soskice, p.55. Soskice also speaks of symbol
including the non-linguistic, e.g. the cross for
Christianity, Rosa Luxemburg for the revolutionary movement.

30 Black, p.228.
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in his discussion of model. But Black's remarks also stake

out clear philosophical positions. The heuristic approach

is characterized by "absence of explanatory power;" on the

other hand, "in risking existential statements .•. we reap

the advantages of an explanation but are exposed to the

dangers of self-deception by myths. ,,31 Black's distinction

succinctly characterizes the two dangers of instrumentalism

and realism, respectively, in respect to model construal.

Instrumentalism lacks explanatory power because it

construes models only 'as if'; realism makes the

identification (and thus explains) but may do it wrongly.

For Black, the second alternative is preferable because it

offers the possibility of explanation. Black notes that

the existential or realist use of models is characteristic

of the practice of the great theorists in physics:

Whether we consider Kelvin's "rude mechanical models,"
Rutherford's solar system, or Bohr's model of the
atom, we can hardly avoid concluding that these physi
cists conceived themselves to be describing the atom
as it is, and not merely offering mathematical .
formulas in fancy dress. In using theoretical models,
they were not comparing two domains from a position
neutral to both. They used language appropriate to
the model in thinking about the domain of application:
they worked not Qy analogy, but through and by means
of an underlying analogy. Their models were conceived
to be more than expository or heuristic devices. 32

31 Black, p.228.

32 Black, pp.228-229.
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Black's remarks can be taken as not only a defense of a

model of moderate realism, but also as placement of that

model within a conceptual sphere as weltanschauung. For it

is the weltanschauung which is organically connected to the

model and its domain of application, i.e. from a position

not "neutral to both." It is the conceptual sphere wh.ich

provides the ground for the underlying "analogy" by means

of which the model can offer explanation.

It should be noted that Barbour also attacks the

instrumentalist view of models as heuristic fictions,

although he attempts to retain instrumentalist language.

Like Black, he widens the notion of analogy.33 Barbour

speaks of the use of "substantive" analogies rather than

merely "formal" analogies. 34 He argues that models behave

"as if" they were the domain of application but "the 'as

if' reflects both a partial resemblance and a tentative

commitment. ,,35 He attacks the instrumentalist position on

the grounds that it is "unable to provide adequately for

the extension of theories.,,36 Only a critically realist

theory of model can give meaning to the theoretical terms

necessary for extension. Finally, Barbour argues that the

33 It may be recalled that analogy was just one of
Aristotle's four types of metaphor. See Chapter Two.

34 Barbour, p.39.

35 Barbour, p.38.

36 Barbour, pp.39-40.
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instrumentalist "is not concerned about the process of

discovery. ,,37 Only real: theoretical entities (here:

models) can aid in the actual process and progress of

science rather than merely predict in isolation.

Barbour's position is sUbstantially realist; his

instrumentalist is a bit of a straw man for two reasons.

One reason is that Barbour wants to retain the instrumen

talist language of "analogy" and "as if." But it has been

shown that "analogy" and "as if" are intuitive notions at

best in analysis of metaphor's interanimation of semantic

fields. So also are these terms likely to mislead in

analysis of model and its domain of application. Second,

Barbour's instrumentalist borrows from the positivist.

Barbour rightly states that in applying a theory to a new

domain, "the meaning of the theoretical terms comes from

the model, not from observation terms.,,38 But it is the

positivist who looks at theoretical concepts as merely

"convenient categories for classifying observations.,,39

The positivist program of translating all theoretical

statements into observation statements should be addressed

on its own ground and kept distinct from the

instrumentalist position that theoretical statements are

heuristic fictions. Heuristic fictions may be convenient

37 Barbour, p.40.

38 Barbour, p.40.

39 Barbour, p.35.
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but are not necessarily tied to observation statements.

The positivist program should also be kept distinct from

the empiricist project that attempts to find grounds for

theoretical statements in experience. The empiricist

project, conceived widely, does not attempt to find truth

conditions for statements in isolation but in the context

of speakers' utterances in a community of world views.

One other attempt to block a moderately realist

construal of models is found in the thesis that models are

affective or emotive, sc. non-cognitive. This thesis is

especially targeted at models in religion. Soskice attacks

a version of the thesis, "that the models of science are

explanatory and those of religion affective."40 She

attempts to show that a merely affective model is no model

at all:

A model in religious language may evoke an emotional,
moral, or spiritual response but this does not mean
that the model has no cognitive or explanatory
function. In fact the reverse is true; the model can
only be affective because it is taken as
expianatory.41

Soskice gives two examples. The first is from Isaiah 34:

5-6:

,For my sword has drunk its fill in the heavens;
behold, it descends for judgment upon Edom, upon the

40 Soskice, p.10S.

41 Soskice, p.109.
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people I have doomed. The LORD has a sword; it is
sated with blood, it is gorged with fat ••. 42

Soskice argues that her example is particularly, but not

primarily, evocative. She writes:

Even the bloody imagery we have cited from Isaiah,
while no doubt intended to prompt reform, has its
power to do so because it purports to be some kind of
a description of God, a God who is in some sense
angry. The cognitive function is primary.43

We agree with Soskice that the example is better construed

as part of a realist model rather than merely being

affective; but just as "the model can only be affective

because it is taken as explanatory," we would argue that

the model can only be explanatory because it is taken under

a regulative ideal. Soskice attacks all forms of idealism

pertaining to models.

Soskice gives as a second example ·the Christian model

of "God the father." Like Barbour's scientific model,

Soskice's religious model is extensible in terms of domain

of application and realist in terms of the production of

meaning through the use of theoretical terms. Soskice

writes:

.The implications of this model [God the father] used
by Jesus were drawn out in the Gospels and Epistles

42 cited in Soskice, p.108.

43 Soskice, p.109.
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and continue to be drawn out; if God is our father, he
will hear us when we cry to him; if God is our father,
then as children and heirs we come to him without
fear; if God is our father, he will not give us stones
when we ask for bread. 44

Soskice adduces three arguments in support of her

realist theory of model. First, the convictions expressed

are based on projections (Barbour's "extensions") of the

model. Second, .the model is action guiding (but only as a

result of its explanatory power). Third, the model is

"reality depicting for those expressing the convictions.,,45

Soskice's first two arguments have merit in that they

provide for acceptance or rejection of the model as a

function of its ability to explain. It would seem odd to

speak of accepting or rejecting a heuristic fiction in the

context of her example, although the convictions expressed

do extend the model in ways which are useful. But the

third argument is weaker in the context of Soskice's own

remarks. The term 'reality depiction' is too strong for a

moderate realist, and Soskice throws the whole project into

disarray with her related discussion of fallibilism. She

writes:

This fallibilism should not trouble the Christian
~ealist if he acknowledges that he may simply be wrong

44 Soskice, p.112. Note that Soskice's second example
of a model contains the implicit metaphor, "God is our
father."

45 Soskice, p.112.
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in his various beliefs and that some of these are so
central that, if he is wrong concerning them, his
whole structure of-belief is gravely flawed. If that
which the Christian refers to as the source and cause
of all bears no conceivable resemblance to God as
conceived by Christianity, then he must admit himself
to be so deluded as to the nature of the referent that
his faith must be lost. The possibility of being in
error is the risk such a realist takes.~6

A moderate realist may be called a fallibilist in the

sense that he or she is willing to give up a model as no

longer having the capability to explain within the

conceptual sphere. The conceptual sphere itself may

undergo more or less profound alteration. But the

conceptual sphere, as weltanschauung, is more than a

Kuhnian paradigm or model writ large. It is not simply to

argue for Christianity but for the possibility of truth in

any religious or scientific enterprise to say that

Soskice's realist construal of models needs to be (and in

fact is) regulated by a conceptual sphere at least partly

ideal. In the same way that one cannot successfully mani

pulate the theoretical entities of science except under an

ideal of "perfect science," so also one cannot

successfully practice religion except under an ideal,

however various it might be conceived or expressed.

It is the conceptual sphere which is the locus of the

ideai. Soskice fails to explore the relationship of a

realist model to the conceptual sphere. The determination

46 Soskice, p.139.
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of the boundaries of the real and the ideal gives impetus

to the comparative study of religious models. Soskice's

"source and cause of all," for example, already displays

elements of the Christian ideal. One must search beyond

the supposed reality depiction of the model into the

relationship of the model and its domain of application as

it is found in the conceptual sphere to find truth

conditions for the model.

Barbour argues on biblical grounds that models are not

"literal pictures of reality:"

In the biblical tradition the limitations of models
are recognized. The prohibition of graven images 'or
any likeness' (Ex.20.4) is both a rejection of
idolatry and an acknowledgement that God cannot be
adequately represented in visual imagery.

In any case, biblical language is reticent about
claiming to describe God as he is in himself, though
it uses models freely. The creative theologian, like
the creative scientist, realizes that his models are
not exhaustive descriptions. Neither God nor a gas
molecule can be pictured. 47

Soskice does not argue that God can be so pictured, but her

use of the term 'reality depiction' comes perilously close

to the naive realist's 'pictures of reality'. Barbour is

more accurate when he speaks of models as "neither pictures

of reality nor useful fictions; they are partial and inade

quate ways of imagining what is not observable.,,48 The

47 Barbour, p.50.

48 Barbour, p.48.
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insights of both Soskice and Barbour can be developed by

analysis of metaphors, models, and conceptual spheres from

diverse religious traditions.

Conceptual Spheres as Weltanschauungen

It will prove useful to keep the notion of a

conceptual sphere rather general. It is something like a

world view (weltanschauung). One need not, one cannot,

spell out fully a weltanschauung. Metaphors in texts and

utterances have important relationships with a person's

conceptual sphere, but metaphors are a phenomenon of

language. The locus of the weltanschauung is not language

use or an artifact of language but the human person.

Donald Davidson has suggested that the very idea of a

conceptual scheme is flawed. 49 Perhaps the idea of a

content-laden conceptual sphere can allay his objections.

In any event, his.attack on conceptual schemes is not very

persuasive. Like Lakoff and Johnson, Davidson conflates

the ideas of metaphor and conceptual scheme. Lakoff and

Johnson try to invest in metaphor what is properly the

province of conceptual scheme. Davidson does the converse:

he tries to invest in conceptual scheme what is properly

49 Donald Davidson, liOn the Very Idea of a Conceptual
Scheme ll in Inquiries into Truth and Interpretation,
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), pp.183-198.
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the province of metaphor. When this project fails,

Davidson gives up the idea of a conceptual scheme.

Davidson does not deny that there is such a thing as

metaphor, but he denies that it is a linguistic or a speech

act. He relegates it to pragmatics:

My disagreement is with the explanation of how
metaphor works its wonders. To anticipate: I depend
on the distinction between what words mean and what
they are used to do. I think metaphor belongs exclus
ively to the domain of use. It is something brought
off by the imaginative employment of words and
sentences and depends entirely on the ordinary
meanings of those words and hence on the ordinary
meanings of the sentences they comprise. 5 0

When Davidson speaks of use, he does not mean context, but

rather word and sentence meaning in isolation (contra

Richards and Soskice). For Davidson, meaning, and

therefore truth, are the preserve of the literal in

isolation: "Literal meaning and literal truth conditions

can be assigned to words and sentences apart from contexts

of use. This is why adverting to them has genuine

explanatory power.,,51 This echoes Richards' proper

meaning superstition, as can be seen from the following

example.

Consider the meaning and truth conditions of the

isolated sentence, "She is down in the dumps." Is it true

50 Davidson, "What Metaphors Mean" in Inquiries into
Truth and Interpretation, p.247.

51 Davidson, p.247.
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only if she is sitting sadly in her office next door? Or

also if she is picking her way happily through the sanitary

landfill outside of town? What if she is having a bad day

there? The. meaning and the truth conditions depend on the

context. Davidson is mistaken when he says that "a

metaphor doesn't say anything beyond its literal meaning

(nor does its maker say anything, in using the metaphor,

beyond the literal).,,52 If it is the case that one may

have a metaphorical or a literal reading of a given

sentence (and this is common enough), then it is .also the

case that one may have a mUltiple set of meanings or truth

conditions. Only the context can give the information

necessary to specify which set applies to the isolated word

or sentence.

What Davidson takes away from the idea of metaphor he

gives to an idea of conceptual scheme:" conceptual

schemes (languages) either organize something, or they fit

it ••. ,,53 This description applies more accurately to

metaphor than to conceptual scheme. It is metaphors

(rather than conceptual schemes) which are linguistic

phenomena. Metaphors help to organize our conceptual

schemes54 and metaphors are produced which fit it. 55 Thus,

52 Davidson, p.246.

53 Davidson, p.191.

54 This is the theory of Lakoff and Johnson.
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a distinction between metaphor and conceptual sphere avoids

Davidson's charge of incoherence in regards to conceptual

schemes, a charge he bases on the supposed dualism between

conceptual scheme and empirical content.

Davidson sometimes speaks of the dualism between

conceptual scheme and reality or between conceptual scheme

and experience. He calls it the "third dogma of empiri

cism:,,56

Thus in place of the dualism of the analytic-synthetic
we get the dualism of conceptual scheme and empirical
content. The new dualism is the foundation of an
empiricism shorn of the untenable dogmas of the
analytic-synthetic distinction and reductionism-
shorn, that is, of the unworkable idea that we can
uniquely allocate empirical content sentence by
sentence.

I want to urge that this second dualism of scheme
and content, of organizing system and something
waiting to be organized, cannot be made intelligible
and defensible. It is itself a dogma of empiricism,
the third dogma. The third, and perhaps the last, for
if we give it up it is not clear that there is
anything distinctive left to call empiricism. 5 7

It is useful to adopt the insight that empirical

content cannot be reduced to a sentence by sentence

allocation, but it is not clear why a conceptual scheme (or

55 This is the thesis of Richards. We combine the two
theses into a comprehensive theory.

56 Cf W. V. Quine, "Two Dogmas of Empiricism" in From
a Logical Point of View, 2nd. ed., (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1961) and liOn the Very Idea of a
Third Dogma" in Theories and Things, (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard university Press, 1981).

57 Davidson, p.l89.
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better, a conceptual sphere} must be opposed to empirical

content. It is precisely empirical analysis of texts and

utterances that give one an inkling of another's world

view.

If it can be shown by empirical analysis of texts and

utterances that there is no dualism between sphere and

content, that conceptual sphere as world view includes in

an important sense the world as well as the view, then

perhaps there is something distinctive left to call em

piricism. Empiricism under this scenario would be an open

ended approach to texts and utterances as records of ex

perience. The analysis of metaphors and their placement

within the context of a world view is the modus operandi of

such an approach. It is the approach of this dissertation.

The likeness of conceptual sphere to weltanschauung

brings a new perspective to the problem· of competing

conceptual spheres. Everyone has a world view; this

implies a multiplicity of conceptual spheres. But a

plurality of world views does not necessarily imply a

pernicious relativism.

In Metaphors We Live By, Lakoff and Johnson redefine

wittgenstein's notion of "family resemblances" in terms of

the relativity of conceptual spheres. An object may be a

"member of the familyll in one of two ways: prototypically

or nonprototypically. For example,
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A prototypical chair, for us, has a well-defined back,
seat, four legs, and (optionally) two armrests. But
there are nonprototypical chairs as well: beanbag
chairs, hanging chairs, swivel chairs, contour chairs,
barber chairs, etc. 5 8

The idea of prototypical objects of family resemblance

is useful with the caveat that there may be no fixed core

of prototypical properties. 59 In terms of conceptual

spheres, one may take the idea of science as a prototypical

practice of family resemblance in modern communities. What

constitutes science is not fixed, yet prototypical methods,

values, etc. may be ascribed to the scientific conceptual

sphere. Other examples of prototypical conceptual spheres

might include religion or ethics. Prototypical practices

exist between and within different world religions (such as

worship, sacrifice, or reverence of sacred objects), and

between different systems of morality (such as incest

prohibitions). The examples of science, religion, and

ethics de not argue against all forms of relativism, but

they do argue against the position that there is a

pernicious relativism grounded in personal welt-

anschauungen.

58 Lakoff and Johnson, p.122. Lakoff and Johnson
borrow the distinction between prototypical objects and
nonprototypical objects from Eleanor Rosch. See Eleanor
Rosch, "Human Categorization" in Advances in Cross-Cultural
Psychology, ed. by N. Warren, (New York: Academic Press,·
1977), v.1.

59 Lakoff and Johnson, p.123.
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The German compound weltanschauung is made up of the

word for world, welt, and the word for view, anschauung.

That each person's conceptual sphere is expressible as a

"world version" is one of the arguments adduced in Nelson

Goodman's Ways of Worldmaking:

since the fact that there are many different
world-versions is hardly debatable, and the question
how many if any worlds-in-themselves there are is
virtually empty, in what non-trivial sense are there,
as Cassirer and like-minded pluralists insist, many
worlds? Just this, I think: that many different
world versions are of independent interest and impor
tance, without any requirement or presumption of
reducibility to a single base. 6 0

others have argued that this use of the term 'world' is

figurative. After all, there is only one world. 61

It is arguable that in an important sense the argument

does not turn on the distinction between literal and figu-

rative senses of the term 'world'. Even if Goodman is

using 'world' figuratively, he is arguing for an anti-

realist position. The arguments for single or mUltiple

worlds turn on the positions of realism and idealism,

respectively. It is a species of idealism to hold that the

notion of conceptual sphere as weltanschauung includes in

60 Nelson Goodman, Ways of Worldmaking, (Indianapolis:
Hackett, 1978), p.4.

61 See, e.g., Henry Rosemont, Jr., "Against
Relativism" in Interpreting Across Boundaries: New Essays
in comparative Philosophy, ed. by Gerald J. Larson and
Eliot Deutsch, (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1988), pp.39-40.
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an important sense the world as well as the view. It is a

species of realism to hold that the world is

(extramentally) one.

A possible solution to the impasse is to place the

idea of a conceptual sphere in the philosophical framework

of some sort of realist/idealist cOmbination. This

solution has precedence in the historic oppositions of

realism to nominalism and of idealism to materialism.

Thus, Wilbur Long writes that "Realistic idealism

recognizes the reality of non-ideal types of being, but

relegates them to a subordinate role with respect either to

quantity of being or power.,,62 One may suppose then that

Idealistic realism recognizes the ideal of non-real types

of being, but relegates them to a subordinate status with

respect either to quantity of being or power. The former

position characterizes religious combinations of realism

and idealism, the latter scientific.

The philosopher of science Nicholas Rescher recognizes

the ideal in science but relegates it to the status of

regulator:

Perfected science is an idealization--as is the
scientific realism that comes automatically in its
wake. Now an ideal is not something we encounter in
experience, but rather the hypothetical projection or

. extrapolation of what we encounter in experience. And
the legitimacy of our cognitive ideals as regulators
inheres in their utility as guides to inquiry, and
specifically in their capacity to guide our thoughts

62 Runes, Dictionary of Philosophy, "Idealism," p.l37.
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and efforts in constructive and productive directions.
It is a fallacy to see the validity of goals and
ideals as residing solely in the presumed consequence
of their realization. Their validation may reside not
in arriving but in the benefits we realize in the
course of the pursuit itself. 63

The power of the ideal in science, i.e., the

possibility of a perfect science, stands as a bulwark

against instrumentalism in Rescher's "ideal-state

realism. ,,64 Yet the ideal is subordinate to the real with

respect to "quantity of being." To ascribe to the thesis

that a given conceptual sphere, e.g. science, "truly

describes the real world," one must, according to Rescher,

look upon the thesis as "a matter of intent rather than as

an accomplished fact, of aspiration rather than

achievement, of the ideal rather than the real state of

things. n 6 5

The case of religious explanation is somewhat

different. A religion is usually a species of realistic

idealism; setting "appearance" apart from "reality."

Advaita Vedanta, for example, recognizes the reality of

non-ideal types of being (empirical usages, laukika

vyavahara) but relegates them to a subordinate role (maya,

'illusion'). But just as the power of the ideal of perfect

'63 Nicholas Rescher, Scientific Realism: A critical
Reappraisal, (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1987), pp.31-32.

64 The term is due to Rescher. See Rescher, pp.31-32.

65 Rescher, p.31.
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science is necessary to give currency to Rescher's

scientific realism, so a~so the power of real theoretical

entities pertaining to knowledge and liberation is

necessary to Advaitic religious idealism. For this

reason, sankara's Advaita Vedanta and similar systems of

religion are explicated below as forms of "real-process

idealism."

Real-process idealism takes care of both elements of

the compound weltanschauung. In terms of welt, one

proceeds as a moderate realist, but only under the telos of

idealism. Religious eschatology offers the telos that the

ideal state is achieved, whereas in science the claim to

ever possess the ideal state of perfect science is

precluded. In terms of anschauung, real-process idealism

provides the link between conception and expression. Just

as Soskice argued against "rejecting psychological

terminology completely" in regards to talk about metaphor,

so the notion of [welt]anschauung argues against rejecting

linguistic terminology completely in regards to talk about

conceptual spheres. A conceptual sphere is not reducible

to language use or to an artifact of language, but as world

view it can and does express views, make claims, adduce

arguments. The common ground between the general notion of

a conceptual sphere as weltanschauung and the metaphor as a

phenomenon of language and figure of speech is occupied by

the model. It is the model which is directly informed by,
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and analogous top the metaphor. It is the model which one

gleans from the conceptual sphere as the unit of

explanation. Finally, it is the model which is the locus

of the real~process idealism midway between the holistic

world view of the conceptual sphere and the linguistic

artifact of metaphor in the text or utterance. The model

allows one to "interpret across boundaries" and, if

moderately realist, avoids pernicious relativism.



Chapter 4. Metaphor and Model in the Puru~asukta

Introduction: Metaphor in the ?gveda

An examination of metaphor and model in the ~gyeda

should not only enlighten us about ~gvedic peoples but also

about ourselves. If we ascribe to the maxim that we learn

from our elders, then the poets and priests who invoked the

Vedic hymns are our elders indeed, for the ~gveda comes

down to us crystallized in its present form by 1000 B.C. at

the latest. l "The hymns were composed over a long period of

time prior to that date. Thus, we are challenged by a

text which is "the oldest literary monument of the Indo

European languages II 2 and "one of the oldest and most

precious documents of man." 3

One of the most remarkable facts about the ~gveda is

its transmission, from very early times, in two parallel

texts. On the one hand, we have a text SUbjected to

grammatical rule of euphonic combination (sa~dhi). This

text, called the sa~ita patha, reflects the later style of

grammatical combination of sounds in word and sentence. On

the other hand, an attempt was made to recapture in a

1 Walter H. Maurer, Pinnacles of India's Past:
Selections from the ~gveda, (Amsterdam: John Benjamins,
1986), p.5. Macdonell puts the date at 1300 B.C. See
Arthur Anthony Macdonell, A Vedic Reader for Students,
(Madras: Oxford University Press, 1917), p.xi.

2 Macdonell, p.xi.

3 Maurer, p.1.
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written text the original reading. This text, called the

pada patha, reflects (thbugh not with total success) the

earlier word recitation or reading. Thus, the pada patha

constitutes one of the earliest grammatical analyses in its

attempt to construe the sa~ita text.

We take our inspiration from the formulators of the

pada patha text and attempt to construe the text at hand

with our best tool of linguistic analysis (i.e., analysis

of metaphor as the interanimation of semantic fields).

Scholars have noted that the text is shot through and

through with metaphors,4 but most have focused on Vedic

myth and sYmbol.

Walter Maurer, for example, has translated ninety-two

hymns in Pinnacles of India's Past: Selections from the

~gyeda. His translations are very modern and excellent:

his word choice is close and consistent, his prose is

"elevated ll (to use his own term). His understanding of

Vedic myth and sYmbol enables him to make helpful notes,

notes useful for untangling some of the problems of

construal of difficult passages. Maurer's project is not

systematic metaphor construal, however. His work does not

include the language of tenor and vehicle, the analysis of

semantic field interaction, or the relationship of

metaphor, model, and conceptual sphere. still, his

contribution is immensely important. It serves as

4 See, for example, Maurer, p.2.
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background for the philosophical analysis of metaphor,

model, and conceptual sphere attempted here.

Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty's The Rig Veda: An Anthology

is another recent and useful work. 5 Like Maurer,

O'Flaherty translates a portion of the ~gveda (108 hymns)

and offers explanatory notes. Her translations are more

colloquial than Maurer's. Some of her interpretations are

extremely fresh and interesting. But she too does not

offer a systematic analysis of Vedic metaphor.

In fact, Vedic metaphors have never been analyzed in a

systematic way. In 1949, Jan Gonda gave a possible reason

why this is the case. He writes of his own work:

As the metaphor cannot always be recognized unequi
vocally--many a time an expression seems to us to be a
metaphorical one, whereas the ancient Indians did not
consider it as such--, I thought it better to confine
myself to expressions that are clearl¥ indicated by
means of said particles [iva, yathaJ.

In 1949, Gonda did not have the techniques of metaphor

analysis available today. Metaphor recognition is helped

mightily by the theory of metaphor explicated in Chapter

TWo, i.e., metaphor as the interanimation of semantic

5 Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, The Rig Veda: An
Anthology, (Harrnondsworth, Eng.: Penguin Books, 1981).

'6 J. Gonda, Remarks on Similes in Sanskrit Literature,
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1949), p.10. Although Gonda confines
his analysis in this book to simile (upama), he later
makes some remarks on metaphor (rupaka, lak~~Q~) in Vedic
Literature: sa~itas and Brahma~as, (Wiesbaden: otto
Harrassowitz, 1975).
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fields. Granted, it remains difficult at times to

determine what is metaphorical and what is not for the

Vedic Indian, but the theory of metaphor as the

interanimation of semantic fields serves as a valuable tool

toward adequate construal of Vedic texts in many cases

where such a construal was not possible before. Gonda is

still working under the assumption that metaphor is an

ornament (ala~kara7), although he questions that

assumption:

And in the very first place we have to ask whether the
phenomena called alamk~ra in the earliest texts in
this domain need be understood as 'stylistic
embellishment, merely aiming at aesthetic effect, mere
ornament',-- or does the application of the term allow
us to render its meaning differently?8

It is disappointing that Gonda does not answer his question

and offer a different rendering. Nor does he offer a

positive account of ala~kara as (cognitive) figure of

speech rather than (ornamental) figure of style. 9 The

analysis of Vedic metaphor explicated below does offer such

a positive account, as well as a systematic analysis of the

7 ala~kara: literally 'making ready', 'prepared';
developed meanings: 'ornament', 'decoration'; 'rhetorical
figure' .

8 Gonda, p.2.

9 Gonda, p.2.
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application of metaphor as rhetorical figure and its

relation to model and conceptual sphere.

Metaphor and Model in the Puru~asukta (RV x.90)

A good place to begin the study of ~gvedic metaphor,

model, and conceptual sphere is with the puru~asukta, RV

x.90. In terms of the ~gyeda, the Purusasukta is a late

hymn, composed just before the end of the second millenium

B.C. 1 0 As such, it displays many interesting features. It

retains the recurring ~gvedic theme of the sacrifice, the

Vedic interest in cosmogony and cosmology, and the Vedic

preoccupation with theistic themes. All these features are

present in the Puru~asukta, but undergo profound change.

The sacrifice, for example, always fulfilled a cosmo-

logical function for the ~gvedic Indian. It did so through

the concrete act of the sacrifice and its attendant reper

cussions, a kind of ripple effect working outward from the

place of the sacrifice to the extreme boundary of the

cosmos, the highest heaven. For example, the ritual

pouring of ghee or clarified butter on the fire would raise

the fire (Agni); Agni as messenger would go to the heavens,

fetch the gods, and bring them back to the place of the

sacrifice. Later, s~tisfied with the sacrifice, the

10 For a discussion of the hymn's temporal position
within the ~gyeda, see the notes and commentary to stanzas
3, 4, and 9 below.
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various gods would effect their respective cosmological

functions, such as the production of rain or the solar

stimulation of crops. Henceforth would the sacrifice bring

well-being to its patron.

RV x.90 retains the ritual and material elements of

the sacrifice, but abstracts the cosmological principle

behind it, i.e., the essential element which makes the

sacrifice work. . It does so through a complex pair of

metaphors surrounding Puru~a ('cosmic person', 'primordial

being'~ later 'self', 'soul'). These metaphors are

explicated in the discussion of RV x.90 below.

In terms of cosmogony, the Puru~asukta retains the

mythic flavor of earlier hymns, but adds something new.

The essential element of the sacrifice is seen as not only

cosmologic but cosmogonic as well. In other words, not

only the workings of the universe, but also the very origin

of the universe, depend on the sacrifice. Again, the

cosmogony finds expression in the puru~asukta's novel

metaphors.

The ~gvedic propensity to theistic speculation reaches

new heights in the Purusasukta. The interpenetration of

Purusa into everything signals, for the first time, an
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explicit panentheism. 11 The gods of old are retained,

however; in fact they are given important roles.

The value of the Purusasukta as a hermeneutical tool

is indeed great. By abstracting the essential elements of

the sacrifice, the Vedic cosmogony, and Vedic theism, RV

x.90 gave the ancient Indian a model of religious practice

and explanation. It gives us a perspective from which we

can look back on the older ~gvedic hymns. That is not to

say that the puru~asukta plainly translates the hymns of

the tradition that precede it, but that the construal of

metaphors in the older hymns is made easier by the Purusa-

sukta's central position between old and new.

A translation of RV x.90, the puru~asijkta, follows.

The translation is followed in turn by explanatory notes

and commentary. The commentary will attempt to construe

the metaphors and provide a hermeneutic for further

exegesis of the ~gyeda. A transliteration of the Samhita-.--
text of this and the other translated hymns may be found in

Appendix 1.

RV x.90 Puru~a

1. Thousand-headed is Puru~a, thousand-eyed,
thousand-footed. He, having covered the earth on all
sides, stood above it the width of ten fingers.

11 Panentheism is the term for the view that God
interpenetrates everything without cancelling the relative
independent existence of the world of entities. See
Virgilius Ferm, "Panentheism," in Dagobert Runes, ed.,
Dictionary of Philosophy, (Totowa, N.J: Littlefield, Adams,
1962), p.223.
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2. Purusa truly is all this; what has been and what
is to be: He is the lord of immortality, and those
which grow by means of food.

3. Such is his greatness, yet more than this is
Purusa. A quarter of him is all beings, three
quarters of him is the immortal in heaven.

4. Purusa as three-quarters went upward, but a
quarter of him remained here. From this quarter,
facing all directions, he strode far and wide into
that which eats and that which does not eat.

5. From him the shining One was born, from the
Shining One, Puru~a. When born he extended beyond the
earth, behind as well as in front.

6. When the gods performed a sacrifice with the
oblation Puru~a, spring was its clarified butter,
summer the kindling, autumn the oblation.

7. They sprinkled that sacrifice on the sacred grass;
namely, Puru~a who was born in the beginning. with
him the gods sacrificed, the Sadhyas and those who
were seers.

8. From that sacrifice, completely offered, the
clotted butter was brought together. It made the
beasts--those of the air, of the forest, and of the
village.

9. From that sacrifice, completely offered, the ~g

and the Saman were born. The meters were born from
it. The Yajus from it was born.

10. From it the horses were born and whatever has
cutting teeth in both jaws. The cows as well were
born from it. From it were born goats and sheep.

11. When they divided Puru~a, into how many ways did
they apportion him? What was his mouth? What were
his arms? What were his thighs, his feet declared to
be?

.12. His mouth was the brahma~g, his arms were made
the raj anya , his thighs the vaisya, from his feet the
~udra was born.

13. The moon was born from his mind; from his eye the
sun was born; from his mouth both Indra and Agni; from
his breath Vayu was born.
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14. From his navel arose the atmosphere; from his
head the heaven evolved; from his feet the earth; the
directions from his ear. Thus they fashioned the
worlds.

15. Seven were his surrounding sticks; thrice seven
were made the kindling bundles, when the gods,
performing the sacrifice, bound the beast Puru~a.

16. The gods sacrificed with the sacrifice to the
sacrifice. These were the first rites. These powers
reached the firmament, where the ancient Sadhyas and
the gods are.

Notes and Commentary

1. The first verse of the Puru~asukta begins with an

extended metaphor, viz., 'puru~a is thousand-headed,

thousand-eyed, thousand-footed'. The number 'one thousand'

stands for !innumerable ,. 1 2 The attribution of innumerable

heads, eyes, and feet to Puru~a identifies him with all

created beings. 13 The word puru~~ means 'man', 'person';

hence, the tenor of the metaphor is the second order idea

of a cosmic person. The vehicle is the description of his

pervasiveness in human or animate beings. Taken together,

the metaphor begins the specification of Purusa. 14 It is

12 Macdonell, Vedic Reader, p.196.

'13 Macdonell, p.196; Maurer, p.273 n.1.

14 A metaphor is a combination of 'vehicle' and
'tenor'. The vehicle is the idea conveyed by the literal
meanings of the words used metaphorically. The tenor is
the second order idea conveyed by the vehicle. See Chapter
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one of the hymn's tasks to undertake this specification,
,

which will yield the meahing of puru~g both as cosmic

person and as human being.

The second verse of stanza one reiterates Purusa's

pervasiveness, but also establishes his great size.

'Having covered the earth on all sides' can refer to the

multiplication of animate beings on the earth's surface (in

keeping with Puru~a's identification with created being) ;

it can also refer to the great size of the cosmic puru~a.

Both vehicle and tenor of the first verse are thus extended

in the second.

The expression 'the width of ten fingers' is taken to

mean the distance from the bottom edge of one hand, placed

in front of the eye on the horizon, to the top edge of the

other hand placed on top. The width of ten fingers, t.hen,

surpasses the atmosphere to a point almost directly

overhead. This interpretation is consistent with stanza

three, in which it is stated that three-fourths of Puru~a

is in heaven (div! = in the sky). There is no compelling

reason to take the measurement literally (as Maurer does),

i.e. as a small space merely illustrative of puru~a's

"overlapping" the earth. 15

Two.

15 See Maurer, p.273 n.1.
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others have translated the last phrase something like

'[he] ruled over that which measures ten fingers', sc., he

ruled over the small space of the heart. 16 This interpre-
, .

tation is suspect in that it translates rather freely at1

V§tha as 'rule over'; further, it relies on later

Upani~adic notions of the size and seat of the heart.

2. The first stanza establishes Purusa's pervasiveness in

space; the second establishes his pervasiveness in time.

He is 'what has been and what is to be'. The second stanza

also widens the identification of puru~a with the cosmos

and its creatures. Purusa is not only identified with

animate beings but with the entire cosmos; he is 'all

this'.

The second verse states that Puru~a is lord or ruler

of immortality. But the last phrase of the verse is prob-

lematic because it is a relative clause in uncertain

relation to the rest of the sentence. Who is it that grows

by means of food? Grammatically, it might refer to Purusa

or to creatures. But logically it is creatures who grow by

means of food. Creatures are mortal, thus, puru~a is said

to be lord of both the immortal and the mortal, and in

fact, to pervade both.

16 See Maurer, p.273 n.1 and H. H. Wilson, Rig-Veda
Sanhita, (New Delhi: Cosmo Publications, 1977), v.7, p.249,
n.3.
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3. stanza three gives grammatical evidence for the

lateness of RV x.90. The Sandhi or boundary connection
I

between the first two words is etavan asya, a regular post-

Vedic Sandhi, instead of what one would expect in the

I ~ 17
~gyeda, etavam asya.

In terms of content, stanza three establishes puru~a

as the supreme deity; i.e., three-fourths of him is the

everlasting in heaven. Thus the greater part of Purusa is

beyond the ken of created being. 18

4. In stanza four, the division of Puru~a into three

quarters (in heaven) and one quarter (on earth) echoes RV

i.164.45 in which Vac ('speech', 'Holy utterance') is

likewise divided. 19 There, what men speak is one-quarter

of Vac, while three-quarters is secret, not brought into

movement, sc., not spoken.

The translation of the second verse offered here

retains the personal aspect of Puru~a. 'He strode far and

wide' also has the extended meaning of 'he spread out'.

Both are apt phrases for expressing Purusa's pervasiveness.

Puru~a spreads 'into that which eats and that which does

not eat'. In terms of content, this phrase refers to

17 Macdonell, p.197.

18 Maurer, p.273 n.3.

19 Franklin Edgerton, The Beginnings of Indian
Philosophy, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1965),
pp.51 and 67.
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puru~a's development into animate and inanimate being. 20

In terms of form, the phrase reflects the latest stage of

the dvandva compound in the ~gyeda.21

5. The fifth stanza continues the theme of the development

of Puru~a into the physical world, but makes an implicit

distinction between manifest and unmanifest forms of

Purusa. 2 2 The stanza illustrates the central position,

historically speaking, of the Purusasukta. On the one

hand, the birth of Puru~a from the Shining One (viraj) and

of Viraj from Puru~a echoes the common but paradoxical

~gvedic practice of gods begetting their own parents. 2 3 On

the other hand, the evolution is logical, for the later

Purusa is but the manifest form of the earlier. In his

discussion of the source and nature of p~ru~g, William

Norman Brown writes:

That Puru~a is both the son and the progenitor of
Viraj is not necessarily surprising: as the essence
and source of all, the underlying generality, Puru~a

20 Maurer, p.273 n.4.i wilson, p.251.

21 Macdonell, p.197. sasanana~ane = sa-asana-anasane;
the first member of the dvandva (a~ana) has the later stem
form instead of the earlier declined form.

22 Maurer and Macdonell call these the "evolved" and
"primeval" forms of Puru~a. See Maurer, p.274 n.5 and
Macdonell, p.198.

23 Cf Indra and his parents in RV x.54.3; OyavapFthivI
and their sons in RV 1.159.2-3; Daksa and Aditi in RV
x.72.4-5i and Agni and his mother in RV i.95.4.
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must precede even that out of which he rises in
concrete form. 24

The Manavadharmasastra ('Lawbook of Manu') explains the

evolution of the creator god Brahma from a golden egg. 25

The golden egg is itself said to be born from the

unmanifest and undifferentiated Purusa. RV x.90.5.
parallels the Manu story in that Puru~a is, in the

beginning, unmanifest. Viraj, literally 'ruling far and

wide' or 'shining far and wide', is translated here 'the

Shining one,.26 As the Shining One, Viraj can represent

the golden egg of the Manavadharmasastra, or the cosmic

waters on which Brahma is said to float in the later

tradition. The parallel between RV x.90.5 and the Manava

dharma~astra is made complete by the fact that, in either

case, an efficacious, manifest, differentiated evolute is

produced which goes on to create the world.

RV x.90.5 also partially parallels RV x.129.5. In the

creation story of RV x.129.5, the male and female energies

arise from 'That'! the neuter primordial principle. 27 In

the puru~asukta, the unmanifest puru~a is the male

24 William Norman Brown, liThe Source and Nature of
puru~g in the Puru=?asukta," in India and Indology:
Selected Articles, ed. by Rosane Rocher, (Delhi: Motilal
Bana+sidass, 1978), p.9, n.5.1.

25 Manu i.9.

26 After Edgerton. See Edgerton, p.67.

27 Maurer, p.274.
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principle, Viraj the female principle. The union of these

two is necessary to create the world, just as the union of

the male and female energies is necessary to create the

world in RV x.129.

What is most interesting in terms of religious models

in both RV x.90 and RV x.129 is the level of abstraction

granted to the initial principle; in the case of RV x.90 it

I • •
is called puru~g; 1n the case of RV x.129 1t is called tad

('that'). This abstraction allows the poets of these late

hymns to speculate on what kind of theism they want to

embrace. In RV x.90 an explicit panentheism is avowed for

the first time. The deity interpenetrates everything

without cancelling the relative independent existence of

the world of entities. Puru~a is immanent, but not

absolutely immanent. He is more than the world. The

abstraction of the initial principle also allows the poets

the freedom to determine the essential elements of their

ritual activities. When Purusa is sacrificed, the

essential element of the sacrifice is abstracted from its

material trappings. Thus, the poets mold their own models

of orthodoxy, in terms of both religious explanation (here:

panentheism) and practice (here: the sacrifice) •

.The second verse of stanza five elaborates on the

extension of Purusa beyond the earth. It may be taken as

an extension in the spatial sense or in the temporal or in

both. The ambiguity may be intended to give both senses,

--_ .. --_.- _.
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however, because both have been mentioned before (the

spatial in stanza one; the temporal in stanza two). Maurer

suggests that the extent to which Puru~a is said to exceed

the earth may be the "spiritual part of man which is over

and above the material.,,28 This is an interesting way to

point out an idealistic component of Vedic cosmology, but

it does not seem to be indicated by the text at this point.

6. stanza six signals a change from purely cosmological

themes to the complex metaphor identifying Purusa with the

sacrifice. The first verse is a metaphor, not a simile,

because hav{~~ ('with the oblation') stands in apposition

to p~ru~ena ('with Puru~a') without the intervention of iva

or yatha ('as', 'like'). Therefore, the phrase is

translated 'with the oblation Puru~a' rather than 'with

Puru~a as oblation; as translated by most others. 29

It is something of a surprise to contemplate the

identification of the oblation of the sacrifice with

puru~a. The praise of Puru~a in the first five stanzas

would lead one to expect Puru~a to be the object, not the

means, of the sacrifice. stanza sixteen does not

disappoint in this regard; there, Puru~a is made the object

of the sacrifice. But the cosmogony of stanzas six through

fift~en depend on the identification of Puru~a as means.

28 Maurer, p.274 n.5.

29 See, e.g., Maurer, p.271; Edgerton, p.67; wilson,
p.251; and Brown, p.9.
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Why does the poet identify Puru~a with the oblation?

In order to answer this question, one needs to examine

Vedic sacrifice and its elements. G. C. Pande, in his

Foundations of Indian Culture, identifies three elements of

the sacrifice: deity, material offering, sacrificing or

giving up.30 Pande describes the three elements in terms

of traditional Vedic sacrifice:

The principal deities which figure in the more
important sacrifices are Agni and Soma, Indra and
Varu~a, Rudra and Maruts, Savitf and Prajapati,
sarasvati, vayu and Dyava-prthivi. Material offerings
are of various kinds--cereais, milk and milk products,
soma and animal flesh. The sacrificing or giving up
of the offering is a mental resolve and announcement
to that effect by the sacrificer who gives up his
proprietary right over the substance which is
permanently taken away from his use. 31

RV x.90 is a reinterpretation of traditional Vedic

sacrifice in metaphorical terms. The deity of the

sacrifice is Puru~a, the cosmic person. The material

offering is also puru~a. Purusa is the clarified butter,

the kindling, and the oblation (animal flesh). In stanza

six, these earthly material offerings are metaphorically

identified with the cosmic aspects of Puru~a as spring,

summer, and autumn. When the gods sacrifice Puru~a, they

give up the very cosmos itself. It is this act which

30 G. C. Pande, Foundations of Indian Culture, vol. 1,
"spiritual Vision and SYmbolic Forms in Ancient India,"
(New Delhi: Books and Books, 1984), p.33.

31 Pande, p.33.
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paradoxically makes possible the creation described in

stanzas eight through fourteen. When Puru~a is identified

with the oblation, the essential element of the sacrifice

is laid bare; namely the fact that "spiritually all

sacrifice is self-sacrifice."32

7. stanza seven continues the metaphorical

reinterpretation of the sacrifice of Purusa in terms of

traditional Vedic vehicles. The act of sprinkling

consecrates the material of the sacrifice. The sacred

grass consecrates the place of the sacrifice. In this

verse, it is said that puru~a, the material of the

sacrifice, is consecrated on the sacred grass. The verse

further specifies Puru?a as 'born in the beginning'.

Maurer distinguishes between the primeval Puru~a, who is

the object of the sacrifice, and the evolved Puru~a, who is

the material of the sacrifice. 33 This is in keeping with

the two Purusas mentioned in stanza five. Maurer further

identifies the Purusa of this stanza to be the evolved

Purusa. After all, he is the oblation. But what is 'born

in the beginning' if not primeval?

The placement of the cosmological attribute 'born in

the beginning' in the context of the sacrifice appears to

be an attempt by the poet to begin to tie the two Purusas

32 Pande, p.56.

33 Maurer, p.274 n.6. See also Macdonell, pp.198-199.
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back together. The duality that is made explicit in stanza

five is to be replaced by a unity that is made explicit in

stanza sixteen. The panentheism of puru~a, which finds

reinterpretation in the creative act of self-sacrifice,

makes such a reunification possible. It is the unification

of metaphors into a comprehensive model of theistic

explanation.

The metaphors of Puru~a as deity and sacrifice form a

new model of religious orthodoxy, a model in which

experience informs explanation and explanation, in turn,

informs experience. The old experiences of sacrifice and

theistic worship are reinterpreted in terms of new

metaphors of Puru~a. These metaphors in turn effect new

practices. Orthodoxy enters a healthy state of flux.

The second verse of stanza seven delineates those who

perform the cosmic sacrifice, viz., the gods, the seers,

and the Sadhyas. They retain their individuality for the

sake of the sacrifice, but of course they are part of

Puru~a himself. In stanza thirteen, the gods are said to

be created at the sacrifice!

The Sadhyas are a semi-divine class of beings,

literally those who are 'to be perfected'. They may be the

early ancestors of the Vedic seers. 3 4 It is not strictly

logical that Sadhyas and seers are present at the cosmic .

34 Maurer, pp.274-275 n.7.
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sacrifice which is to create all worldly beings. The gods,

of course, can come dow~ from the three-quarters of Purusa

in heaven in order to perform the sacrifice. 35 The seeming

inconsistencies may be explained by a metaphorical inter-

pretation of the Puru~a sacrifice. This interpretation has

a precedent in the medieval Indian commentator, Saya~a.

,
Saya~a calls the puru~a sacrifice manasam, i.e.,

'mental,.36 The metaphorical sacrifice is an "eternal

recurrence," to borrow Nietzsche's phrase. creation is the

metaphorical act of Puru~a sacrificing himself. But

because Puru~a also represents all created being within

himself, the sacrifice takes on a normative and a re-

creative aspect for humans who share that being.

8. The figure identifying Purusa with the oblation of the

sacrifice continues in stanza eight. Puru~a is completely

offered as a burnt sacrifice. His fat is mixed with the

clarified butter. The result, clotted butter, creates the

birds, the wild animals, and the domestic animals.

9. stanza nine displays a parallel construction to stanza

eight. But here the sacrifice of Puru~a creates the verses

of the ~gyeda, the chants of the Samaveda, the meters, and

the formulas of the Yajurveda. The temporal position of

the hymn is reinforced by the mention of the three Vedas.

35 Maurer. pp.274-275 n.7

36 Wilson, p.251.
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The puru~asukta stands in relatively late position in terms

of the ~gyeda, but is earlier than the unmentioned fourth

Veda, the Atharvaveda.

stanza nine also displays another version of the self

creation paradox first found in stanza five. Here, the

chants which antecedently make up the sacrificial formulae

are themselves produced by the sacrifice. The resolution

of the paradox is also parallel to the resolution of stanza

five. The metaphoric identification of a panentheistic

Purusa with the sacrifice Purusa allows the same one who

uses the chants in the cosmogonic sacrifice to antecedently

create the chants in eternal self-sacrifice.

10. stanza ten gives a variant description of the animals

born from the sacrifice. Those animals with incisors in

both jaws (e.g., horses, dogs, and cats) and those with

incisors in the lower jaw only (e.g., cows, goats, and

sheep) are produced by the sacrifice. This classification

may go back to the time of Indo-European unity.37

11. In stanzas eleven through fourteen, "the hymn turns to

an explanation of the origin of the parts of the universe

from puru~a.,,38 stanza eleven asks for identification of

the seven parts of the sacrificial victim, viz., mouth, two

arms, two thighs, two feet.

37 Maurer, p.275 n.10.

38 Brown, p.10 n.11.1.
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12. stanza twelve responds to the inquiry of stanza

eleven. The four classes (var~g) of ancient Indian society

are identified with and produced from the Puru~a sacrifice.

This is the only mention of the four classes in the ~gyeda,

but it is significant that a system associated with

rigidity and conservatism finds its origin during a time of

flexibility and.openness to change. The rajanya

('kingly') class later is called the ~~atriya. 39

13. stanza thirteen continues the explanation. The moon
,

and the sun (surya) are born from Puru~als mind and eye,

respectively. In the second verse, it is said that the

gods Indra, Agni, and Vayu are born from Puru~a. This

puru~a is Puru~a the sacrifice. Puru~a the abstract deity

includes characteristics associated with Agni, Surya, and

Visnu. Brown writes,

Purusa, being a fusion of elements taken from Agni,
surya, and Vi~~u, and then being translated to a more
exalted plane than that occupied by those deities
individuall¥6 becomes the source of those deities
themselves.

The fusion of elements into Puru~a constitutes further

evidence that the poet-priests of the Puru~asukta embrace a

more inclusive panentheistic model.

39 Maurer, p.275 n.12.

40 Brown, p. 10 n.11.1.
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Traditional Vedic religion always displayed

henotheism, the tendency to ascribe most or all divine

characteristics to the god addressed at the time. As the

importance of the gods' individual characteristics waned, a

process of increasing abstraction resulted. Surya, for

example, was associated with the orb of the sun. Savitr

was also associated with the sun, but his characteristics

of stimulation and fructification increased in importance.

In fact, savit~ means 'the stimulator' and the epithet is
. ,

often found in conjunction w1th the word deva, 'god', i.e.

'the stimulator god'.

The name puru9S, 'the cosmic person', 'man', or

'self', is also an epithet and an abstraction. For the

Vedic Indian, the henotheistic and panentheistic changes in

divine characteristics signal changes in the content

domains or systems associated with particular gods.

similarly, the increasing abstraction in the use of

epithets signal changes in lexemes or the names associated

with the gods. Lexeme and content domain constitute a

semantic field. 41 The process of ,change reaches a

cUlmination in the panentheistic Puru~a, both in terms of

lexeme and in terms of content domain. In the

- ;
puru~asukta, the lexeme puru~s constitutes a semantic field

which is interanimated by the older semantic fields of

Agni, Indra, Surya, etc. Metaphor is the interanimation of

41 See Chapter Two.
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one semantic field in terms which are seen to be suggestive

of another. Thus, the Puru~asukta initiates a new metaphor

for the divine.

14. stanza fourteen completes the cosmogony. The earth,

the atmosphere (or middle region), the heaven (or sky), and

the directions or quarters of the sky are produced.

In the second verse, 'they' refers to the gods, who

'fashion' the world by their performance of the sacrifice.

15. stanza fifteen completes the description of the

vehicle of the sacrifice. In the first verse, the term

'surrounding sticks' denotes "green twigs that keep the

fire from spreading.,,42 SYmbolically, the barriers are

said to surround the victim in order to ward off evil

spirits. 4 3 Saya~a explains them as barriers to ward off

evil, but alternatively as the seven meters (gayatrl,

etc.) .44 The kindling bundles are the seasoned wood used

for burning the oblation. 45 MUltiples of seven were

considered auspicious, hence the 'thrice seven'. Saya~a

explains the 'thrice seven' sYmbolically as the twelve

42 o 'Flaherty, p.32 n.17; cf Macdonell, p.202.

43 Maurer, p.276 n.15; Wilson, p.253 n.3.

- 44 Wilson, p.253 n.3.

45 o 'Flaherty, p.32 n.17.

------ -_.. - .
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months of the year, the five seasons, the three worlds

(i.e., heaven, atmosphere, and earth), and the sun. 46

The meaning of the symbolism is difficult to

determine, but the tenor of the metaphor, viz. the self-

sacrifice of Puru~a, is not. The metaphor is restated in

stanza sixteen.

16. stanza sixteen restates both puru~a metaphors and

synthesizes them into a model. It is most interesting to

contemplate the possibility that the stanza may not be

original to. this hymn; it appears also as RV i.164.50.

Whether original or not, the stanza stands in a pcsition of

beautiful completion of the ideas and themes of the poem.

The first verse reads, 'The gods sacrificed with the

sacrifice to the sacrifice'. O'Flaherty offers the

following gloss:

The meaning is that Puru~a was both the victim that
the gods sacrificed and the divinity to whom the
sacrifice was dedicated; that is, he was both the
sUbject and the object of the sacrifice. Through a
typical Vedic iaradox, the sacrifice itself creates
the sacrifice. 7

This explanation serves as a basis for the construal of the

metaphors of the hymn. Puru~a as the object of the

sacr~fice is identified with divinity. The vehicles for

46 Maurer, p.276 n.15; wilson, pp.253-254 n.3.

47 O'Flaherty, p.32 n.IS.
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this metaphor are found in stanzas one through five.

Purusa as the subject (or means) of the sacrifice is iden

tified with the oblation. stanza fifteen states the

metaphor: ' ••• the gods, performing the sacrifice, bound

the beast Puru~a'. stanzas six through fifteen develop the

oblation metaphor.

The two metaphors are complex. We have, on the one

hand, the material description of the sacrifice. These

terms may be said to constitute the content domain or

associative system for the vehicle of the oblation

metap~cr. The content domain includes the terms

'oblation', 'clarified butter', 'kindling', 'sprinkling',

'sacred grass', 'clotted butter', 'surrounding sticks',

'kindling bundles', 'victim', and 'beast'.

We also have a description of the deity Purusa. The

terms of this description constitute the content domain for

the vehicle of the divinity metaphor. The content domain

includes the terms 'thousand-headed', 'thousand-eyed',

'thousand-footed', 'all this', 'what has been', 'what is to

be', 'lord of the immortals', 'growing by means of

sacrificial food', 'great', 'striding', 'extended', etc.

William N. Brown provides comments relevant to the

second content domain. He notes that 'thousand-eyed' is

also· applied to Agni and Indra-vayu. 48 'Thousand-footed'

is found in one other passage, where it refers to the sun

48 RV i.79.12. See Brown, p.6.
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(sITrya).49 'Immortality' appears regularly in the Vedas,

and it is Agni who is the custodian and bestower of immor

tality.50 Many gods are said to grow by means of food.

Finally, Vi~~u is the famous god who strides. Thus, Puru?a

is a "blend of characteristics," especially characteristics

of Agni, Surya, and Vi~~u.51

In the Purusasukta, two new content domains are given .•
One is the physical description of the the object of the

sacrifice, i.e. the deity Puru~a. The second is the

physical description of the sUbject of the sacrifice, i.e.

the oblation Purusa. Each of these content domains serves

as vehicle to interanimate a tenor. The tenor of the first

metaphor is the second-order suggestion that Puru?a

transcends the characteristics of the henotheistic gods of

Vedic tradition.

Purusa is said to be more than the world. He is

transcendent in the sense that created being is dependent

upon him, although he is not dependent upon created being.

puru~a is also said to be 'all this'. Thus, he is

immanent. Puru~a typifies the highest type of unity, viz.,

a unity in mUltiplicity.

The panentheism of the puru~asukta takes a mediating

position between pantheism with its extreme immanence and

49 RV viii.G9.1G. See Brown, p.G.

50 Brown, p.G.

51 Brown, pp.7-8.
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the kinds of theism which tend toward extreme

transcendence. Puru~a thus serves as the model for a new

religious explanation in the hymn. The attributes of

Puru~a described in the hymn's vehicles suggest and extend

the second-order idea of the deity Puru~a and contribute to

a new theistic model. But the metaphor's tenor affects the

vehicle, and hence the model, as well.

Theistic language becomes more inclusive and more

abstract due to the Purusasukta. New avenues of worship

and expression are opened up. At the same time, the way is

opened for explicit doubt and scepticism concerning the

deity. RV x.121, the hymn to Prajapati, carries the

refrain, 'Who is the god we should worship with our

oblation?' RV x.129, the so-called Creation Hymn or

Nasadiyasukta, makes the claim that the gods are sUbsequent

to the creation of the world. It also expresses scepticism

in regards to the cosmogonic information known by him 'who

is in the highest heaven). The scepticism is not aimed at

the deity's ability to create the world, but more

profoundly, at his ability to know even whether it was made

or not.

The tendency of the Puru~asukta toward theistic abs

traction is healthy, philosophically speaking, for it opens

up a'period of flexibility in terms of theistic

explanation. It also opens up a period of flexibility in

terms of religious practice.
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The tenor of the oblation metaphor is the second-order

suggestion that the sacrifice transcends its elements and

becomes creative. The effect of the tenor on the vehicle

is to release the sacrifice from its stringent reliance on

ritual accuracy. In fact, by the time of the Bhagavadqrta,

the sacrifice is largely transformed into desireless

action, a process organic to everyday life. G. C. Pande

writes of the role of sacrifice in the Gita:

The GIta takes up the old idea of 'sacrifice' and
reinterprets it as a sYmbol of selfless and dedicated
work. The essence of the sacrifice lies not in mech
anical ritual but in its attitude of 'giving up and
serving'.

We may look upon the whole process of life, individual
and social, as one of sacrifice. 52

The Purusasukta contributes a model which incorporates

the two metaphors of divinity and sacrifice. This

combination is not without precedent. In RV x.81.5-6

Vi~vakarman sacrifices himself. 5 3 Agni is the sacrifice in

RV viii.58.1-2, BFhaspati in RV x.13.4. 54 And in the

Brahmanas, Visnu is commonly associated with the. . .
sacrifice. 55 But in the Puru~asukta, for the first time,

divinity is panentheistic. The interanimation of a

52 Pande, p.171.

53 See Maurer, pp.277-278; Brown, p.7.

54 Brown, p.10 n.11.2.

55 Brown, p.7: Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p.41.
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panentheistic deity with a cosmogonic sacrifice produces a

model in which subject and object are the same, viz.,

Puru~a. As Pande puts it, "Essentially the sacrificer has

to sacrifice himself.,,56 In terms of the puru~asukta,

Pande's statement has both human and divine dimensions.

That is to say, self-sacrifice forms a model of religious

practice. The Purusasukta is religious in the

etymological sense in that it 'binds back' the human to the

divine. It ties the human to the divine through the

metaphors of sacrifice and divinity. The Purusasukta is

not so much anthropomorphic in the crass sense as it is

seeking "to understand the realities of human life in terms

of celestial paradigms.,,57

The second verse of stanza sixteen is explicit in its

avowal of the model of the hymn as a form of religious

practice. 'These were the first rites'. 'Rites' is trans-
. ,

lated from the Sanskr~t dharman, a term which plays an

immensely important role in the later Hindu religious

tradition. The first 'rites', 'ordinances', or 'holy

institutions' (dharman) are said to carry their efficacy to

the very firmament. Thus, the puru~asijkta describes and

prescribes a religious practice which is essentially self-

56 Pande, p.56 n.33a.

57 Pande, p.23.

----_. --_.. -
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Chapter 5. ~gvedic Metaphors of Invocation and Sacrifice

The Purusasukta combines the themes of sacrifice,•
cosmogony, and theistic speculation into a late ~gvedic

model of religious explanation and practice. It is now

appropriate to examine some older ~gvedic hymns. The older

hymns usually display one or more of the themes in detail

and by use of different metaphors. They suggest different

aspects of the Vedic conceptual sphere. We begin with two

hymns integral to the sacrifice, viz., an invocation to

Agni (RV i.l) and to Soma (RV viii.74). Next, in Chapter

six, we examine a hYmn to the Frogs (RV vii.103) and to

Parjanya (RV v.83). All these hymns are hymns of

invocation. They also entail theistic models either

implicitly or explicitly.

Agni

The hymn to Agni (RV i.l) which begins the ~gyeda is

not necessarily the first in order of composition. It

does, however, set the tone of the whole. l It is different

from the Puru~asukta in many ways, not the least of which

is its explicit invocatory nature. The Purusasukta speaks

of Purusa in indicative statements. RV i.l, on the other

hand, is a prayer to Agni which relies on imperatives, the

subjunctive mood, and the first person.

1 Maurer, p.l3 n.l.
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The hymn to Agni is less transparently metaphorical

than the Puru~asukta. In many stanzas, there is no obvious

rub between disparate semantic fields, no establishment of

new similarities or connections in terms of discordant

tenor and vehicle. The hymn seems to be a straightforward

plea for material well-being directed toward the essential

god of the sacrifice. But it will be seen that the des-

cription of the.god Agni does involve the extension and

interaction of two semantic fields, one surrounding 'fire'

and the other surrounding 'divine priest'.

The relationship between these two semantic fields is

complex, especially if the content domains given by other

~gvedic hymns to Agni are taken into account. As fire,

Agni takes many forms. He is the fire on the hearth in the

home. Found in every home, he is the most accessible of

the gods. He is the essential element in the communal

sacrifice as well as in the domestic sacrifice. It is this

connection to the sacrifice that establishes his excellence

as priest. Maurer writes,

As the sacrificial fire, Agni knows all there is to
know about the sacrifice, and it is hardly surprising
that, due to this perfect knowledge, he is regarded as
a supreme priest, the divine counterpart of the
earthly priest. 2

2 Maurer, p.11.
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Both the fire and the priest associations are extended in

RV i.1 and elsewhere in"the ~gyeda. In terms of fire, Agni

is identified with the sun, although the sun is usually

treated as a separate god. 3 Agni takes the form of light-

ening during a thunderstorm. He is present in the waters

throughout the water cycle: the rainclouds of the thunder-

storm, plant life fructified by the rain, and even the

seas. His presence in plant life is established by the

fact that fire is obtained by rUbbing together the wood of

certain trees. As might be anticipated, he is said to be

present in stones and rocks, which can be struck together

to produce him. 4

As divine priest, Agni is omniscient. He is a good

god, dispelling darkness and disease. He destroys

malignant demons. 5 Agni is far from us in his great power

to destroy forests, yet near to us in his everyday

fulfillment of domestic duties and rites. As can be seen,

Agni combines the functions of fire and divine priest in

many of his roles.

RV i.1 Agni

1. Agni I call upon, the one placed in front, the
divine priest of the sacrifice, the invoker, the best
bestower of gifts.

3 Maurer, p.11; Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p.93.

4 Maurer, p.10-11.

5 Maurer, p.11.

-----,---- - -
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2. Agni is worthy of being called upon by seers past
and present: may he bring the gods here!

3. Through Agni may one obtain wealth and prosperity
day by day, splendid and abounding in heroic sons.

4. 0 Agni, the sacrifice and work of the sacrifice,
which you encompass on all sides--that alone goes to
the gods.

5. May Agni, the invoker who has the powers of a
sage, true and most brilliant in glory, come here, a
god with the gods!

6. Whatever favor you wish to do for a worshipper,
Agni, .that favor of yours surely comes true, 0
Angiras.

7. 0 Agni, you who gleam in the darkness, to you we
come day by day, with devotion and bearing homage;

8. to you, ruler of the sacrifices, keeper of the
Rta, brightly shining, growing in your own abode •.
9. So, be of easy access to us, Agni, as a father to
his son! Abide with us for our well-being!

Notes and Commentary

1. Stanza one begins the hymn with a description of Agni's

characteristics as fire, priest, and god. The first phrase

establishes the invocatory nature of the hymn. In contra

distinction to the puru~asukta, the poet writes in the

first person, "I call upon Agni " Hence, the phrase

establishes the hymn as an invocation of the most personal

kind, i.e., a prayer.

The remainder of the stanza describes Agni. He is
, .

described as puroh1ta, a term which has several layers of
,

meaning. Literally 'the one placed in front', purohita
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refers to 1) the fire, which, as the centerpiece of the

sacrifice, is built in front of the proceedings;6 2) the

priest, who is 'the one placed in front' in two senses. He

performs the ritual in the front. He is also first in

rank.
, .

Puroh1ta, then, is the regular term for 'domestic

priest,;7 and 3) the messenger of the gods. As domestic

priest, Agni is 'the one placed in front' in order to

represent us to the gods; or, as Maurer puts it, he is the

one "put at the head of some undertaking. 1;8

The next phrase, 'the divine priest of the sacrifice',

extends Agni's role from that of the more specialized

domestic priest to that of the divine priest of the

sacrifice par excellence. Agni is also identified with the
, .

specialized priest called the hot~, 'the 1nvoker'. It was

the invoker's task to recite (and sometimes to write) the

hymn to the specific god to whom the sacrifice was

directed. The hotr combined the roles of priest and poet.--. ,
In other hymns, Agni is identified with the adhvaryu, the

priest perforrnimg the manual tasks of the sacrifice, and
,

with the brahman, the praying priest. 9 Thus, Agni

6 pur~s also means 'east', which places the main
sacrificial altar of the Vedic fire sacrifice to the east.
See Maurer, p.13 n.1.

7 Maurer, p.13 n.1; Macdonell, Vedic Reader, p.240.

8 Maurer, p.13 n.1.

9 E.g., see RV iii.5.4 and iV.9.4, respectively.

----_._--,. -
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combines in himself the specialized human priests in a

higher sense. 1 0

Finally, Agni is described as 'the best bestower of

gifts' (or, 'the bestower of the best gifts'), a divine

role described and extended in this and many other Vedic

hymns. 11 Agni's identification with fire and the

priesthood is completed by his identification with deity.

2. stanza two establishes the fitness of the praise

accorded to Agni in stanza one. Agni is called upon; he is

praised because he is the worthy messenger to the gods.

The poet asks him to conduct the gods here, i.e., to the

place of the sacrifice. Agni's necessary relation to the

sacrifice is based on both the fire and his role as

messenger. The sacrifice could not take place without both

components.

3. The third stanza establishes the point of view of the

patron of the sacrifice, i.e., the one for whom the

sacrifice is being performed. As is common throughout the

~gveda, the patron asks for concrete goals: wealth,

prosperity, and the opportunity to thrive on a daily basis.

The patron asks especially for sons who will reflect well

on themselves and on their family, even to fame and honor.

10 Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p.97.

11 See stanzas three and six below; cf RV vi.13.i in
which it is said that blessings issue from him as branches
from a tree.

----_ .._... -
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4. stanza four reinforces the literal associations of the

fire sacrifice and extends the functions of divine priest.

As separate fires, Agni surrounds the place of the

sacrifice. He also constitutes the main sacrificial fire.

Maurer explains:

Fires were kindled at the cardinal points of the place
of the sacrifice, where everything connected with the
sacrifice transpired, both the liturgical and purely
manual, such as measuring the ground for the altar and
getting ready the sacrificial implements. Quite
literally, then, Agni might be said to 'encircle the
sacrifice and the work of the sacrifice on every
side,.12

We translate 'sacrifice' and 'work of the sacrifice' from
._1 I

yalna and adhvara, respectively. Applied to Agni, these

terms imply the roles of the priests who carry them out,
~

i.e., the divine priest officiating and the adhvaryu doing

the manual work of the sacrifice. Agni surrounds the

sacrifice as fire, but he also encompasses the sacrifice on

all sides in his multiple priestly roles. His

comprehensive ability to assume the required roles insures

that the sacrifice will be efficacious. As the poet says,

'that [sacrifice] alone goes to the gods'.

5. The fourth stanza uses the vehicle of fire to establish

and reinforce Agni's mUltiple priestly roles. stanza five,

12 Maurer, p.14 n.4.
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on the other hand, uses the vehicle of the priest to call

to mind Agni's identifi~ationwith fire. As priest, Agni
I •

is the hot~, the '~nvoker' or 'reciter'. He has the

insight and power of a sage. He is truthful. Finally, he.

is 'most brilliant in glory'. It is this latter attribute,

and its relations to the former, which call to mind literal

associations of Agni as fire.

The compound citrasravastama ('most brilliant in

glory') is formed from the adjective citr~ ('conspicuous',

/ I
'brilliant') and the noun sravas ('loudness', 'fame',

'glory'), to which is added the superlative suffix tama

( 'best', 'most'). The verbal roots are \f;..it (' to see',

'to understand'), and V'§ru, (' to hear') • The compound

describes Agni as that which is 'most seen and heard' or

'most conspicuous and loud', sc., a bright, crackling fire.

The poet plays upon the literal and figurative in the

context of the stanza. The most literal sense of the

compound refers to fire. If one takes 'Agni is

"citrasravastama' to be an isolated metaphor, the bright,

crackling fire might be construed as a vehicle for the

priestly tenor, 'most brilliant in glory'. But in the

context of the stanza's attribution of priestly

characteristics to Agni, the association of fire must

become the tenor, a subtle suggestion made by the numerous

priestly vehicles. The other meaning of the root ~it as

'to know', 'to understand' must also be taken into account.

-------_.. "
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This meaning ties the compound back to the other attributes

of Agni as divine priest, e.g., having the powers of a

sage. For it is the sage who both sees and understands.

stanza five also invokes Agni explicitly as a god:

'May Agni ••• come here, a god with the gods'. Agni's

divine powers serve as the SUbject of stanza six.

6. The sixth stanza describes the power of the deity Agni.

In stanza three, it is said that Agni has the power to

bestow favors asked by worshippers. In fact, for the Vedic

Indian, Agni is omnipotent. In stanza six, he is said to

bestow whatever favor he likes.

The address 'Angiras' is a name often given to Agni,

but associated with Indra and B~haspati, too. 13 The

Angirases were an ancient priestly family. The composition

of the ninth book of the ~gyeda is attributed to them. 14

As priests with a semi-divine status, it is natural that

they are identified with Agni in a hymn emphasizing his

priestly roles.

7. stanza seven returns to the fire vehicle. 'You who

gleam in the darkness' also carries the meaning 'illuminer

of darkness', an attribute commonly associated with Agni .

. 13 Maurer, p.14 n.6; Macdonell, Vedic Mythology,
pp.142-143.

14 Macdonell, p.143. See the following hymn for an
example from the ninth book of the ~gyeda. All the hymns
of the ninth book are addressed to Soma.

----_._-_.. -
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Here it serves to tie together Agni's characteristics as

fire and divine priest.

8. stanza eight continues (even grammatically) the des-

cription of stanza seven, extending the figures. Agni

'grows in his own abode' as the fire is fed with clarified

butter. The flare-up makes him 'shining' or 'radiant'.

Agni is thus 'ruler of the sacrifice'. These are apt

figures for a divine priest actualizing his great powers.
,

Agni is also said to be the 'keeper of the ~ta'.

,
Maurer describes the Rta as that order.-

which regulates all the recurring phenomena of the
cosmos: the movements of the celestial bodies, change
of the seasons, all the phases of nature, and here
especially the proper conduct of the ritual of the
sacrifice, the particular concern of Ayni in his role
as the divine priest of the sacrifice. 5

Agni is thus elevated to the role of protector of the
,

Cosmic Order (?ta) , a role usually reserved for Varu~a.

Varuna's function is henotheistically tranferred to Agni, a

common occurrence in Vedic hymns.

9. stanza nine sums up the hymn with an anaphoric use of
,

the pronoun tad ('as such', 'so'). That is to say, because

Agni has been described 'as such' by the poet, he is

implored to be easy to approach. The poet uses a simile,

'as a father to his son'. Just as a son moves easily

15 Maurer, p.14 n.8.
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toward his father, so, the poet asks, may we approach Agni.

The simile is extended in the final phrase: just as a

father accompanies his children and looks after their well

being, so Agni is asked to do the same for us. The note of

well-beingness is the last one sounded, giving emphasis to

the concrete goals of both the hymn and the sacrifice

itself. Through the identification of the material

elements of the sacrifice, especially fire, and the

attributes of Agni as divine priest, the poet seeks again

"to understand the realities of human life in terms of

celestial paradigms.,,16

RV i.l is an invocation in three senses. Each sense

forms an important part of the early ~gvedic model of

religious practice.

First, the hymn is a petition for help or support.

The idealism or spiritual nature of Vedic religion is

tempered with a goodly amount of realism. Agni is asked

for material elements of well-being. This implies that he

is thought to be able to supply them. David Frawley is

only half correct when he writes of the ~gvedic sense of a

bygone IIGolden Age:"

It is the sense of a spiritual humanity not toiling
,outwardly for transient wealth, fame, pleasure and

16 Pande, p.23.
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power, but working the simple life to give their
greater energy for the worship of the Divine. 17

Here Frawley is mistaken; RV i.l is not alone in asking for

wealth, prosperity, and heroic sons. It echoes a recurring

theme in the ~gveda and its importance should not be

underestimated. The petition for help is an important

component in Vedic invocation.

Second, the hymn is invocatory in its appeal to Agni

and citation of him as an authority. It is one of the

hymn's themes to combine Agni's priestly authority with his

authority as deity. His priestly authority includes the

roles of the specialized priests as well as the officiating

priest of the sacrifice. His divine authority includes

characteristics associated with omniscience, omnipotence,

and omnibenevolence. For example, he is said to have the

powers of a sage, the best ability to bestow gifts, and the

benevolence of a divine father.

Third, RV i.l is an expression of praise. Frawley is

right to emphasize the ~gvedic worship of the Divine. The

verb of the first sentence of RV i.l ( ~g, Itg) ,
translated here as 'call upon', can also be translated

'praise' or 'magnify'. The second stanza establishes

Agni's fitness to be praised or magnified.

17 David Frawley, Hymns from the Golden Age: Selected
Hymns from the Rig Veda with Yogic Interpretation, (Delhi:
Motilal Banarsidass, 1986), p.6.
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The three senses of invocation--petition for help or

support, appeal to and diting as authority, and expression

of praise--suggest a model of religious practice. The

petition for help suggests a realist component to the

model. The appeal to authority suggests a theistic

component. The expression of praise suggests a devotional

component. The content of RV i.1 informs the specific

~gvedic model. The realist component takes the form of

serious negotiation of material well-being, especially

this-worldly well-being in the form of daily prosperity,

wealth, and courageous offs~ring. The theistic component

takes the form of henotheism. Agni serves as the titular

head of the priestly Angirases;18 he assumes Varuna's role

as protector of the ~ta; and he displays characteristics

implying omniscience, omnipotence, and omnibenevolence.

The devotional component takes the form of a hymn of praise

in which the sacrifice is a central theme. Interestingly,

the hymn itself is central in the actual performance of the

sacrifice. Hence, it is a prescriptive and descriptive

model of orthodox Vedic explanation and practice.

18 Maurer, p.14 n.4.
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Soma

The essential elements of ~gvedic sacrifice are

portrayed in RV i.l as fire, the priest, the patron, and

the object of the sacrifice, viz., the deity Agni. In

regards to the material of the sacrifice, allusion is made

to ghee. But in RV i.l, no mention is made of one material

element which looms large in the context of the whole

~gyeda. This material element is Soma.

Soma is identified with the moon (perhaps in part

because it was collected by moonlight). As the moon, it is

the receptacle of the other beverage of the gods, ambrosia
,

(am~ta). Soma is later deified as the god of the moon. 19

Soma is the sUbject of the entire ninth book of the

~gyeda (114 hymns), besides six hymns in other books. 2 0

The hymns to Soma are full of interest in terms of metaphor

and model analysis. Maurer states that they "are couched

in metaphors and similes of highly imaginative character,

and probably no flights of fancy have ever soared higher

than those of the poets of the ninth book of the ~gyeda.,,21

Maurer helps to construe some of these difficult figures of

speech, yet he offers no systematic metaphoric analysis.

19 Monier Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English
Dictionary, (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1971), p.1281
col. 2.

20 Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p.l04.

21 Maurer, p.76.

-----"._... -
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Macdonell speaks of the "most varied and chaotic imagery"

associated with Soma, but he also offers no larger inter

pretive device. 2 2 Maurer's and Macdonell's words serve as

warning against the dangers of easy metaphor construal in

the Soma hymns. Yet, if some of the semantic fields inter-

animating one another can be determined, the project will

be of great value. It will help fill out the ~gvedic model

of religious practice, especially in terms of the

sacrifice. It will also aid in analysis of ~gvedic

theistic themes. Most importantly, it will begin the

practice of a new hermeneutic for Vedic and other sacred

texts.

A translation of RV iX.74 follows. This Soma hymn is

chosen for its rich and varied metaphors, and also for its

fairly complete description of the role of Soma in the

sacrifice.

RV iX.74 Soma

1. Like a new-born child he cries out in the wood,
when he, the ruddy stallion, desires to reach the
light. He mingles with the seed of heaven, increased
with milk. We go to him, the renowned shelter, with
good will.

2. He who is the pillar of the heaven, the well
extended prop, the stalk filling up the trough, he
moves round in all directions. May he sacrifice to
these two great worlds according to the ritual! He,

.the sage, holds together the conjoined pair as
refreshment.

22 Macdonell, p.104.

---------- ..
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3. Great is the feast of Soma, well-made and sweet.
Wide is the pasture of Aditi for him who follows the
~ta, who is master ~f the rain here, the ruddy bull,
the leader of the waters, who gives help here, worthy
to be praised.

4. From the living cloud ghee and milk are milked;
the navel of the ~ta, the ambrosia, is born. All
together, they of goodly gifts satisfy him; the men,
fructifiers, impelled, make water downward.

5. The stalk uniting with the wave has cried aloud.
It swells for man the god-inviting skin. He deposits
his seed in the lap of Aditi, whereby we shall produce
children and descendants.

6. Unceasingly they flow down into a thousand
streams. May they abound in offspring in the third
region! Four hidden nipples dripping with ghee carry
down from the heaven the ambrosia that is the
oblation.

7. He dons a white color when he desires to reach the
light. Soma, the bountiful lord, knows the world.
Due to our devotion and effort he grants us his favor
swiftly. May he pierce heaven's cask abounding in
water.

8. Now he has come to the white trough anointed with
cows; the racehorse has reached the winning line.
serving the gods with devotion, they procure cows for
Kaksivat of a hundred winters •.
9. Your essence, 0 Soma, when you are mingled with
water, runs off through the strainer of sheep's wool,
o Pavamana. Being purified by the sages, 0 most
eXhilarating one, be savory for Indra to drink, 0
Pavamana!

Notes and Commentary

1. The sound of Soma is often described in terms of

extreme loudness. In verse one, Soma is identified in a

metaphor with the vehicle of a ruddy stallion crying out in
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the wood as it desires to reach the light. The tenor of

the metaphor is the idea of the production of Soma as it is

pressed in wooden bowls and passed down a wooden trough

through a s~eep's wool filter. The purified liquid is

mixed with milk and/or water in another bowl at the end.

Soma is said to be a 'ruddy stallion' because it is a

swiftly moving reddish-brown liquid. It 'cries out in the

wood' as it gurgles and churns down the wooden trough. In

order for this noise to appear loud, it is probable that

the priests had already imbibed Soma and were under its

hallucinatory effects during the production process.

The metaphor of the rUddy stallion is made more

complex by the addition of a simile, 'like a new-born

child'. The new-born child is said to cry out when he

"desires" to reach the light. That is to say, having

reached the light of day, the new-born child cries out.

This construction is fairly common in the ~gveda, viz., the

effect preceding the cause. The simile of the new-born

child is later extended metaphorically to the birth of the

soma-liquid (through the production process) and to the

birth of the deity Soma (through the sacrificial nature of

the production process).

To return to the explication of the 'ruddy stallion'

metaphor: 'Wood' has a double meaning. It means 'forest'

for the stallion, 'wooden pressing bowl' for the soma

plant. 'Light' has several layers of meaning. It may mean
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the relatively lighted area outside the dark forest, which

the stallion desires to reach. In the simile of the new-

born child, it means the light of day as opposed to the

darkness of the womb. But as the vehicle of the recurrent

deity metaphor, it means 'heaven'.
\ .

Svar (' lJ.ght' ,

'heaven') is the bright space or sky, the heaven as opposed

to d{v, which is the vault above it. 2 3 svhr is the area of

action of the fructifying rain, the rain being another

vehicle for the deity Soma.

The production of Soma is the central part of a

sacrifice in which terrestrial activities serve as causes

for atmospheric or cosmic effects. Thus, the second verse

of stanza one describes one effect of the sacrifice, viz.,

rain production ('the seed of heaven'). Again, the effect

is placed before the cause (cf stanza six). O'Flaherty

states that "The seed of heaven is the rain that mixes with

the milk of the clouds, as Soma mixes with the milk in the

bowls. ,,24 The male connotation of the 'seed of heaven'

figure of speech is later contrasted with the female conno

tations of the Aditi, the 'boundless one'. Their union

produces all living things.

The final sentence of stanza one clarifies the tenor

of the hymn's most important metaphor, i.e., the deity

Soma. He is invoked as the one who can bestow protection

23 Monier-Williams, p.1281 col.2.

24 o 'Flaherty, p.123 n.2.
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or shelter, the one to go to with good will. In terms of

the context of the whole hymn, the deity Soma is the tenori

the description of the soma-liquid is the vehicle. This is

the case even though the poet uses many imaginative sub

ordinate vehicles to describe the soma-liquid production

process.

An interesting fact about the hymn is the great

profusion of these subordinate metaphors and similes. In

stanza one, the 'ruddy stallion' and its content domain are

used in terms which are suggestive of soma-liquid, and

through the soma-liquid, of Soma himself. The 'new-born

child' simile seems to take a more direct route in

suggesting the birth of Soma, although matters are

complicated by its interanimation with the 'ruddy stallion'

and its content domain. And of course, the soma-liquid

itself is suggestive of the deity Soma in that it is "born"

in the sense of "produced."

2. The second stanza extends the identification of the

soma-liquid, its origins and production process, with the

deity Soma. What is the origin of the soma-liquid? It is

clearly some kind of plant, but the question of which plant

has been the center of controversy for a long timeo Maurer

writes:

Numerous attempts have been made in the past hundred
or more years to determine the identity of the
original Soma plant. Recently it has been identified
by the mycologist, R. Gordon Wasson, with the mushroom
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Amanita muscaria L., popularly called the 'fly
agaric.' Much may be said in favor of this
identification: the fact that, in spite of other
minute descriptive allusions in the ~gveda, nothing is
ever said about the plant's leaves, branches,
blossoms, roots, or its fruit or seed; the reddish
brown color of the extracted juice; some of the
epithets and fanciful imagery that are applied in
great profusion to Soma; the effects it is alleged to
produce on those who partake of its essence, which
suggest some sort of hallucinatory drug. 25

The case is not closed, however. The Soma plant was

probably something like the Amanita muscaria L., but

further evidence may be brought to bear.

The epithets of the first verse of stanza two are

consistent with R. Gordon Wasson's assumption that the Soma

plant is a species of mushroom. 'pillar of heaven' and

'well extended prop [of the earth]' bring to mind the thick

stalk and flattened cap of the fly-agaric. At the same

time, these terms suggest divine attributes of Soma. The

poet will return to the themes of heaven and earth ('these

two great worlds') in the second verse of stanza two.

The Sanskrit term for the filament or stalk of the
, I

Soma plant is g~su. It is crushed for its juice, which

runs down the wooden trough through the filter of sheep's

wool.
, I

~su, originally the shoot of the Soma plant,

develops the later meaning 'shooting ray [of light]'. It

25 Maurer, p.75. See R. Gordon Wasson, Soma: Divine
Mushroom of Immortality, (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1971) [Ethno-mycological Studies, No.1].
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is also identified with the libation or the soma-liquid,

the "juicy internodium" '"Of the stalk. 2 6

The g~srt is described as 'moving round in all

directions' as it fills up the trough. Likewise, the deity

Soma can be said to 'move round in all directions'. The

poet addresses the deity Soma, asking him to sacrifice to

the two great worlds (heaven and earth} 'according to the

ritual'. Again, the terrestrial sacrificial proceedings

take on cosmic proportions. The soma-liquid as the means

of the terrestrial sacrifice is identified with the deity

Soma who is the cosmic sacrificer and sage. The deity Soma

is the one who holds together the heaven and the earth 'as

refreshment' (lit. 'something drunk'), viz., soma-liquid.

Thus, Soma can be said to drink himself in sacrifice. This

action parallels the Puru~asukta, in which the deity Puru~a

sacrifices himself. Soma also holds together the heaven

and earth, who are his parents. This action also parallels

the Puru~asukta, in which the gods predate their own birth.

There is a new tenor suggested in stanza two. The

term 'sun' is not mentioned in the stanza, but reference is

made through its content domain. The sun's ray is a kind

"of 'pillar of heaven'. The g~SU is a 'shooting ray of

light', The sun's light 'moves round in all directions'.

Finally, the sun props apart and holds together the pair of

26 Monier-Williams, p.l col.l.
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sky and earth. 2 7 Thus, the content domain of the sun is

henotheistically transferred to the deity Soma.

In stanza two, in very few words, the poet is able to

identify the Soma plant, its attributes and products, with

the deity Soma. The Soma sacrifice begins to take on a

cosmic dimension.

3. Stanza three begins with a description of the 'feast'

of Soma, i.e., the ritual drinking of the soma-liquid. The
, .

word for 'sweet' is madhu, wh~ch can also mean 'honey'.

The soma-liquid may have been mixed with honey; or it may

have been 'sweet' only in the figurative sense.

The stanza continues with a reference to Aditi: 'Wide

. .. ,
is the pasture of Ad~t~ for h~m who follows the ~ta'.

Aditi is a goddess associated with freedom and wide domain.

Her name means literally 'boundlessness,.28 Her mention

here has many important functions. First, she is

introduced in preparation for the procreative metaphor of

stanza five. She is also identified with heaven, both as

the goal of one who follows the ~ta and as the ultimate

source of the rain. The deity Soma, as her male
,

counterpart, fulfills the tasks of going to the Fta and

leading the waters down to earth.

27 O'Flaherty, p.123 n.3.

28 Maurer, p.78 n.2.
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Soma is identified as 'the master of the rain' and

'the leader of the waters,.29 He is the one who 'gives

help'.
. ,

These actions are said to take place 1tas ('here',

'from here'). The adverbial use of the ablative pronoun i

emphasizes the efficacy of the Soma sacrifice. Soma leads

the waters in two senses. He leads them 'here' as a

downpour of rain. But he also leads them efficaciously

'from here' as the personification of the gurgling, flowing

soma-liquid at the center of the sacrifice. The rain, as

water, is mixed with the soma-liquid. It then takes on the

power of the deity Soma to produce rain. As Karl F.

Geldner puts it, "Soma is the rainmaker in two senses: he

brings the rain of heaven and he runs off as rain from the

filter.,,30 This run-off has cosmic power in the context of

the sacrifice.

Soma is also described as 'the ruddy bull'. The ruddy

color is the color of soma-liquid. The fact that Soma is

called a 'bull' is important because it henotheistically

identifies him with all the other gods of the ~gyeda.31

29 These identifications liken Soma to Parjanya. Cf
the commentary to stanza five below.

30 'Soma ist der Regenmacher im doppelten Sinn: er
bringt den Regen des Himmels und er fliesst wie der Regen
von der Seihe ab.' Karl Friedrich Geldner, Der Rig-Veda,
v.3, (cambridge, Mass.: Harvard university Press, 1951)
[Harvard Oriental Series, v.35], p.69 n.3cd.

31 For an explanation of henotheistic identification
through bovine metaphors, see the commentary to the hymns
to the rrogs and Parjanya in Chapter Five.
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The figure of the bull may also be founded upon the sound

that the soma liquid emits while entering the trough from

the woolen strainer. 32

,
Soma i? said to be ~gm1yas ('worthy to be praised',

'to be celebrated in verses'). The term comes from the

same root as ~gyed~ (~rc or~g 'to shine', 'to praise').

Its use here can serve as a kind of justification for the

inclusion of all the Soma hymns into the ¥gyeda canon.

4. Stanza four continues the identification of the soma-

liquid with the deity Soma. The female element introduced

in stanza three is balanced by male images introduced here.

The stanza continues the complex procreative imagery which

reaches a denouement in stanza five.

The stanza operates on at least three levels. At the

level of the Soma sacrifice, the production of soma-liquid

continues with the priests adding milk and water. At the

level of invocation, the deity Soma is identified with the

elements of sacrifice:
,

'the navel of the ~tal (the

mushroom), 'the living cloud of ghee and milk' (the

libation), and 'they of goodly gifts' (the Maruts; a

henotheistic identification). At the level of sYmbolic

procreation, the priests are identified with images of

fecundity and readiness.

32 Maurer, p.86 n.3. See stanza one.
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In terms of the production of the soma-liquid, Maurer

writes:

Evidently here we are to picture the officiating
priests as holding the vessels of Soma juice over the
trough where, after passing through the woolen
strainer or filter, it is to be mixed with milk of
water. The 'cloud', then, is the vessel or pot held
by the priest, from which pours forth the rain in the
form of Soma. Or perhaps the 'living cloud' is rather
to be taken as the Soma plant. 3 3

Maurer's illustration provides an explanation for the terms

'milk', 'ghee', and 'ambrosia'. The first two liquids are

simply mixed with the last, the soma-liquid. But why is

the figure used? At the level of metaphor, the mixing is

a vehicle for the act of procreation.

We can infer that 'living cloud' refers to a cow,

because it is from cows that 'ghee and milk are milked'.

The feminine image is appropriate for another reason: the

poet goes on to attribute to her the birth of the ambrosia,

literally 'that which makes one immortal'.

The phrase 'the navel of the ~t~' is interpreted by

Wasson as an expression of natural "parallels between

mushrooms and the umbilicus.,,34 It would also seem that

the Rta would provide a worthy sYmbolic yoke stalk to the.-
birthing process of the deity Soma.

33 Maurer, p.86 n.4.

34 Wasson, p.49.
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The images of fecundity in the first verse extend the

images of Aditi introduced in stanza three. The second

verse switches to her male counterpart. At the level of

metaphor, 'the men, fructifiers' refers to the Maruts. The

Maruts are fructifiers; they 'make water' in the form of

rain. They are males, but it is also natural to identify

them with the 'living cloud' (the cow) of verse one. Many

times in the ~gyeda, the rain of the Maruts is identified

with milk and ghee. 35

At the most basic level, the 'men' of verse two are

the priests pouring the soma-liquid. On another level, the

men are identified with the Maruts. On yet a third level,

they symbolize the deity's readiness to procreate, in

preparation for the cosmic events of stanza five.

The procreative interpretation is at odds with Wasson.

His conclusion, that 'make water' refers to literal

urination by the priests, appears as mere speculation. 36

Wasson reaches this conclusion by adducing the argument

that Soma is taken in two forms in the ~gyeda. The first

form is taken as the soma-liquid of the pressed plant or

the ingestion of the mushroom itself. The second form is

"taken in the urine of the person who has ingested fly

agaric in the first form.,,37 Wasson's case rests on

35 See, e.g., RV i.166.3; i.85.3; x.78.4; and i.64.6.

36 Wasson p.25ff.

37 Wasson, p.25. Emphasis deleted.
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allusions to Soma's two forms in RV iX.66, on the initial

suggestion by a Swedish army officer in 173038, and on a

literal rendering of the fourth stanza.

His case is not strong, however. The 'two forms' of

RV iX.66 probably refer to unmixed Soma, on the one hand,

and to Soma mixed with water or milk on the other. The

initial suggestion by the Swedish army officer seems never

to have been tested. Wasson can only hazard a guess as to

the effects of ingesting the second form. 39 Finally, the

literal interpretation which he assigns to the fourth

stanza is controversial. He translates the final clause of

the second verse, "The swollen men piss the flowing

[soma].,,40 He writes, "If the final clause of this verse

bears the me&ning that I suggest for it, then it alone

suffices to prove my case.,,41 But the final clause does

not demonstrably bear the literal meaning of priests

urinating the Soma, to say nothing of others drinking it.

In the context of the rest of the stanza and the rest of

the hymn, the clause has two metaphoric meanings. These

will be examined, and then a possible literal meaning.

First, as mentioned above, the content domain

associated with the Maruts is suggested. The terms include

38 Wasson, p.25.

39 See Wasson, p.31.

40 Wasson, p.29.

41 Wasson, p.29.
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'living cloud', 'ghee and milk', 'men, fructifiers', and

'make water'. Second, the content domain associated with

the procreative act is suggested. The term 'make water' is

identifiable with semen as well as with urine. Wasson

himself notes that urine is cast away.42 In this sense it

is not 'fructifying'. Maurer writes:

The Vedic word translated by 'fructifiers' [p~ravas]
has occasioned endless discussion among scholars.
probably it means literally 'causing to swell, causing
to be exuberant' and hence, by extension,
'fructifying.' That the 'men' or priests should be
called 'fructifying' or 'fructifiers' seems to be a
way of saying that they are im~regnating or infusing
the Soma with milk and water. 4

Maurer implies but does not spell out the sexual

implications. Wasson translates p~ravas with the term

'swollen', but neither this term nor 'fructifying' is

likely to refer to the priest's bladders.

If there was a sexual act or preparation for a sexual

act taking place during the Soma sacrifice, it must have

taken the form of strict ritual. Pande notes in regards to

Tantric practice:

As a general observation it may be pointed out that
the elements of worship generally derive from life but
they are used sYmbolically. Food and drink as part of
ritual, for example, are not used to fill the stomach
or get drunk but to partake of grace etc. Sex too is

42 Wasson, p.30.

43 Maurer, p.87 n.4.
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a normal element of life and although its ritual use
is rarer, it is not unknown. 4 4

One can extend Pande's remarks on the ritual use of food

and drink to the possible role of ritual sex in the context

of the Soma sacrifice. Sex in this parallel context would

not be used for men to impregnate women but to partake of

Soma's favor, as expressed in stanza seven. 'Due to our

devotion and effort he grants us his favor swiftly'. It is

difficult to determine the historical practice. But

whether the sexual aspects of the sacrifice are only

sYmbolic or not, they are seen as efficacious in gaining

the aid of the deity Soma.

If the description of the sexual aspects of the ritual

are construed as the vehicle for a metaphor, then the tenor

is the creative and procreative functions of the deities

Soma and Aditi. Soma assumes the role of both father and

child. He is the father in the sense that the stalk (i.e.,

its juice) forms a union with the milk and water. He is

the child in the sense that the libation is born of the

sacrifice. The effect of the tenor on the vehicle is to

release the sexual imagery of the hymn from profanity and

to grant it ritual status.

5. stanza five continues the figure of Soma's loudness

which was introduced in stanza one. Here, it is combined

44 Pande, p.158.
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with the imagery of procreation. Instead of a ruddy

stallion or a new-born child crying out, the poet describes

I I
the stalk or g~SU (the juicy internode) crying out as it

unites with the wave (i.e., as it is mixed with water).

This union 'swells for man the god-inviting skin'. Apart

from the sexual images of phallus and womb, the phrase may

be taken to refer to Parjanya, who many times in the ~gyeda

is likened to a.leather water skin. The production of Soma

is taken to be efficacious in the production of rain.

Stanza five continues to suggest the tenor of the

production process. The steps and methods of production

are gleaned from the vehicles of stalk and wave, of skin

and lap. But the tenor of the production process seems to

be subordinate to two overriding metaphors, viz., deity and

procreation. Soma is deified by henotheistic

identification with Parjanya. Parjanya's great

characteristic of fructification is attributed to Soma. As

the great fructifier, Soma inherits the sexual imagery of

fructification. The creation of nature is made possible by

the placement of 'the seed of heaven' (rain) in the earth.

The procreation of people ('children and descendants') is

made possible by the placement of Soma's seed 'in the lap

of Aditi'. In one sense, these two actions are not

different. Soma takes his seed or essence to the heaven

(the locus of Aditi) and brings the rain here, making all

life possible. But in another sense, the two actions are
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distinct. The production of rain is an atmospheric

phenomenon having a causal relation to the sacrifice. The

sacrifice is performed by people. It is said that 'we

shall produce children and descendants'. In terms of the

hymn, human actions count, especially human ritual actions.

Thus, the vehicles of rain and procreation refer back to

the tenor of the production process. It is through the

ritual mixing of the Soma with the water or milk that the

atmospheric effect of the production of rain can take

place. Likewise, it is through the ritual that the birth

of children and descendants can take place.

G. stanza six continues the narrative of the rain and the

soma-liquid. The union described in stanza five begins to

produce offspring. Rain is produced in the 'third region'

(probably heaven). It flows down 'into a thousand

streams'. This rain is described as 'offspring'. That is

to say, it is born of the sacrifice. O'Flaherty writes,

"The streams of Soma likened to rains are to have their

'offspring' in the third realm, for the floods of rain

renew themselves in heaven. ,,45

The second verse identifies explicitly the stream

flowing down as the oblation. The poet thus identifies the

celestial rain with the terrestrial soma-liquid. The

liquid is also called 'ambrosia' and 'ghee', two terms

45 o 'Flaherty, p.124 n.G.
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identified with deity. The figure of the deity Soma is

extended in stanza seven. Here, the term 'ghee' is

identified with deity through the cow metaphor. The cow
I

metaphor i~ extended from stanza four. The term nabh is a

hapax legomenon. It is translated here 'nipple' (after

Geldner) because it is a cow's nipples or udders which

'drip with ghee' [i.e., with milk]. But the translation is

uncertain. others have translated 'opening' or

'spring,.46

7. The seventh stanza is important in construal of the

hymn. It gives a clear indication of the role of the deity

Soma and his relation to the patrons of the sacrifice. Tha

phrase 'he dons a white color' refers to the mixing of the

soma-liquid with milk. His desire 'to reach the light' (or

heaven) reiterates the first stanza1s figure without the

vehicle of the ruddy stallion or the new-born child. In

terms of the production of soma-liquid, the deity Soma can

be said to 'desire to reach the light' in the sense of

desiring to be born or produced. The deity Soma also

desires to reach the heaven in order to fulfill his

fructifying task. He wants to bring the rain down and

thereby make possible descendants for his patrons .

. The reference to 'our devotion and effort' includes

the idea of ritual effort, especially the practice of the

46 See Maurer pp.85 & 86 n.5; and O'Flaherty, p.123,
respectively.
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Soma sacrifice. 47 Finally, the phrase 'heaven's cask

abounding in water' is another figure identifying Soma

with parjanya.

8. The metaphor of the horse finds its completion in the

eighth stanza. In stanza one, the horse desired to reach

the goal of the light or heaven. In stanza eight, the

horse reaches the goal, the winning line. This line is

the 'white trough', i.e., the trough filled with soma

liquid and milk. It is said to be 'anointed with cows'

which is another way of expressing its contents of milk.

Figuratively, the white trough is the heaven.

In the second verse, the patrons of the sacrifice

offer cows to the author of the hymn, Kaksivat. Kaksivat

is old ('of a hundred winters'). This offering is the

dak~i~~ or the fee for the performance of the sacrifice. 48

Alternatively, the term 'they' may refer to the

priests rather than to the patrons. In this case, Kak~ivat

becomes the patron. 'Cows' then has not only a literal

meaning but a figurative meaning as well; not only 'cows'

in the sense of domestic animals but also in the wider

sense of 'prosperity' or 'wealth'.

47 See O'Flaherty, p.123.

48-. Maurer, p.88 n.8.
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9. It is interesting to note the change from the first to

the last stanzas of the hymn. In the beginning, the

production of soma-liquid is the tenor for metaphors

suggested by descriptive and colorful vehicles, vehicles

such as ruddy stallions, new-born children, and fructifying

men. Now, at the last stanza, the description of the

production of soma-liquid is quite literal, even technical.

The soma-liquid is mingled with water. It is run down a

trough through a strainer of sheep's wool. It is purified

and mixed with milk to make it savory or at least palatable

to drink.

The stanza does more than clarify tenor and vehicle of

earlier stanzas, however. It addresses Soma in invocation.

It establishes the poet's relation to the deity Soma. It

places the hymn in the context of ~gvedic religious

practice in terms of invocation and sacrifice.

In terms of invocation, the deity·Soma is called upon

to help the sacrificer. Soma is identified with the Maruts

and Parjanya, great helpers of people. He is called by the

epithet pavamana, 'flowing clear,.49 He is said to be

drunk by Indra. Indra, as the slayer of the demon v~tra,

makes the creation of the world possible. Soma is also

identified with the bull and the cow, and through them with

all the gods and goddesses.

49 Maurer, p.Sl n.2.
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The production of soma-liquid is a rite which is

closely connected with the deity Soma. The connection is

actually thought to be inseparable; that is why it is

expressed in metaphor rather than in another figure of

speech. When soma-liquid is produced, the deity Soma is

born. When soma-liquid is produced, the fructifying

abilities of the deity Soma are invoked. The events

occurring at the place of the sacrifice affect the entire

cosmos, even to the heaven. Thus, Soma is conceived as the

moon-god, the custodian of the drink of immortality,

ambrosia or nectar. When soma-liquid is produced, the pro

creative act is informed and made fructifying, creative in

a larger sense. The hymn's procreative metaphors imply a

cosmogonic model, a model depicted by metaphors of sexual

union and reproduction.



Chapter 6. ~gvedic Metaphors of Henotheism

In Chapter Five, metaphors of invocation and sacrifice

were examined with a view to explicating something of the

~gvedic conceptual sphere. Furthermore, a model of

religious practice was begun to be defined. The

priestcraft described in the hymns, the procedures of

making and drinking Soma, and the centrality of fire in the

sacrifice all serve as concrete examples of ~gvedic

religious practices. The metaphors of the Puru~asukta show

to advantage the model of sacrifice which knits together

these religious practices. It is a model at once

practical in its applications and religious in its source.

It is a model of practice which expects the benefits of

material well-being to be bestowed by a good deity. These

benefits are the result of giving something up on the part

of the sacrificer.

Chapter six explores the henotheistic components of

the ~gvedic model. The chapter shows that ~gvedic ideas of

deity generate a model of explanation as well as a model of

practice. The propensity to invoke the deity leads

naturally to speculation on the nature of deity. The

resultant speculations include both theistic models and

theories of cosmogony.

Models of practice and explanation are not mutually

exclusive. It is a matter of practice to invoke, but the
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description of the object of invocation often entails

theistic explanation. Thus, the hymns to Agni and Soma

also provide information on Vedic henotheism concomitant to

their metaphors of invocation and sacrifice.

The relation of models of practice to models of expla-

nation becomes yet closer in Advaita Vedanta. Practice is

subsumed under explanation in the sense that the role of

karman ('action') becomes subsumed under that of jnana
/ .

('knowledge'). For Sankara, 'to do' is no longer an

injunction. There is no normative field of action beyond

the field of knowing.

It becomes important, then, to examine models of

explanation antecedent to Vedanta. What gave rise to a

conceptual sphere which places such a premium on knowledge?

The metaphors of henotheism which are found in the ~gyeda

are instrumental to an understanding of the later Vedantic

conceptual sphere. In addition, the ~gvedic models are

valuable to explore in their own right.

Theism in the ~gyeda is an old SUbject badly in need

of being brought up to date. The status of theism in

people's thinking has changed dramatically since the

writings of the great Indologists of the nineteenth and

even. the early twentieth centuries. During those times,

Indologists discussed the henotheism of the ~gyeda in terms

of its alleged historical or logical relationships to

monotheism. Whether these relationships are real or only
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apparent is still an interesting topic. It is argued here

that they are even more interesting now, because monotheism

no longer enjoys a privileged position in the conceptual

spheres of many scholars. At least, it can no longer be

presupposed as the bedrock of individual weltanschauungen.

One can take advantage of such a period of extreme

flexibility, especially in regards to taking part in the

new construction of religious explanations and practices.

Orthodoxy is not precluded by such a process, but what

counts as orthodox comes under general review. The

situation is analogous to the flexible period of the late

~gvedic hymns. ~gvedic henotheism is to be read not as

fossilized doctrine, but as healthy speculation with a view

to not overdetermining the nature of the deity invoked.

The term 'henotheism' is coined from the Greek henos

('one') and theos ('god'). It was first used by F.W.J.

Schelling to indicate "relative, rudimentary monotheism ll

which "he supposed was the idea of God in prehistoric

consciousness. "I But metaphor analysis does not construe

henotheism as a product of primitive consciousness, in the

sense of rudimentary or inferior thinking. Rather, it

construes it as a position of self-conscious understanding

of the underdetermination of language vis-~-vis the object

of worship. As such, henotheism is quite sophisticated.

1 Michiko Yusa, "Henotheism" in the Encyclopedia of
Religion, Mircea Eliade, ed. in chief, (New York:
Macmillan, 1987), v.6., p.266.
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It encompasses both realist and idealist poles of religious

experience. Worship is seen as a real process in terms of

changing practices and conceptions of sacrifice and

divinity. But the object of worship, the deity, remains a

spiritual or nonmaterial ideal. Thus, late ~gvedic

henotheism contributes to the Advaitic conceptual sphere

through its ~odel of real-process idealism.

F. Max Muller brought the term 'henotheism' into wider

usage. His context was a discussion of the possible

logical and historical connections between polytheism,

henotheism, and monotheism. In his Hibbert Lectures on the

"Origin and Growth of Religion," Muller adduces evidence

from the history of Indian religion to argue that there is

not a simple historical or logical progression from

polytheism or henotheism to monotheism and ending finally

in atheism. 2 Neither is there historical evidence for

original monotheism. 3 A positive account of the logical

connection between these forms of belief (and unbelief) is

lacking in Muller's lectures. One problem is that of

definition. Muller defines henotheism as follows:

This is what I call henotheism, a worship of single
gods, which must be carefully distinguished both from
monotheism, or the worship of one god, involving a
distinct denial of all other gods, and from

2 F. Max Muller, Lectures on the Origin and Growth of
Religion, (London, Bombay & Calcutta: Longmans, Green,
1910), pp.260-316.

3 Muller, pp.260-261.
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polytheism, the worship of many deities which together
form one divine polity, under the control of one
supreme god. 4

The ~gyeda does not display the narrow kind of henotheism

which Muller distinguishes from monotheism and polytheism.

Some hymns display or border on what h~ calls the mono-

theistic; others on what he calls the polytheistic.

In terms of ~gvedic tendencies toward monotheism,

Maurer writes:

There is a remarkable tendency, to be seen in
many of the hymns, for the worshipper to treat the
particular god whom he is venerating as all-powerful
and supreme, as though he were the only god, for the
moment at least, to the exclusion of all others.
Perhaps contributing to this tendency was the absence
of temples and images that are so characteristic of
later Hinduism, which permitted greater freedom of
conception of a god's powers and comprehensiveness of
his functions. 5

The hymn to Prajapati, RV x.121, is a good example of this

monotheistic tendency. In nine stanzas of theistic and

cosmogonic speculation, the poet seeks to find "the name of

the one god who is above and beyond all others, the supreme

sovereign of the universe, on whom all else rests. 1I 6 In

stanza ten, (which may be a later addition), the poet

4 Muller, p.295.

5 Maurer, p.7.

6 Maurer, p.267.
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writes in an explicitly monotheistic tone, 'other than you

none embraces all these created things'.

Maurer does not mention the ~gvedic tendency toward

polytheism •. In regards to polytheism, many hymns can be

cited, e.g., the hymns to the All-gods (Visve Deva~).

There are at least forty entire hymns devoted to their

praise. 7 RV vii.35, for example, contains fifteen stanzas.

Each stanza mentions at least one new god. Even the AII

gods are mentioned in one stanza as a separate class. The

group represented in RV vii.35 is meant to represent all

the gods so that none should be excluded in praise. 8

But there is another sense, which Muller acknowledges,

in which the ~gyeda may be called henotheistic, or alter

natively, kathenotheistic. 9 This is the synthetic tendency

of Vedic peoples to make different gods supreme one after

the other. It is useful to reserve the term 'henotheism'

as descriptive of their practice, because it cannot be said

that Vedic peoples ever finally and unconditionally arrive

at either monotheism or polytheism.

The logic of henotheism or kathenotheism is found in

the ~gyeda's metaphoric language. That is to say,

henotheism is the logical result of the operation of

7 Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p.130.

8 Macdonell, p.130.

9 Kathenotheism is literally belief in 'gods one by
one'.
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bovine, meteorological, and other vehicles on the tenor,

i.e., the second-order divine attributes shared by the

gods. The pool of metaphoric attributes shared by ~gvedic

deities is the product of a progressive people's

experience, in which the boundaries of orthodox religion

are in a state of flux. Vedic metaphor clusters, such as

those surrounding the cow and bull or the sun and rain,

imply a flexible. real-process idealism in which the

centrality of religious experience provides a general model

of explanation through a number of poetic expressions.

One reason it is important to study Vedic henotheism

is because the changing contours of contemporary religious

practice, East and West, likewise put orthodoxy into flux.

For us, as for Vedic peoples, a revivified core of

religious experience provides a model of explanation which

leaves the determination of the boundaries of orthodoxy for

those who come after. A closer examination of the logical

connections between henotheistic metaphors and models of

explanation improves analysis of both metaphor and model in

contemporary conceptual spheres. Thus, the kind of theism

professed (or denied) can have a reasonable epistemological

underpinning as well as its correlate, logical

justification.
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The Frogs

The famous hymn to the frogs is important in at least

two ways. First, its cow metaphor is important for the

~gvedic theistic model. Second, it displays an interesting

model of the sacrifice. One way to construe. the Agni (RV

i.l) and Soma (RV ix.74) hymns of Chapter Four is in terms

of their relationships to Vedic invocation and sacrifice.

The internal evidence of invocation suggests that both

hymns were intended to be used in the sacrifice. The hymns

are also valuable for their description of some of the

events of the sacrifice. The hymn to the frogs (RV

vii.l03) can be added to the group. If it can be said that

the Agni hymn emphasizes invocation and neglects the

description of the sacrifice, the opposite can be said of

the hymn to the frogs. The frog hymn uses direct address

less frequently than the Agni hymn, but its description of

the role of Brahman priests at the sacrifice is extended

throughout the hymn by imaginative metaphor. It describes

the chanting Brahmans in terms of a metaphoric

identification with croaking frogs.

A possible interpretation of the metaphor is that the

poet is making fun of the priests. Scholars do not

discount this possibility entirely, but deem it
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unlikely. 10 O'Flaherty makes the claim that "although the

mood of the hymn is indeed cheerful, it is unlikely that

the Rig Veda would contain material in actual criticism of

priests in general."ll

O'Flaherty's claim is consistent with the positive

account offered by scholars that the hymn is a rain chant.

The latter interpretation makes sense of the metaphor which

is developed in stanza after stanza of the hymn. In ten

stanzas, the poet analogizes masterfully the frogs' and

priests' respective roles, and in so doing both functions

are empowered. The frogs' croaking is the vehicle for the

tenor, the Brahmans performing the Soma sacrifice. Both

vehicle and tenor are enlarged through the single metaphor.

For their chant, the Brahmans take their cue from the

frogs' timeliness and efficacy in bringing about rain, and

from their fructifying ability to mate and bring forth

offspring. But the vehicle is not unchanged. In working

the other direction, the frogs are not simply like Brahmans

but are the Brahmans of nature.

A translation of RV vii.l03, the hYmn to the frogs,

follows. "What makes the poem a tour de force is that

every verse applies simultaneously to both frogs and

.10 See, e.g., Maurer, p.208; Brown, p.ll; Maurice
Bloomfield,' "On the 'Frog-hymn,' Rig-Veda viLl03" in
Journal of the American Oriental Society 17 (1896),
pp.173-l79.

11 O'Flaherty, p.233.
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Brahmans, a most elaborate and playful pun. 1I 1 2 The poem

is marked, then, by use of consistent metaphors. It is

much easier to interpret than the Soma hymn, because the

Soma hymn contains such complex metaphors in hierarchical

relation.

RV vii.l03 The Frogs

1. Having lain for a year, the frogs, Brahmans ful
filling their function, have spoken words quickened
by Parjanya.

2. When the heavenly waters came upon them lying in
the pool like a dried water-skin, then the call of the
frogs rises in concert like the lowing of cows with
their calves.

3. When it has rained upon them longing and thirsty,
the rainy season having come, the one, making the
sound akhkhala, approaches the other who is reciting,
as a son his father.

4. One of the two greets the other as they revel in
the downpour of waters, when the speckled frog, rained
upon, hopping about mingles his voice with the green.

5. When one of them speaks the words of the other, as
a learner that of the teacher, then every part of them
is in unison as it were, as you sweet-voiced ones
speak over the waters.

6. One lows like a cow, one bleats like a goat; one
is speckled, one of them is green. Bearing the same
name, they are of different forms and in speaking they
modulate their speech in many ways.

7. Like Brahmans at an overnight Soma sacrifice,
speaking around a full tank, so you frogs celebrate

.that day of the year when the rains have begun.

8. The Brahmans offering the Soma have raised their
voice, making their annual prayer. The officiating

12 o 'Flaherty, p.223.
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priests come into view sweating with their caldron~

none are hidden.

9. They have kept the divine ordinance of the twelve
month~ these fellows do not violate the season. When
the rainy season in the year has come, the caldrons
get emptied out.

10. The one that lows like a cow has given, the one
that bleats like a goat has given, the speckled one
has given, the green one has given us riches. In
giving us hundreds of cows, the frogs prolong our life
a thousand pressings of the Soma!

Notes and Commentary

1. The first stanza establishes the metaphor of the frogs

and Brahmans. The frogs are not compared with Brahmans but

are identified with Brahmans. The phrase 'having lain for

a year' refers to the frogs' period of estivation. It may

also refer to a period of silence maintained by the

Brahmans before the time of the sacrifice. Harold H.

Bender describes the naturalistic background of the hx~n:

In America, as in Europe and temperate latitudes
in general, frogs hibernate in winter. In India, as
in other tropical countries, they estivate during the
dry season, i.e. they bUry themselves deep in the sand
or soil and silently await the coming of the rains.
They emerge by the thousands from their places of
estivation at the beginning of the rainy season~ they
breed when they thus emerge in the tropical spring
from their retreats~ they croak chiefly during the
breeding period, the croak being the sexual cry of the
male. When a large number of individuals join in the
performance, as is usually the case, the concert at
the beginning of the rains is simply deafening and is
audible miles away. Thus, in a very real sense, the
croaking of the frogs ushers in the Indian rainy
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season, and by an easy causa causata is considered
responsible for it. 1 3

Following the period of estivation, the frogs are said to

'fulfill their function' (vrata-car{n) by croaking for

rain. The meaning of vrata-car{n is simultaneously shared

by the Brahmans. The Brahmans fulfill their function by

chanting the hymns of the sacrifice. Performances by both

frogs and Brahmans are said to be enlivened or quickened by

Parjanya, the god of rain, insofar as he heeds their call.

2. stanza two describes the frogs at the end of their long

period of dormancy. They lie at the bottom of the dry pool

'like a dried water-skin'. "The water-skin meant is

undoubtedly the skin of an animal removed in its entirety

and employed for the storage of water or other liquid, as

has been the custom in the whole of the orient from the

most ancient times. ii 1 4 The shrivelled-up appearance of

the frogs is likened to the appearance of such a dried up

water-skin. The frogs' appearance may figuratively sUgg6St

the physical need for the Brahmans' performance of the

sacrifice •

. 13 Harold H. Bender, "On the Naturalistic Background
of the 'Frog Hymn,' Rig-Veda 7.103" in Journal of the
American Oriental Society, 37 (1917), pp.186-191.

14 Maurer, p.210 n.2.
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The second verse of stanza two contains the first

mention of cows in the h~~n. Here, the lowing of cows with

their calves provides a vehicle for a simile. The lowing

of cows is like the concerted call of the frogs.

Variations of this simile are repeated in stanzas six and

ten.

3. The third stanza extends the frog/Brahman metaphor.

One frog is described as approaching another and making the

sound akhkhala. The term akhkhala is onomatopoeic for a

frog's croak. 15 It may also be a prakrit term for ak~~ra,

'syllable,.16 Both interpretations are consistent with

the tenor of the stanza, the brahma~i son approaching his

father for recitation, speaking his syllables or ABC's.

The father was responsible for teaching his son in brahma~i

families, a custom that was instrumental in handing down

the Vedas from generation to generation. 1 7

4. Bender believes that stanza four has a naturalistic

explanation in the mating behavior of frogs immediately

following their period of estivation. 18 The croak is said

to be the mating call of the male. Mating behavior may

15 Cf 'brekekekex koax koax' of Aristophanes' The
Frogs.

16 Maurer, after Paul Thieme.

17 Maurer, p.210 n.3.

18 Bender, p.189i Maurer, p.210 n.4.
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also be reflected by the distinction between speckled and

green, which may be a supposed gender distinction; and by

the term for 'greet' (anu ~abh), which comes from the

root ~rabh, 'to grasp', 'to seize'. Bender takes the

latter in the sense of 'to mate'. He writes, "Here we have

together and in proper sequence the beginning of the rains,

the croaking, and the breeding--in the hymn as in

nature. ,,19 But the metaphor of frog and Brahman is more

consistent with the greeting of young and old. It is the

custom in India for the younger to greet the older, who

then responds. 2 0 The frogs greeting one another seem to

reflect this practice in the context of the hymn. Division

into speckled and green reflect different classes of priest

and pupil.

5. In stanza five, the croaking of one frog is taken up by

others until a great chorus arises. Bender writes, "One

croaks in one direction, another croaks in another

direction; then a whole chorus arises as if a great group

of students were repeating the words of the teacher. Any

one who has observed frogs will recognize this as an

accurate and vivid description.,,21

19 Bender, p.189.

20 Brown, p.13 n.4a; Maurer, p.210 n.4.

21 Bender, p.191.
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The shift from the third to the second person in the

second verse ('as you sweet-voiced ones', etc.) is not

uncommon in the ~gveda or the Atharvaveda. 2 2 The fact that

the hymn can be construed as a magical charm (as can many

Atharvavedic hymns) and the mention of the Brahmans in

connection with the details of the sacrifice (see

especially stanza eight) place the hymn as a late

contribution to the ~gvedic canon.

6. stanza six uses a simile to speak of the frogs' voices

in terms of cows and goats. The tenor of the metaphor

remains the Brahmans' intonation of the sacrifice with its

attendant variations of sound.

7. The metaphoric identification of the hymn is made

explicit by the simile of stanza seven, 'like Brahmans at

an overnight Soma sacrifice'. The poet alludes to the

Pravargya sacrifice which lasts a day and a night. 2 3 Just

as the frogs gather round the pool croaking their calls, so

the Brahman priests gather round the vat of Soma to chant

their sacrificial recitations.

8. Verse one of stanza eight clarifies the metaphor of the

hymn by stating the tenor explicitly: 'The Brahmans

22 Bloomfield, p.176i Maurer, p.210 -n.5.

23-Maurer, p.211 n.7.
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offering the Soma have raised their voice, making their

annual prayer'.

In verse two, the Adhvaryus or 'officiating priests'

are mentioned. The frogs are now the tenor, the priests

the vehicle. The following passage from Maurer can be put

into service to show how the priestly role informs the

metaphor:

Among the Brahmans the 'officiating priests' or
Adhvaryus, as they are called, perform the manual acts
of the sacrificial ceremony. In the Pravargya
ceremony they are in charge of handling the cauldrons
of boiling milk, a strenuous procedure which causes
them to perspire. In the croaking ceremony of the
frogs, which is equated with the Pravargya, the holes
from which the frogs have just emerged after their
estivation are the hot cauldrons, as it were, though
their perspiration is only apparent, being in reality
the drops of rain water with which they are
sprinkled. 24

The frogs are said to 'come into view' when they leave

their pool, now wet with warm spring rain. None remain

behind in the 'caldron' of estivation. Similarly, the

priests 'come into view' at the place of the sacrifice when

they engage the caldrons of hot milk. None remain hidden

because all are required to lift and carry the heavy

kettles.

9. The frog/Brahman metaphor is extended in stanza nine.

The frogs keep the divine ordinance by coming out and

24 Maurer, p.211 n.S.
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croaking at the proper season. They vacate their caldrons

or holes when the rainy season comes. The Brahmans keep

the divine ordinance by performing the Pravargya sacrifice

at the proper time. They empty out the caldrons of milk

and Soma by drinking the liquid and offering it to the

gods.

10. In stanza ten, the poet uses the so-called prophetic

aorist to express things desired as having already taken

place ('the one ••• has given us riches,).25 When it is

said that the frogs give us hundreds of cows, it is the

literal sense of the term 'cows' that is important,

although 'cows' can also stand for material well-being in

general. The frogs bring about fructifying rain that makes

possible real food and real water for the nourishment of

real cows. The Brahmans likewise bring about rain and

material well-being by chanting the hymns and carrying out

the daily Soma sacrifice. Frogs and Brahmans conjointly

bring about practical ends through regular means. The Soma

is pressed three times a day or approximately one thousand

times per year. The frogs croak to bring on the spring

rains once per year. Thus, the literal and the figurative

combine to form the last verse of the hymn, 'In giving us

hundreds of cows, the frogs prolong our life a thousand

pressings of the Soma'. It is interesting to note that in

25 Bloomfield, p.178.
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this verse the terms 'cow' and 'life' are the only terms to

be taken literally.

,
One word for 'cow' in the ~gveda is aghnya,

etymologically a gerundive meaning 'not to be slain'.

Brown argues persuasively that for ~gvedic Indians this

term had not yet acquired the connotation of sanctity that

it later carried, but instead implied a norm for productive

cows only. Cows were not to be slain for practical reasons

such as milk production, the ability to reproduce, etc.

They were in fact slain in the context of the sacrifice.

Brown's conclusion is consistent with ~gvedic realism and

concern with material and practical matters. That the cow

later acquired sanctity can be seen as proof in

metaphorical terms that the tenor can change the vehicle.

Brown writes:

The use of the word or words for "cow" had by then
grown from a descriptive figure of speech applied in
compliment to feminine entities until it had become a
sYmbol of the holiest of those entities and had .
finally won identity with them. The metaphor or
sYmbol had run away from those who employed it. They
has ceased to distinguish it from the objects it had
been meant to adorn or to represent, and thus the cow
had acquired their holiness as a quality of its
own. 2 6

Brown's remarks suggest that the bovine metaphors became

unbalanced, with all the emphasis placed on the vehicle,

26· Brown, "The sanctity of ·the Cow in Hinduism," in
India and Indology, p.97.
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namely the cow. His remarks are applicable, however, to

the vehicle of the bull as well. It is in restoring the

balance between vehicle and tenor that the ~gyeda is able

to inform a .contemporary model of religious explanation.

Such a model sustains the fecundity and vitality of the

vehicle, but keeps the identification of the metaphor tied

to the tenor, which in the case of the bovine metaphors of

the ~gyeda are the attributes of the gods.

By attributing the power of bestowal of cows to the

frogs, the poet joins the frogs to divinity in a pool of

metaphoric meaning surrounding things bovine. But the

metaphoric identification of frogs with the gods is not

strong, for it is not repeated elsewhere in the ~gyeda.

What is strong is the identification of the frogs with the

semi-divine Brahmans.

When does a metaphor signal the presence of a model of

explanation? A minimum requirement is that a metaphor

signals a model when its use becomes pervasive in a text.

At this point the metaphor not only reflects a people's

conceptual scheme but informs it as well. Hence, the frog

metaphor, although important as a metaphor of invocation

and sacrifice, could not be said to signal a model of

theistic explanation because the metaphor is unique to this

hymn. The metaphors of cow and bull, on the other hand,

pervade hymn after hymn and verse after verse in the
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~gyeda. Thus, the bovine metaphors are central to the

~gvedic model of henotheistic explanation.

Parjanya

Parjanya is not a major figure in the ~gyeda. For

that very reason, his henotheistic identifications are

important. He is celebrated in only three h}~ns, while his

name is mentioned less than thirty times. 27 The hymns to

Parjanya are important for their metaphors. RV v.83, for

example, uses both bovine and meteorological metaphors.

This hymn is henotheistic: Parjanya has his turn as

supreme deity. The hymn's metaphors identify Parjanya with

all the other gods, especially Indra and the Maruts .
. , .

The term parJanya ~s co~~only used as a synonym for a

rain cloud, but in RV v.83 Parjanya is the object of

homage, the personification of the thundercloud or monsoon

rain. 2 8 But rain and its products are the tenor or second-

order idea to the vehicle of the bull. Like the hymn to

the frogs, the hYmn to Parjanya is a plea for rain. But

the metaphor of the Parjanya hymn is a vehicle of a

bellowing and virile bull suggesting a clapping and raining

thundercloud rather than croaking frogs suggesting chanting

27 Macdonell, p.83.

28 Maurer, p.212.
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priests. A translation of RV v.83, the hymn to Parjanya,

follows.

RV v.83 Parjanya

1. Invoke the mighty one with these stanzas; praise
Parjanya! Seek to win him with homage! Loudly bellowing,
with quickening gifts, the bull places his discharge in
plants as a seed.

2. He smites asunder the trees and smites the demons; the
whole world fears him of the mighty weapon. Even the
innocent man flees from him who has the strength of a bull,
when Parjanya, thundering, smites the evil-doers.

3. Like a charioteer lashing his horses with a whip, he
makes manifest his rainy messengers. From afar the lion's
thunders rise up, when Parjanya makes the clouds rainy.

4. The winds blow forth; the lightning-flashes fly; the
plants spring up; the heaven overflows. Refreshment for
the whole world is produced when Parjanya favors the earth
with his discharge.

5. In whose ordinance the earth bends low; in whose
ordinance hoofed creatures leap about, in whose ordinance
are plants of every kind--do you, Parjanya, grant us mighty
shelter.

6. Give us, 0 Maruts, the rain of heaven; make the
stallion's streams flow forth! Come here with this
thunder, pouring down waters, our Asura father!

7. Bellow! Thunder! Deposit your seed! Fly about in
your water-laden chariot! Draw well downward your untied
water-skin! Let the highlands and the lowlands become the
same level!

8. Draw up you mighty bucket! Pour it down! Let flow
your channels, unbound in front! Drench heaven and earth
with ghee in all directions! Let there be a good drinking
plac~ for the cows!

9. When, Parjanya, loudly bellowing and thundering, you
smite the evil-doers, all this, whatever is upon earth,
rejoices in response.
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10. You have rained; now hold off the rain! You have made
the deserts passable; you have created plants for food; and
you have gotten a hymn of praise from your offspring.

Notes and Commentary

1. In the first verse, the poet exhorts himself,29 but

also his listeners, to praise Parjanya in song. He speaks

of Parjanya in the third person until stanza five, at which

point he switches to direct address for the remainder of

the hymn.

The second verse identifies Parjanya with the bull.

It is the customary practice in the ~gyeda to identify gods

with bulls on the basis of their common strength and

virility. But the extension of the vehicle of the bull is

especially apt for the god of the rain-cloud. Parjanya is

said to be 'loudly bellowing' in the sense of thundering.

He has 'quickening gifts' in the sense of gifts of water

that enliven all things. 3 D He 'places his discharge in

plants as a seed'. That is to say, he inseminates the

earth in the sense of fertilizing and fructifying the soil

and plants. In terms of the extension of the tenor of the

metaphor, a vigorous bull's ability to produce offspring is

29 Maurer, p.214 n.1; Geldner, v.2, p.86 n.1~.

30 Maurer, p.214 n.1.
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directly relevant to the Vedic Indian's practical desire

for healthy sons and material well-being.

The Sanskrit word for bull is vrsabh~- ..-- (elsewhere

~ . .
y~~an). The. popular der1vat10n of the word is from the

same root (Vy.:r;~) seen in the word for rain. Thus, yrsabh~

is thought to mean literally 'rain-er,.31

2. Stanza two identifies Parjanya with the many gods who

are said to kill demons (rak~~s), and especially with the

arch demon-killer, Indra. Indra's weapon is the thunder

bolt,32 which is here identified rather naturally with

Parjanya. Parjanya is he 'of the mighty weapon', i.e., the

thunderbolt. 33

The first stanza used the vehicle of the bull to

extend the tenor, i.e., the deified rain-cloud. The second

stanza drops the vehicle of the bull (except to describe

Parjanya as he 'who has the strength of a bull'.) Instead,

it changes the tenor of the rain-cloud into a vehicle,

describing literally the natural meteorological events of

thunder and lightning. The literal description of these

events becomes the vehicle for a new tenor, viz., the deity

Parjanya.

31 Maurer, p.214 n.1.

32 See RV ii.12 below.

33 Geldner, p.86. 'Die grosse Waffe' = 'der Blitz'.
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BUlls, for example, are not usually said to 'smite

asunder the trees'. But lightning is said to do so, and

here lightning serves as vehicle for the deity's power.

Similarly, Parjanya is said to be 'thundering', another

figure suggesting the deity's power.

3. Stanza three shows that the vehicle is sometimes

expendable; here, it is a lion rather than a bull which is

said to 'thunder'. All of these natural extensions of the

meteorological facts about rain-clouds mesh rather well

with the mythology of Indra. It is Indra who smites the

demons and evil-doers with his mighty thunderbolt.

Parjanya is thus henotheistically identified with Indra.

Parjanya's 'rainy messengers' are his clouds which

precede and foretell the rain. These are identified with

the Maruts. 34 Parjanya drives them as a charioteer drives

his horses, lashing them with his thunderbolts, as it

were. 35 The Maruts are closely identified with Indra in

Indian mythology. The henotheistic attributes of Parjanya

have a tendency to usurp this mythology in favor of a new

deity, a rain-god more consistent in his metaphors.

4. stanza four extends the meteorological metaphor. The

rain is portrayed as the seed or semen of Parjanya. Par

janya's 'discharge' is produced in a whirl of weather-

34 .o 'Flaherty, p.174 n.2.

35 Maurer, p.214 n.3.
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making activity involving the wind, lightning, plants, and

the heaven and earth. Rain is seen as a gift of material

well-being given by Parjanya as a favor to the earth. The

bestowal of,Parjanya's favor implies that he is free to

give or withhold such favor. The implication corresponds

to the empirical fact that rain comes in amounts just

right, too great, or too small. Tenor and vehicle are

consistent.

5. The invocation takes the form of direct address in

stanza five. The deity Parjanya is praised as the locus of

the law or ordinance in which all things live. One

exemplary item is mentioned for each class of existent

things: the earth for inorganic or inanimate being, hoofed

creatures for organic animate being, and plants for organic

vegetative being. Geldner notes that the motivation of the

hoofed creatures leaping about is "from joy.n36 The power

and benevolence of the deity Parjanya is thus expressed by
,. I

example in terms of his ability to grant us sarman

('shelter', 'protection' or 'refuge').

6. The first verse of stanza six is a parenthetical

address to the Maruts. Apart from their association with

Indra, the Maruts' occupation is the production of rain. 37

36 Geldner, p.87. 'Bei dessen Walten alles, was Hufe
hat, hupft' = 'Vor Freude'

37 Maurer, p.214 n.6.
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The Maruts and Parjanya are henotheistically identified

with one another through their common attribute of rain

production.

The second verse reverts to the invocation of

Parjanya. The 'stallion's streams' are the rains coming

down. In terms of metaphoric animal identifications,

Parjanya is described in the hymn by the vehicles of the

bull (stanzas 1, 2, 4, 7, 9), the lion (stanza 3), and the

horse (stanzas 3, 6, 7).

The final two epithets of the stanza ('Asura' and

'father') extend the henotheistic identification of

Parjanya to other gods in addition to Indra and the Maruts.

Macdonell notes that ~sura ('divine lord i ) and pit{

('father') are especially applicable to Dyaus (Heaven),

"whom in his relation to earth Parjanya most resembles.,,38
,

Edgerton notes the antiquity of the epithet asura, "which

originally belonged to Varuna and other prehistoric

gods.,,39

7. stanza seven draws on both the bull and the horse-drawn

chariot metaphors to invoke Parjanya and his fructifying

38 Macdonell, Vedic Reader, p.108.

- 39 Edgerton, p.56 n.1. Cf the Avestan ahura as in the
supreme god of Zoroastrianism, Ahura Mazda. The Sanskrit
term asura later denotes a class of demons in India, the
initial g taken by popular etymology to be a negative
prefix for sura, 'god'.
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abilities. A new metaphor for rain-making is added: the

untied water-skin. Maur~r glosses:

The water-skin alluded to is undoubtedly identical to
that commonly used in India and the Near East from the
most ancient times for keeping water, viz., the full
skin of an animal, such as a goat, the neck of which
serves as a spout when untied and turned downward. 4 0

The new metaphor combines with the old to emphasize

Parjanya's great profusion in regards to rain. In fact,

the poet uses hyperbole in the last verse. Rain is

requested to the extent that 'the highlands and the

lowlands become the same level'. In stanza ten, the poet

retracts this request for a flood!

8. In the first verse of stanza eight, the poet replaces

the water-skin metaphor with a bucket metaphor. The

process of drawing water from a well and pouring it out

forms the vehicle for Parjanya's requested action of making

it rain.

In terms of the phrase 'Let flow your channels,

unbound in front', the channels referred to may be

irrigation canals in the fields, which have to be opened up

by raising the sluice-gate in the front,4l or they may be

simply streams which are flowing freely ('to the fore') due

to Parjanya's great influx of water. 42

40 Maurer, p.214 n.7.

41 Maurer, p.214 n.8.

42 o 'Flaherty, p.173 n.8.
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The second verse begins with a reference to ghee.

Parjanya is asked to 'drench heaven and earth with ghee in

all directions'. Here, ghee is the vehicle for the tenor

rain. 'Ghee' extends the tenor as a symbol of abundance

and fruitfulness. Like water, ghee is a ubiquitous con-

stituent of the Indian diet.

The final request of the stanza, 'Let there be a good

drinking-place for the cows', is both literal and symbolic.

It is literal in the sense that rain is needed to water the

Vedic Indians' livestock. But in the context of Vedic

mythology, the phrase carries a great deal of symbolic

import. It is said that when Indra slew the arch-demons

V~ta and Vala, he opened up the source of the waters and

freed the cows. Indra's cosmogonical feat thus made

possible all life. Life is symbolized by the grazing cows

seeking and finding their watering place.

9. stanza nine promises Parjanya rejoicing in response to

his actions. It echoes the bellowing and thundering meta-

." .phors. The term 'all this' (ldam) 1S the regular Sanskrit

word for 'this world'.

10. After asking for rain in nine stanzas, the poet

expresses the possibility that Parjanya can rain too much.

The poet asks that the rain now be checked.
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The final phrase is rendered 'you have gotten a hymn

of praise from your offspring'. Another possible rendering

is 'you have found a prayer for your offspring'. Perhaps

both meanings are intended.

, .
From Veda to Vedanta: the Sraman1C Turn

The Parjanya hymn is a classic example of Vedic

henotheism in that it combines attributes considered

important under a deity which never gained much prominence.

It is the attributes of deity which are important for the

Vedic Indian weltanschauung. The Vedic Indian retains

extreme flexibility concerning the personality of the god

who holds those attributes. The attributes themselves,

however, do not vary much throughout the Vedic period. The

key words are material prosperity, which is delivered by

the gods through the fulfillment of their meteorological

and gift-giving roles.

Meteorological and gift-giving metaphors, then, are

not superfluous ornamentations added on to hymns of Vedic

theism. Rather, they are the component parts of the Vedic

henotheistic model. They give the model its realist

construal. Vedic theism is a species of realistic

idealism. It is idealist in the sense that its ultimate

reality, viz. deity, is spiritual. But it is realist in

the sense that its theory components are seen to be real.
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In other words, the deeds of persons and deity are taken to

be actually efficacious in the world.

Vedic cosmogony is theistic as well, but here some

change can be detected during the Vedic period. The early

~gvedic hymns rely to a great extent on mythological

explanations of the origin of the cosmos. Indra's defeat

of Vrtra and Vala, for example, makes possible the creation

of the world as we know it. The cosmogonies of the later

Rgvedic hymns (such as the Purusasukta) are also couched in. .
myth. But the myths of the later hymns lack the common

currency story-telling flavor of the early Indra hymns.

Instead, the myths serve mainly as vehicles for

philosophical speculations on the origin of the universe.

The dismemberment of Purusa in RV x.90 is not a story

common to the hearts of the people; rather, it is a model

of religious practice calling for a new conception of

invocation and sacrifice. Likewise, the scepticism of RV

x.129.7 (the Nasadiyasukta) concerning the origin of the

world is not a feeling shared by all the people;43 rather

it heralds a new model of religious explanation, a model

based on cosmogonical speculation.

The poets who wrote the Purusasukta and the

Nasadiyasukta are representatives of a trend which grows

43 RV x.129.7: 'This world--whence it carne into being,
whether it was made or whether not--He who is its surveyor
in the highest heaven surely knows--or perhaps He knows
not! ' •.
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from the sixth century B.C. In the West it is common to

speak of the "epistemological turn" of Descartes or the

"linguistic turn" of the twentieth century. The sixth

" .century B.C. might well be called the "sramaI;l1c turn" in

Indian thought. Pande describes it:

A quite different Weltanschauung is expressed in the
spiritual quest and thought of the wandering ascetics
and mendicants whom we meet in the 6th Cent. B.C. in
north-eastern India. The mode of life and thought of
these ~rama~as as they are called, is in sharp
contrast to that of the Brahma~as. ;n fact, the
opposition of the Brahma~as and the Srama~as was well
known and held to be as natural as that of 'the snake
and the mongoose'. The Brahma~as had been
traditionally priests and counsellors, hermits and
philosophers but they had not preached renunciation of
all family life and property. Ritual, even for the
hermit, required a wife and some wealth. Although
there was a gradual acceptance of renunciation by the
Brahmanas in the form of the fourth Asrama, it was a
conseqUence of srama~ic impact achieved in the early
post-vedic or sutra period. The idea that the world
is evil and must be given up sooner or later if one is
to search for lasting spiritual welfare,
institutionalized in sannyasa or mendicacy, is the
lasting contribution of Sramanism to Indian culture. 44

". ..The weltanschauung of the srama~1c turn br1ngs 1nto

balance philosophical tendencies which were only vaguely

seen to be contradictory in the Vedic period. The

conflicting realism of the search for material well-being

and the idealism canonized by hymns to Vedic deities are

resolved in favor of a new model of real-process idealism.

The new model makes an explicit and definite relegation of

44 Pande, pp.60-6l.
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the realist component to sUbordinate status. The world

becomes the arena of renunciation and spiritual quest,

never the goal. The transitoriness of material well-being

precludes the world ever serving as ultimate goal.

~. . .
The Srama~1c turn f1nds changes 1n the construal of

Vedic metaphors. Realist metaphors of invocation and

sacrifice recede. The content domains of many become

transformed into. new metaphors and new models. The debate

between practice and knowledge in religious models

increases in importance. For example, ~gvedic hymns of

invocation and sacrifice (and their accompanying metaphors)

are construed by the Piirva Mimamsakas as strictly

injunctive. The hymns become part of a model of ceremonial

action. Injunctive hymns are separated out as the

karmaka~9g portion of Vedic scripture. The metaphors of

henotheism undergo transformation in the srama~ic period,

too. Their change into the jnanaka~9g portion of

scripture, dealing with knowledge of Brahman, is the

project of Advaita and the subject of Chapters Seven and

Eight.



Chapter 7. Metaphor in the Advaitic Conceptual Sphere

The Example of tat tvam asi

The frog hymn (RV vii.l03) reinforces the naturalism

of the teacher-pupil relationship by making a metaphoric

identification between chanting Brahmans and croaking

frogs. The hymn displays many interesting features of the

greeting and learning process. The relationship of father

to son, for example, is identified as that of teacher to

pupil.

The teacher-pupil relationship is repeated in the

Upani~ads.

,
It survives the Srama~ic turn, although in many

cases the teacher is a father only sYmbolically. The

Chandogya Upani9ad, however, preserves the relationship
,

intact in one of its episodes. Svetaketu is characterized

as the real son of Uddalaka. He goes away for twelve years

of formal education, returning to his father at the age of
,

twenty-four. His father perceives that Svetaketu is

conceited with his learning, and attempts to correct him.

Thus begins the teaching of one of the most profound

metaphors of the Indian tradition.

The Upani~ads are considered to be a part of the Vedas

(in the larger sense of that term), and the Chandogya is

part of the Samaveda. The Chandogya preserves its Vedic

past with a discussion of the UdgItha, the hymn sung by the

udgat~ priest as a part of that sacrifice. The Chandogya
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Upani~ad itself is written in prose, however, and five of

its eight parts are devoted to a discussion of various

forms of meditation (upasana). Its latter part reflects

the speculative tradition of RV x.90 and RV x.129.

The Chandogya Upani~ad, and the Upani~ads in general,

are indicative of

confluence of the

" .the Srama~lc turn and represent largely a

. " .Brahmanlc and Srama~lc cultures. strands

of the tradition of invocation and sacrifice are preserved

(especially in Purva Mima~sa), but the fabric of Vedic

practice becomes largely replaced by respect for mendicants

and the acceptance of renunciation within the Vedic fold as

the last of the four stages of life. Thus, the resulting

philosophic explanation of the Upani~ads on the nature of

truth and ultimate reality is remarkably syncretic.

Uddalaka gives his son a cosmogony in ChU vi.2, but

his theory of beginnings is itself preceded by a preface in

which he places his cosmogony in the larger framework of

explanation per see Uddalaka asks his son,

"Svetaketu, since you are now so conceited, think
yourself well read, and are so arrogant, have you, my
dear, ever asked for that instruction by which one
hears the unhearable, by which one perceives the
unperceivable, by which one knows the unknowable?l

1 ChU vi.1.3; Cf Swami Nikhilananda, The Upani~ads:
Taittiriya and Chhandogya (v.4), (New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1959), pp.291-292 and S. Radhakrishnan, The
Principal Upani~ads (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1953),
p.446.
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"Svetaketu asks for the instruction.

It is apparent from the phrasing of the father's

questions that something new (or amiss!) is taking place

here, in terms of philosophical explanation. The questions

do not make literal sense. It is impossible to know the

unknowable, etc. The questions can be construed

figuratively, however. Such a construal would anticipate

and make sense of the metaphoric construal of Uddalaka's

great pronouncement to his son, tat tvam asi ('That thou

art'). The phrase 'what is unknowable' suggests

associated ideas such as 'what is difficult to know',

'what remains hidden or unknown to the world', 'what cannot

be known by Vedic ritual', or especially 'Brahman'. The

lack of literal sense is resolved into an interanimation

of semantic fields. The lexemes are contradictory ('one

knows'; 'what is unknowable'), but the content domains are
,

merely "in a rub." Svetaketu (an item from the 'knower'

field) indeed comes to know Brahman (an item from the

'unknowable' field). Thus, Uddalaka's questions serve as

rhetorical anticipations of the metaphorical answer to
,

come, as jarrings of Svetaketu's (and the reader's)

propensity to take things in an overly literal or

pedestrian fashion.

The father explains his cosmogony in ChU vi.2-7. It

is of intrinsic interest, but all that can be said here is

that Uddalaka attempts to answer the scepticism of RV x.129
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by opting for Being (sat) as the origin of the universe

rather than nonbeing (asat). - ,
Uddalaka tells Svetaketu,

"No, my dear, it was Being alone that existed in the

beginning, one only without a second."2
, .
Sankara's commentary on this passage attempts to

answer an objection: because a sprout is born from the

nonbeing which fQllows upon the destruction of the seed,

being is truly produced from nonbeing. " .Sankara answers

that the objection is not valid, because the seed

transforms itself into the sprout. 3 , .
Sankara's answer is an

example of the Advaitic theory of causality known as

satkaryavada, i.e., the effect pre-exists in the cause. 4

Uddalaka's teaching moves from cosmogony to a

discussion of atman ('self'), brahman ('the absolute'), and

the atman's knowledge of Brahman. In ChU vi.8-14, the

father repeats to his son the refrain, "Now, that which is

the subtle essence--in it all that exists has its self.

2 ChU vi.2.2i Nikhilananda, p.295.
,

3 Nikhilananda, p.295i cf Sankaracharya, Complete
Works, v.IX, "Chandogyopanishad Bhashya," (Madras: Samata
Books, 1983), ChUB vi.2.2.

4 cf Deutsch, Advaita Vedanta, pp.38-43. Deutsch
reconsiders the satkaryavada/asatkaryavada controversy in
light of Western refinements to the theory of causality:
"If causality were understood 'empirically,' rather than
'rat~onally,' as a kind of heuristic principle that enables
us to discover special relations among events that admit of
prediction, many of the controversies between the
satkaryavada and the asatkaryavada (e.g., whether it is
possible for any given effect to issue from any cause)
would disappear." (p.43)
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That is the True. That is the Self. That thou art (tat

tvam asi), svetaketu. n5

The phrase 'that thou art' can take the form A is B

('thou art that'). Is it therefore a metaphor of the

variety 'Man is a wolf'? tat tvam asi has generated a

lively debate within the Indian tradition. An examination
/ .

of Sankara's commentary on the relevant passages and

various Dvaitin responses will provoke a new solution to

the construal of the sentence. The solution offered here

is consonant with a contemporary model and is at the same

time informed by interanimative metaphor theory.
/ .

Sankara's commentary on the first appearance of tat

tvam asi brings to mind Kant's three questions from the

critiwue of Pure Reason. What can I know? [i.e., can I

know deity?] What can I hope for? [i.e., can I hope for

immortality?] How should I act? [i.e., can I act

freely?] 6 , .
Sankara poses the following set, and finds the

answers embedded in the sentence tat tvam asi:

[The pupil asks,] 'How shall I live? Where shall I
go? Who will save me?' Then, as a result of good
deeds performed in the past, he finds a compassionate
person, illumined by the Knowledge of the Self, whose
bonds have been broken. The latter takes pity on him,
points out the imperfection of the phenomenal life,
and exhorts him thus: 'You do not really belong to

'5 Nikhilananda, pp.309ff.

6 £ankara relies on the Isa Upani~ad in answering
'yes' to the bracketed questions: I can know ultimate
reality; I can gain immortality; I can act freely.
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this world; you are neither a father nor a son. You
are Pure Being. Thou art That'! The embodied soul,
after hearing and assimilating these words of
instruction, realizes that he is Pure Being (sat).
The covering of ignorance is removed and he arrives at
his Abode, the Self, or Sat, and becomes happy and
blessed. 7

Two important points need to be discussed in regards
./ .

to Sankara's commentary. The first is that the removal of

the covering of ignorance is brought about by "hearing and

assimilating these words of instruction." The second is

that the removal of the covering of ignorance is also

viewed as the gaining of a kind of knowledge. In the

Upani~ads, the process of hearing instruction and gaining

knowledge is focused on the proper interpretation of

mahavakyani ('sacred utterances', 'great sentences'), of

which tat tvam asi is one of the most important.
I •

Sankara recognizes three means of valid knowledge

(pramap~s). Hearing and assimilating instruction is one of
",

them (sabda prama~~, 'testimony'). The later Advaitins

recognize three more, including upamana, ('comparison').
I

It is important at this juncture to distinguish Sankara's

prama~~s from the later Advaitins, because the metaphoric

analysis of tat tvam asi can take place under the rubric of

. "e1ther sabda or upamana. If the argument of Chapter Two is

correct in developing the theory of metaphor as a figure of

speech and a phenomenon of language, then metaphor must be

7 Nikhilananda's adaptation, p.321; ChUB vi.14.2.
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discussed under ~abda rather than under upamana. For ~abda

is sound, speech, language. It will be recalled that

Chapter Three argues against the notion of "conceptual

metaphors." There, it is not denied that metaphors contain

a conceptual component (better: cognitive), but it is

argued that metaphors are first and foremost figures of

speech, not rootless concepts or parts of "experiential

gestalts." A theory which recognizes metaphor as a figure

of speech and as more than simple term substitution or

conceptual comparison is inconsistent with metaphor as

upamana pramar;tg.
I •
Sankara's three prama~as, then, give better service

for a discussion of metaphor than the later six. It is

argued that metaphor is sabda, not upamana. The argument

is developed further following the discussion of tat tvam

asi.

The removal of the covering of ignorance is, for
I •
Sankara, a matter of knowledge rather than a matter of

sacrificial action. Thus, the mahavakyani form that

portion of scripture which is called jnanaka~~g, relating

to knowledge. They do not pertain to karmaka~9g, relating

to action. The relation of knowledge to action (if any) is

important to establish in setting up a contemporary model

of religious experience. The relationship is developed in

Chapter Eight.
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Sankara's posturing of tat tvam asi may be summarized

as follows: tat tvam asi is a mahavakya ('great

sentence'). It is a great sentence because, properly

understood, it evokes a special kind of knowledge

(brahmavidya, 'knowledge of Brahman'). Mahavakyani are

words of instruction; therefore, they are the kind of means

. "-.to va11d knowledge called sabda prama~g ('test1mony').

They are the core elements of Indian scripture (~ruti, lit.

. . . ' .'that wh1ch 1S heard'). F1nally, for Sankara, the core

elements of scripture are productive of knowledge, not

injunctives to act or refrain from acting.

The next topic to take up is the very interesting

Dvaitin ('Dualist') criticism of the Advaitin construal of

tat tvam asi. The Dvaitin criticism clarifies the Advaitin

position and offers an alternative "realist" construal (or

twenty construals!). Both positions are to be judged in

light of contemporary metaphor analysis. The result is a

new construal of tat tvam asi, a synthesis more Advaitin

than Dvaitin, hence "neo-Advaitin."

The Dvaitin criticism is the contribution of Madhva

(1238-1317 A.D.) and his followers, especially Visnudasa •. .
Madhva's criticism consists in the attempt to reparse the

sentence. Instead of the traditional sa atma I tat tvam as;

['That is the Self. That thou art.'], Madhva reads sa

atma Iatat tvam asi ['That is the Self. Not-that thou
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art.,]8 Madhva's object is to retain the dualism between

Brahman and the jiva, the individual soul. Edwin Gerow

states that Madhva's reparsing "does not lend much

credibility to the Dvaitin as text interpreter.,,9

Gerow shows, however, that later Dvaitins used more

refined techniques. For example, Vi~~udasa (ca 1390-1440)

interprets the sentence in terms of an ongoing debate

about lak~g~~ ('metonymy', 'metaphor,).10 He finds four

possible interpretations of tat tvam asi in terms of

lak~g~~: 1) There is no metonymy. 2) There is metonymy of

tat ('that'). 3) There is metonymy of tvam ('thou'). 4)

There is metonymy of both tat and tvam. Both Dvaitic and

Advaitic hermeneutical practice call for the attempt to

give the literal reading first. But if the literal reading

is not possible, a figurative reading must be given. It is

assumed that the Vedas cannot be without meaning.

8 Cf Edwin Gerow, "The Dvaitin as Deconstructionist:
Vi~qudasacarya on 'tat tvam asi': Part 1," in Journal of
the American Oriental Society 107, (Oct.-Dec. 1987): 4,
pp.561-579.

9 Gerow, p. 561.

10 The senses in which laksana can be translated
'metaphor' will be discussed beiow: For now, we translate
lak~g~~ as 'metonymy', "a figure of speech consisting of
the use of the name of one thing for that of another of
which it is an attribute or with which it is associated (as
in 'lands belonging to the crown')," Webster's New
collegiate Dictionary, p.724. Gerow uses both 'metonymy'
and 'metaphor' for lak~g~~.
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The rule, then, is to give the most literal meaning

possible. Interpretation number four is prima facie the

least attractive, because each term is defined in terms of

the other in a kind of contextual regress. Vi?~udasa gives

twenty readings of tat tvam asi in terms of interpretations

one, two, and three. He imputes to the Advaitins

interpretation four, in which 'svetaketu' is allegedly

substituted for tvam and 'Brahman' is substituted for tat.

The implications of this double metonymy, Vi~~udasa holds,

are unacceptable in view of the many other possible

readings.

Visnudasa's analysis, however, suffers on the whole

from the same nearsightedness as Aristotelian analyses in

the West. He conceives of lak~g~~ as simple term

substitution. Visnudasa's lak~g~~ is either based on an

antiquated theory of metaphor or it is mere word metonymy.

In either case, it does not get at the metaphoric meaning

of tat tvam asi. But his twenty readings can be read, in

contemporary terms, as explorations into the semantic

fields of tat tvam asi. In his first reading, for example,

he states " .•• regarding the sentence 'that thou art,' let

there be metonymy [lak~g~~] (affecting) one word only; the

meaning is thus obtained: 'thy origin is dependent on

that,."11

11 Gerow, p.567.
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In this reading, Vi~~udasa begins what one might call

the explication of the content domain of the lexeme tat.

What, for Vi~~ud~sa, is tat? Tat is what the origin of

everything depends upon. Vi~~udasa's aim is to preserve

the ultimate difference between tat and tvam: origin from

tat is not the same as identification with tat.

The Advaitin, however, construes origination as one of

Brahman's associated commonplaces, i.e., as simply a member

of Brahman's content domain. Brahmasutra i.1.2 raises the

topic in the aphorism, "That from which the origin, etc.

[sc., origin, sustentation, and destruction] of this (world
, .

proceeds)." Sankara comments:

Of this universe differentiated by name and form,
which contains many agents and enjoyers, which is the
abode of those who are definitely regulated in respect
of place, time, action, and fruit; and the nature of
whose design cannot even be conceived by mind, that
omniscient and omnipotent cause whence there is
origin, sustentation, and destruction: 'That is
Brahman' is the import of the aphorism. 12

/ .
Sankara does not deny difference between Brahman and "this

universe differentiated by name and form," but only

ultimate difference. His interpretation makes possible the

reading of tat tvam asi as a single metaphoric utterance.

The metaphor states (in a stronger way than Vi~~udasa

,
allows) the identification of Svetaketu and Brahman,

12 BSB i.l.2 a. See Appendix 2 for transliterations
of indented quotations from the Brahmasutrabha~~.
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without dissociating Svetaketu from the universe of name

and form. Such a reading is possible b&~ause of the

richness and variety of the content domain surrounding
,

'Svetaketu'", a reading precluded by Vi~l)udasa's construal

in this case of metonymy of tat only and not of tvam.

Vi~~udasa does give a metonymy for tvam in his second

reading. Gerow glosses Vi~~udasa's Sanskrit example of the

moon-branch, which "is difficult to convey in English:,,13

The illustration suggests that the identity here is
one of proximity only. We are to presume that this is
a father's answer to a child's innocent question:
'which of these lights in the sky is the moon?' The
father adopts the strategy of identifying the moon by
means of something obvious and close to it: the tree
branch against which the moon is now visible. He
says: 'see the,tree branch: it's that one!' So
here, noticing Svetaketu's puzzlement as to what this
'Brahman' might be, Uddalaka says: 'look within; it's
the (one close to your) self.,1~

Here Gerow adopts Visnudasa's method. He attaches a

dualistic reading to the sentence immediately preceding the

mahavakya, sa atma ('That is the Self'). In Visnudasa's

second reading, tat tvam asi is read 'Thou art (close to)

that'. For Gerow, sa atma is given the reading 'That's the

(one close to your) self. So, instead of the Advaitic

'That is the Self.
, . .

That thou art, Svetaketu," the Dva1.t1.ns

13 Gerow, p.567 n.47.

14 Gerow, p.567 n.47.
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read 'That's the one close to yourself. Thou art close to
/

that, Svetaketu'.

It is difficult to concede to the Dvaitic criticism

that the Advaitins take the sentences too figuratively,

when the Dvaitins themselves give so many nonliteral

interpretations. The Dvaitin preference for single

metonymy over double seems to break down when the terms are

analyzed in the .context of the sentences and the Upani~ad

as a whole. This breakdown is precisely what one would

expect from analysis of the sentence, rather than the

terms, as metaphor. The language of tenor and vehicle and

the mechanism of interanimating semantic fields are more

effective exegetical tools than mere term substitution.

Vi~~udasa gives eighteen more readings. They include

single metonymies of tat: 'Thou art (like) that'~ 'Thou

art (accompanied by) that'~ 'Thou art (intelligent like)

that'~ and 'Thou -_...
cu.'- (intimate with) that'. He also

applies a variety of interpretive techniques in addition to

metonymy. He alters case endings: 'Thou art (located in)

that' [locative]~ 'Thou art (born from) that' [ablative]~

'Thou art (of) that' [genitive]. He reparses the sentence

int.o two: tat I tvam asi. 'That is ... Thou -_... ,
Q.1. ...... •• •

Finally, he gives Madhva's alternative sandhi: sa atma

. / ;' 15
atat tvam asi svetaketo! 'Thou are[n't] that, Svetaketu!

15 Gerow, pp.575-576.
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The above summary does not do justice to Visnudasa's

(and Gerow's) detailed sxposition. Many of the readings

are synonymous with others, however. Gerow summarizes the

project as a whole:

Our interpretations, however, involve but a single
lak~~~~. And of these, all but one, if I understand
them rightly, involve taking 'tat' [=Brahman]
metonymically, in such a way that an underlying
relationship between the 'tat' and the 'tvam' is
suggested: origi~, d~pondence, location, possession,
association, etc. Laukika and ~astraic or vedic
examples are given for each of these usages. 1 6

Gerow finds nine readings involving metonymy of tat. The

one metonymy of tvam is reading number two, in which

"Brahman is said to be (close to) Svetaketu. The use of

. ,,-
examples from everyday (laukika) and scrJptural (sastraic

and vedic) usages is within the milieu of historical

Dvaitin/Advaitin dialogue and debate. These examples give

the debate much of its interest and also fill out the

system of commonplaces associated with Brahman and with
,.

pupils like Svetaketu.

But philosophy must go outside the historical milieu

in order to make generalizations and advance an argument.

The argument in this case is as follows: if tat tvam asi

is conceived as a single metaphoric utterance and brought

under the analysis of metaphor as a part of religious

texts, then the analysis of tat tvam asi can yield valuable

16 Gerow, p.576. Emphasis deleted.
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information about the relationship of sacred texts to

religious experience. The Advaitin holds that the

relationship is one of real-process idealism. In

contemporary terms, the theory language built up around the

text is seen to provide a real increment to the

understanding, but only insofar as the text itself triggers

the gaining of the .ideal. The metaphor is initially

formulated in order to provide this triggering mechanism.

The purely realist construals of the Dvaitins preclude this

triggering. In fact, the Dvaitins allow almost any reading

of the text except that one which will allow the spiritual

adept to gain the ideal. The analyses of mahavakyani such

as tat tvam asi provide the key to the Advaitic model of

religious experience, a model one mayor may not want to

borrow for one's own.

Two more modest goals can be accomplished by using the

Vi~~udasa/Gerow readings as an explication of the semantic

fields of tat tvam asi. First, the Dvaitin argument for

single metonymy is refuted. Tat tvam asi is a metaphor

(and a refrain) in which Uddalaka speaks about one thing

(Brahman) in terms which are increasingly seen to be
. ,

suggest1ve of another (Svetaketu, a member of the universe

of name and form). The fact that many more instances of

metonymy are found on the side of Brahman shows that

Brahman is the vehicle in this metaphor.
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Second, the metaphor is given precision through the

explication of its semantic fields. One comes to know
,

Brahman and Svetaketu through the terms of suggestion;

i.e., the interanimating content domains or associative

systems. Thus, tat is characterized by 'food', 'that on

which the origin of everything depends', 'that which

accompanies everything', etc., but most importantly

'Brahman'. Tvam is characterized by 'embodied soul',

'servant', 'that which has the Supreme Self as controller',
/

etc., but most importantly 'Svetakatu'.

It is good to construe the metaphor tat tvam asi in

terms of tenor and vehicle. This kind of analysis gU;;l~ds

against too narrow a comparison of the terms of the fields

interanimating tat and tvam. In other words, terms from

the content domain of tat are not simply interchangeable

with terms from the content domain of tvam. This is always

a danger with metaphors of the form A is B. The indefinite
,

tat is the vehicle whereby Svetaketu's essential inner

being is described. Rereading Vi~~udasa's analysis is one

way to discover some attributes of· the vehicle. There are

other ways, too. The context of the Chandogya Upani~ad

sets out specifications for Brahman not given in

Vi~~udasa's analysis.

It is in view of this context that the Dvaitin

argument lacks a certain cogency. The cosmogony and the

cosmoldgy of the Chandogya Upani~ad reinforce the argument
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for nonduality. For example, the ChU contains another

mahavakya that mentions Brahman in explicit identification

with the world: sarvam khalvidam brahma ('Truly all this

is Brahman'; 'Verily, this whole world is Brahman') .17

Again, Uddalaka's first speech to his son does not give one

the sense of ultimate difference:

Just as, my dear, by one clod of clay all that is made
of clay is known, the modifications being only a name,
arising from speech, while the truth is that all is
clay;
Just as, my dear, by one nugget of gold all that is
made of gold is known, the modification being only a
n~me, arising from speech, while the truth is that all
is gold;
And just as, my dear, by one pair of nail-scissors all
that is made of iron is known, the modification being
only a name, arising from speech, while the truth is
that all is iron--even so my dear, is that instruction
[into the nature of Brahman].18

It is not as important to establish the validity or

invalidity of Uddalaka's argument at this point as it is to

notice its importance in establishing an interpretive sense

for thE) Upani~ad. Uddalaka's speech establishes the

context of the metaphor tat tvam asi.

An interesting feature of the metaphor is the
,

influence of the tenor, the human boy Svetaketu, his quest

and gaining of the knowledge of his true nature, etc., on

the Brahman vehicle. This influence finds expression in

17 ChU iii.14.1.

18 ChU vi.l.4-6; Nikhilananda, p.292.
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. .' .the recurring theme of theism, wh~ch even ~n Sankara is

never far away. Theism in the Chandogya upanil?ad is in

transition between Vedic and newer forms of deity.

Theistic models are developed more fUlly in the

Bhagavadgita and elsewhere. The notion of a personal god,

a savior or avatara is inchoate at best in the Chandogya

Upani~ad, although "the Chandogya tells us that K:r;~z:ta

Devakiputra was .instructed by Ghosa Angirasa and the

identification of this Krsna with the Krsna of the Gita is

natural and uncontradicted by any serious evidence.,,19

Lak~g~~, Rupaka, QP.ama

An argument from contemporary metaphor analysis has

been given to refute the Dvaitin construal of tat tvam asi.

It is now appropriate to let the Advaitins speak for

themselves. Their argument for tat tvam asi as an instance

of jahadajahallak~gz:t~brings into the discussion the status

of metaphor in Advaitic thought in general and the senses

in which lak~g~~ and other Sanskrit terms (such as rupaka

and upama) share meaning with the term 'metaphor'.

The Indian tradition displays an approach to metaphor

which is reminiscent of Aristotle in many ways. Not only

is metaphor conceived in terms of word substitution or

comparison, but the same ambivalence is held toward

19 Pande, p.125.
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metaphor in regards to its rhetorical and poetical

functions. Aristotle cautions against the rhetorical

excesses of metaphor and advises against the use of

metaphor in argument, but in the Poetics he extols it as a

mark of genius. The Indian tradition is notable for a

similar ambivalence in its discussions of "rhetorical

metaphor" and "poetical metaphor" (lak~gl}§. and rupaka,

respectively). A full description of these two is beyond

the province of philosophy. Here, some basic features will

be given in order to place the terms within the framework

of the discussion of Advaitic metaphor, model, and

co~ceptual sphere.

Lak~g~~ is the metaphor of rhetoric. Gerow's

translation of lak~g~~ as 'metonymy' is a good one, because

almost all the discussions of lak~g~~ pertain to

substitutive word meaning. K. Kunjunni Raja gives the

following definition of lak~g~~:

This function of the word, denoting a referent
different from its normal and primary one, but somehow
related to it, is called lak~g~~ or upacarai other
terms like gaupi vrtti and bhakti are also used to
refer to this secondary significative function of
words. 20

The classic example of lak~s~~ in the tradition is the

sentence gangaya~ gho~gq ('The village is on the Ganges').

20 K. Kunjunni Raja, Indian Theories of Meaning,
(Madras: Adyar Library and Research centre, 1963), p.231.
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The literal meaning of gangayam is 'on the river Ganges'~

however, the literal meaning is unsuitable to the context,

because the village cannot be actually on the stream

itself. The meaning of gangayam must therefore be taken

figuratively. The usual gloss of gangayam is gangatatg,

'the bank of the river Ganges'. Lak~g~~ theorists attempt

to find the exact number and type of relations between the

literal and figllr~tive uses of the terms. In the Ganges

example, the relation is one of proximity (samTpya) .21

Proximity might be called a qualitative relation

between the literal and figurative uses of gangayam. It is

qualitative relations such as these which Vi~~udasa

exploits so thoroughly in his analysis of tat tvam asi,

thereby giving substance· to the content domain of

'Brahman' •

The Advaitin response to Vi~~udasa, however, relies on

what might be called a quantitative or structural relation

between the literal and the figurative. In this

connection, Raja refers to the "degree of intimacy" between

the two:

We have seen that in all cases of metaphorical
transfer of meaning there should be some intimate
relation between the primary [i.e., literal] and the
actual [i.e., figurative] referents. According to the

21 Raja, p.232. Raja gives technical details and
examples of lak~g~~ from the tradition. For example, he
discusses Gautama's ten examples from the Nyayasutra,
patanjali's four examples from the Mahabha~yg, etc. See
pp.234-249.
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degree of intimacy to which the primary meaning is
retained in the actual meaning it is possible to
distinguish three kinds of laksana-s. 2 2--.-.- -

Raja is still speaking in terms of a substitution theory;

however, his language of "degrees of intimacy" captures in

an important way some of the method and rationale behind

the interanimation theory.

The three kinds of quantitative lak~sJ;l~ to whi.oh Raja

refers are jahallak~~~~, ajahallak9~~g, and

jahadajahallak~~~~. A possible translation of these terms

is 'metonymy which relinquishes (the literal meaning) "

'metonymy which does not relinquish (the literal meaning) "

and 'metonymy which relinquishes (a part) and does not

relinquish (a part of the literal meaning) '.

Jahallak9~~~ relies on the same example as general

lak~~J;l~, viz., 'The village is on the Ganges'. The literal

sense of gangayam is relinquished or abandoned and the

figurative sense 'the bank of the Ganges' is taken. Such

abandonment is deemed necessary in order to make the

sentence intelligible.

Ajahallak9~J;l~ is that case of metonymy in which the

literal sense is not abandoned. The Western figure of

speech known as synecdoche corresponds to ajahallak9~J;l~

insofar as the part is used to stand for the whole. An

example of ajahallak9~J;l~ is kunta~ pravisanti ('The lances

22 Raja, p.249.
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enter') in which "the word kuntal;1 indicates through lak~gI).~

the lances and also the men who carry them. ,,23

The interesting case in regards to tat tvam asi is

jahadajahal1ak~g~~. The Advaitins use this form of laksana--.-.-
to defend a nondualist reading of tat tvam asi.

Jahadajahallak~g~~preserves part of the literal meaning

and relinquishes the rest. For example, in ~~o dagdhah

('The cloth is burnt') or gramo dagdhah ('The village is

burnt'), only a part of the cloth or village is actually

meant as having been burnt. 24

Raja summarizes the Advaitic position on tat tvam asi

as a case of jahadajahallak~g~~:

The Vedantin-s [sc. the Advaitins] are very much
interested in this type of 1ak~gI).~, since they have to
explain sentences such as tat tvam asi (Thou art That)
and aha~ brahmasmi (I am Brahman). In the sentence
'tat tvam asi', tvam (thou) as part of the sentence
does not mean 'Svetaketu as son of Uddalaka', but as
stripped of all individual attributes such as limited
intelligence; tad (That) means the' Universal Soul,
stripped of all qualifications such as omniscience.
It is only the pure Consciousness in the individual
soul that is identified with that in the Universal
Soul. 25

This analysis does not seem quite right. The metaphor does

not "strip away" the literal connotations such as

23 Raja, p.250.

24 Raj a, p.25l.

25 Raja, p.252. Cf Sadananda, Vedantasara, iV.137
180, trans. by Swami Nikhilananda, 3rd. ed., (Calcutta:
Advaita Ashrama, 1968).
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Svetaketu's identity as son. still, the Advaitic strategy

of applying double metonymy effectively frees the analysis

from the mere comparison of terms and uncovers the

interanimating semantic fields. Advaitins such as

Sadananda, Vidyara~ya, and Madhusudana Sarasvati continue

to work under the constraints of lak~g~~ as term metonymYi

but in applying the metonymy twice to tat tvam asi they

open the way for a quantitative and structural analysis of

the relation of terms. Hence, Sadananda is able to quote

Vidyara~ya in the context of an extended argument for

jahadajahallak~g~~:

Therefore it has been said: 'In this sentence ('Thou
art That'), the correct meaning is neither the union
of the two ideas nor their mutual qualification. The
real meaning of the sentence, accordin~ to scholars,
is an absolute homogeneous principle.' 6

Sadananda's argument of twenty-seven ~lokas is a bit

awkward in view of the manipulations involved in unraveling

a case of double metonymy and will not be repeated here.

still, the Advaitin conclusion is consistent with modern

metaphor theory.

The conclusion quoted above is a cry in the

wilderness, however, in terms of the whole Indian

tradition. The theory of lak~g~~ itself is never accepted

into Indian poetics by the Ala~karikas, the scholars who

26 Sadananda, iV.158i Nikhilananda, p.98. Sadananda
quotes the Pancada~I of Vidyara~ya, vii.75.
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deal with figures of speech. Their metaphor is called

rlipaka.

Rupaka is one of four original ala~karas ('figures of

speech', 'ornaments') in Indian poetics. 2 7 It means

literally 'having the form of' and is roughly equivalent to

our 'metaphor'. Rupaka, however,

is considered by all writers to be a development
of upama and is, in principle, a simile or comparison.
While in upama the two terms (subject and object of
comparison, or upameya and upamana) are literally
compared; usually through the use of a comparative
particle' such as 'like' or 'as', in rGpaka that
comparison is expressed as an identification of the
two. No longer is her face 'like' the moon, it is the
moon. 28 --

Gerow identifies twenty-six distinct varieties of rlipaka in

his Glossary. Like the lak~g~~ theorists, the rupaka

theorists concern themselves mainly with the qualitative or

conceptual relations between the terms compared. Some

theorists emphasize the positive identification (tattva) of

the two; others the negative aspect of identification. For

27 The other three ala~karas are upama ('comparison',
'simile'), dipaka ('enlightener' = several parallel phrases
being each completed by a single unrepeated word), and
yamaka ('word play by means of definition'). Cf Bharata
Muni, Natyasastra, v.1-2 (Calcutta: Manisha Granthalaya,
1967) and Edwin Gerow, Indian Poetics, (Wiesbaden: otto
Harrassowitz, 1977), p.227.

28 Edwin Gerow, A Glossary of Indian Figures of
Speech; (The Hague: Mouton, 1971), pp.239-240.
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the latter, a rupaka is "a simile with the difference

between the two things suppressed (tirobhutabheda) ... ,,29

Ala~arika conceptions of rupaka remain within a

comparative, theory of metaphor. The philosophically

interesting thing about rupaka is found in its relation to

laksana and upama. It is ironic that, in viewing the later---.-.-

Advaitic prama~~, lak~g~~ finds a place within sabda while

rupaka and upama do not. For lak~g~~ is not originally a

figure of speech. Its meaning is wider than 'metonymy' or

'metaphor'. Lak~g~~ also means 'mark', 'characteristic',
,

'quality', and many other things as well. Sabda prama~g is

the means of valid knowledge grounded in verbal testimony

and scriptural authority. It is in ~_t5 rhetorical

application to sentences like tat tvam asi that lak~g~~

becomes important to sabda prama~s as an interpretive

device for scripture. 3D

Rupaka and upama, on the other hand, are the most

important figures of speech in Indian poetics. But their

analyses into upamana and upameya lead to estrangement

from ~abda prama~g. upamana is a prama~g in its own right

(to the later Advaitins). It will be seen that it has no

real grounding in speech or text.

29 Gerow, p.243.

30 'Rhetorical' is used here in I. A. Richards' sense;
i.e., as an aid to clearing up misunderstanding.
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Hence, it is argued that the comparative theory of

metaphor is a cul-de-sac for the Indian tradition as well

as for the West. It is only to the extent that the laksana---.-.-
theorists are able to overcome it by jahadajahallak~g~ft

that metaphors like tat tvam asi can be interpreted as

meaningful interlocutors between sacred text and religious

experience. Conversely, the extent to which qualitative or

conceptual comparison infects metaphor theory prevents an

understanding of metaphor as a phenomenon of language and

effectively precludes the examination of the relationship

of text to experience.

Qualitative or conceptual comparison is basic to both

rupaka and upama. It has already been noted that rupaka is

considered to be subordinate to upama in the sense that it

contains all of the elements of simile except dyotaka

('clarifying' element; i.e., the comparative adverb such as

iva or yatha). Both rupaka and upama contain (a) the

upameya, or 'thing to be compared', (b) the upamana, or

'agent of comparison', and (c) the sadhara~adharma, or

'shared property,.31

These categories of comparison are incommensurable

with the language of tenor and vehicle. upameya roughly

corresponds to tenor as "the subject of comparison, through

which the simile is related to the literal or outward

sequence of ideas which constitute the framework of the

31 Gerow, p.142.
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But upamana has little in common with vehicle.

Upamana is defined as "the object introduced to concentrate

attention on the essentials of aspect or behavior. ,,33 Note

that Gerow speaks here of an object, not a lexeme or a

lexical set. If the agent of comparison is defined as an

object rather than a lexical set, quite different

entailments ensue.

These entailments are. grounded in the logic and

epistemology of relations between objects. In terms of

logic, if it is true that A is like B in some respect, then

it is true that B is like A in some respect. Upamana has

moved into the context of a discussion of immediate

inference. D. M. Datta writes:

Most Western logicians hold that over and above
inference of the mediate or syllogistic type there is
a whole class of inferences that are immediate and
non-syllogistic. To prove conclusively that upamana
is not a case of inference [anumana] it is not
sufficient, therefore, to prove oniy that upamana
cannot be a case of syllogistic or mediate inference;
it is also necessary to prove that it is not a case of
immediate inference. But as soon as we try to prove
this second part of the contention, in order to carry
conviction to the student of Western philosophy, we
are faced with a difficulty before which the
Vedantins' theory seems to give way. For upamana in
which we pass from knowledge like 'A is similar to B'
to knowledge like 'B is similar to A,' seems to be a

.32 Gerow, p.142. Gerow's use of the term 'framework'
is reminiscent of Black's 'frame' in the focus/frame
distinction. Upameya, then, would be a kind of focus. See
Chapter TWo, "Interaction Theories."

33 Gerow, p.142.
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clear case of immediate inference--a case~ namely, of
the conversion of a sYmmetrical relation.~4

Datta's dilemma is that if upamana is conceived to be

mediate or syllogistic inference, then it is no different

from anumana prama~~, the syllogistic means of valid

knowledge. But if upamana is conceded to be immediate

inference, then it is tautological and does not add to our

knowledge at all.

The Advaitins offer an epistemological solution to

this problem. The solution is based on the fact that some

comparisons rely not on immediate inference or on the

syllogism, but on perception and memory. Thus,

"Judgements founded on upamana are of the sort 'Y is like

X,' where X is an object immediately perceived and Y is an

object previously perceived and now brought to

consciousness in the form of memory. ,,35
I •

It is not surprising that Sankara does not honor

upamana as a prama~~. In the Introduction to his

Brahmasutrabha~yg, he defines adhyasa ('superimposition')

in a remarkably similar way: "[superimposition is] the

apparent presentation, in the form of remembrance, of

. 34 D. M. Datta, The six Ways of Knowing: A critical
study of the Vedanta Theory of Knowledge, (London: George
Allen & Unwin, 1932), p.147.

35 Deutsch, Advaita Vedanta, p.70.
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something previously seen elsewhere, to consciousness.,,36

" .Superimposition, for Sankara, is the great stumbling block

between humankind and the knowledge of Brahman. 37

Upama, as a figure of speech, travels a long path to

such logical and epistemological considerations as those

surrounding upamana prama~g. Yet Gerow notes that upamana

pramaI;lg is "in exemplification indeed difficult to

distinguish from the ordinary upama. Here the

encyclopaedic spirit may be seen to have come full circle,

with all sense lost for what in fact was being

catalogued. ;,38

The path has been retraced above, however, and the

sense for what in fact is being catalogued may be

regained. Metaphors and similes are being catalogued as

figures of speech in which terms are compared. The

comparison of terms gives way to a comparison of objects.

The logic and epistemology of the relations of objects

displaces the endeavor of the grammar and hermeneutic of

metaphor construal.

The task, then, is to retrieve metaphor from its cul-

de-sac, from the point of jahadajahallak~g~~with its

intimations toward an interanimative theory. A new

36 BSB Intro.; cf Har Dutt Sharma, ed., Brahmasutra
catu~sutri, (Poona: Oriental Book Agency, 1967), p.5.

37 The sense in which sabda prama~g is also
superimposition will be examined in Chapter Eight.

38 Gerow, p.334.
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interpretation of metaphor has already been provided. An

examination of the relation of text to experience in
~ .
Sankara's conceptual sphere will allow us to see it work

in a model 9f religious experience.

First, however, it will be useful to apply the

insights gained from the discussion of lak~s~~, rupaka, and

upama to a textual problem. Two goals will be attained.

One is insight into the problem of the authenticity of
/ .

certain texts attributed to Sankara. The other is a

better acquaintance with Advaitic figures of speech, an

important goal whether the texts are rightly attributed to
, .

Sankara or not.

Karl Potter, in the Encyclopedia of Indian

Philosophies, summarizes research done by scholars on the

authenticity of works attributed to Sankara. He cites the

following tests, formulated in various places, for deciding
~ .

which works are Sankara's:

1. Use of the term avidya to mean superimposition
(adhyasa), and not as synonymous with such terms as
is~s, bhavarupa, avara~s- or vik~epa-~akti, or
anirvacaniya, which identifications [Paul] Hacker and
[Sengaku] Mayeda find non-sa~karan;

2. use of the term namarupa to mean the original
world stuff, like Sa~khya's prak~ti;

.3. relatively infrequent use of the term maya in
comparison with avidya;

4. frequent occurrence of the term rsvara (it is
found less frequently in later Advaitins, including
Sankara's pupils);
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5. reluctance or refusal to accept ananda as a
positive property of Brahman; and

6. nonoccurrence of the term vivarta in its
'illusionistic' sense as the relation between a cause
and its only apparent, unreal effect. 39

Scholars developed this set of criteria from a comparative

analysis of the Brahmasutrabha~~and other works, the BSB
, .

being by common consent the work of Sankara. According to

the six criteria, the following are "without question" the

work of the author of the ESB: the Aitareyopani~adbha~~,

the Brhadaranyakopanisadbhas~,the Chandogyopanisadbhas~,-. . .. . .

the Mu~~akopani~adbha~~, the pra~nopani~adbha~~, the

TaittirIyopani~adbha~~, and the Upadesasahasri. Mayeda

and others have argued for the inclusion of the

Kenopani~adbha~~. "Beyond this point, however, is only

speculation. ,,40

Two works which are popular in Advaitic circles are

. ' . . -frequently ascr1bed to Sankara, V1Z. the Atmabodha and the

Vivekacu~ama~i. Potter notes the rejection of these as

authentic on the grounds that they fail the set of six

39 Karl H. Potter, ed., EncycloBedias of Indian
Philosophies: Advaita Vedanta up to Sa~kara and His
Pupils, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981),
p.115.

40 Potter, p.116.
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criteria. 4 1 It is argued here that another criterion can

be developed and applied to these two texts.
, .
Sankara does

not speak of upamana as a valid means of knowledge. It is

reasonable,. therefore, to expect that he would not rely on

upamana, simile, or comparison to any great extent in his

own writing.
/ .

Of course, Sankara does make comparisons,

some of which are quite famous. For example, he exploits

the rope and the snake example in a number of places. But
, .
Sankara's comparisons are not usually stated in the form of

a simile (yatha ••• tatha ••. j. The Atmabodha and the

Vivekacu4ama~i, on the other hand, use this form of simile

as the standard method of instruction. The Atmabodha, for

example, has

Just as (yatha) one separates a rice-kernel from the
covering husk by striking it with a pestle, so (tatha)
one should, through discrimination, separate the pure
and inmost Self from the sheaths by which It is
covered. 42

and

Just as a lighted lamp does not need another lamp to
manifest its light, so Atman, being consciousness
itself, does not need another instrument of
consciousness to illumine Itself. 43

41 Potter, p.116; p.323; p.335. For example, the
author of the Vivekacu4ama~i accepts the theory of three
truth values, sat, asat, and anirvacaniya.

42 Atmabodha 15. Swami Nikhilananda, ed. and trans.,
Atmabodha: Self-Knowledge, (Madras: Sri Ramakrishna Math,
1962), p.1??

43 Atmabodha 28; Nikhilananda, p.191.
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The Vivekacu9ama~ihas

Just as the water which is very muddy again appears as
transparent water when the mud is removed, so the
Xtman also manifests Its undimmed lustre, when the
taint [of nescience] has been removed. 4 4

and

Just as the cockroach, giving up the attachment for
all other actions, thinks intently on the Bhramara and
becomes transformed into that worm, exactly in the
same manner the Yogin, meditating on the truth of the
Paramatman, attains to It, through his one-pointed
devotion to That. 45

These examples, which can be multiplied,46 are instances of

upama of the form yatha ••• tatha •••• They differ from
,
Sankara's usual style in two important ways. First, they

rely on upamana, Le.,· comparison as a means of valid

knowledge. Second, the comparisons are drawn for the

pedagogical reason of serving as objects of meditation

(upasana). In this sense, these verses are closer to the

Chandogyopani~adic theme of upasana than is the BSB.

44 Vivekacugama~i 204; swa~i Madhavananda, ed. and
trans., VivekachGdamani of Sri Sankaracharya, (Mayavati,
Dt. Almora, Himalayas: Advaita Ashrama, 1944), p.91 •

. 45 Vivekacu9amani 359; Madhavananda, pp.158-159.

46 See, for example, Atmabodha 14, 16, 18, 26, 28, 43;
Vivekacu~amani 274, 325, 361, 390, 444, 563, 565.
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; .
Sankara argues consistently for the priority of

knowledge over action, even action in its aspect of

meditation. The author of the BSB draws examples from the

world of action, sc. everyday life (laukika, 'empirical'

usages), but he usually states his comparisons negatively.

For example, in the context of a discussion of adhyasa near
,

the beginning of the BSB, Sankara states, "This is our

worldly experience: nacre appears as if it were silver;

the moon as if having another.,,47

In any case, upamana is not the pedagogical tool in

the commonly accepted works that it is in the Atmabodha and

the Vivekacu~ama~i. Because upamana is not recognized as a
, . .

prama~g by Sankara but 1S so recognized by the later

Advaitins, it is argued that the Atmabodha and the

Vivekacudamani are not written by Sankara but by later.--.-
Advaitins.

The comparisons made in the Atmabodha and the

Vivekacu~amani are valuable tools of analysis for a theory

of metaphor and model, however. In terms of metaphor, they

add nuance and depth to the content domain of 'brahman'.

Brahman's associations grow to include 'pure and inmost

Self', 'light', 'consciousness', 'undimmed lustre',

'truth', 'Paramatman', etc. In terms of model, the later
/ .

works give substance to Sankara's model of religious

experience. They bring back, as a kind of corrective, a

47 BSB Intro.; cf Sharma, p.16.
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fuller model of religious practice to Advaita which had

been in recession since Vedic times.
, .
Sankara does not deny

religious experience, but he produces a very different

model than that implied by the practices of Vedic peoples.
,

The relation of the Vedic tradition to sankara, especially

in terms of text and experience, is the topic of Chapter

Eight.
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Chapter 8. Sankara's Model of Religious Experience

~ ~ ,
sruti and anubhava in Sankara

The debate over the status of sabda prama~g ('verbal
,

testimony', 'scriptural authority') in Sankara's Advaita

Vedanta can be resolved at many points by a fresh look at

the roles of metaphor, mahavakyani, and sruti in sankara's
~

writings. Metaphor, for example, informs Sankara's

writings in many ways.
~ .

Sankara uses both live and dead

metaphors. He comments on the metaphors of others. But
~ .

the most important function of metaphor in Sankara is the

implicit role it assumes in the exposition of his model of

religious experience.

Central to sankara's model is a discussion of the uses
,

and limitations of the prama~gs. Sabda is the most
~. .

important prama~g for Sankara. The instructional method of

imparting knowledge through mahavakyani is the standard

Advaitic method of sabda pramaQg. It was shown in Chapter

Six that tat tvam asi is both a metaphor and a mahavakya.
, .

Hence, at least one metaphor is foundational to Sankara's

model of religious experience.

The objective of this chapter is to show that metaphor
; .

as such is foundational to Sankara's model of religious

experience. The discussion will initially focus on the

~ .
status of srutl ('sacred text', lit. 'that which is

heard') and its relation to knowledge of Brahman
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(brahmajnana, brahmavidya). Next, metaphor in the context

;' -. .of sabda prama~g wlll be dlscussed with a view to

clarifying its crucial position in terms of sruti.
;' .

Finally, Sankara's model of religious experience will be

completed by a discussion of the relation of jnana

('knowledge', 'awareness') to kriya ('action', 'making').

In a recent issue of Philosophy East and West,
;' . ;'.

Anantanand Rambachan argues that, for Sankara, srutl is the

logical, adequate, and fruitful source of knowledge of

Brahman. 1 It is argued here that ~ruti is a 'fruitful'

source of brahmajnana in the sense that it is 'pragmatic',

but it is neither 'logical' nor 'adequate'. The latter

terms are taken in the senses of 'necessary' and

'sufficient', respectively.
;' .

The title of Rambachan's essay is "Sankara's rationale

for ~ruti as the definitive source of brahmajnana: a

refutation of some contemporary views." Rambachan is

attacking the "contemporary view" (held by Radhakrishnan

and others) that there is a fruit of the knOWledge of

Brahman, viz., anubhava ('experience', 'realization'),

which is of a different and higher order than the means of
;'

knOWledge available as sruti. Rambachan argues that

;' . ;'

1 Anantanand Rambachan, "Sankara's Rationale for sruti
as the Definitive Source of Brahmajnana: A Refutation of
some Contemporary Views" in Philosophy East and West 36,
no.1 (January 1986): pp.25-40.
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"anubhava is supplementary at best to sruti as a means of

gaining knowledge of Brahman.

The position behind the contemporary view is that the

"type of knowledge one gains at the level of sruti is

worldly and dualistic in the final analysis, in that the

knower as sUbject and the object known are kept distinct.

Knowledge of Brahman, on the other hand, is nondual.

The view \'lhich Rambachan attacks as contemporary is

" .actually to be found in Sankara's Introduction to the

Brahmasutrabha~~:

To this which is named ignorance (avidya), mentioned
before as the superimposition (adhyasa) of the Self
and the Not-self, there is fixed all worldly and
sacred usages of the means and objects of valid
knowledge, and all the sacred teachings ~ertaining to
injunction, prohibition, and liberation.

" .Sankara holds that all the means of valid knowledge are
I

based ultimately on ignorance. Sabda prama~g, the means
,.

pertaining to sruti, is thus based on ignorance a fortiori.

"Thus, in reconstructing sankara's model of religious
. ,. .

exper1ence, one must not hold srut1 up too high. Just how

'" .high is proper to Sankara will be seen from what follows.

"What does it mean to say that sruti is the logical,

adequate, and fruitful source of brahmajfiana? In more

" 2 BSB Intro. bi cf Badaraya~a, Brahmasutra with
Sankarabha~Y£ (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1964), p.2. See
Appendix 2 for transliteration of the Sanskrit text.
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contemporary parlance, one might say that Rambachan is

arguing for the positiort that ~ruti is the necessary and

sUfficient, as well as the pragmatic condition, for

brahmajnana.
,

In the section of his essay entitled "sruti

as the logical source of brahmajffana," Rambachan seems to

be arguing that ~ruti is a necessary condition for

brahmajfiana:

/ . ,
The cornerstone for Sankara's case for sruti as the
only valid means for knowing brahman is that because
of the very nature of brahman, sruti, as a source of
knowledge (prama~s) in the form of words (sabda), is
the only logical means. While his contention for
sruti as the only prama~s of brahmajnana is not
divorced from his wider views about its
authoritativeness, in this case the argument is as
much centered on the logic of words (sabda) as the
only conceivable means through which this knowledge
could be imparted and attained. "~at gives Sankara's
argument its force is the logical interdependence
which he demonstrates between the appropriateness of
the prama~s and the nature of the entity to be known.
The relationship here is between brahman as the entity
to be known and sabda as the means of knowledge. 3

/ , .. .
Sankara argues both that srut1 1mparts knowledge Wh1Ch

cannot be known through the other prama~gs and that ~ruti

is a source of knowledge of Brahman. But he does not take
, ..

the rather extreme position that srut1 1S "the only

conceivable means through which this knowledge [i.e.,

brahmajnana] could be imparted and attained." It is, on

the one hand, conceivable that brahmajnana could be

3 Rambachan, p.27.
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" .In any event, Sankara says quite the

Moreover, the sacred texts, etc., are not the only
means 9f valid knowledge in the enquiry into Brahman,
as they are in the enquiry into religious duty; but
here, the sacred texts, etc. and experience (anubhava)
etc. are means of valid knowledge as the occasion
arises, because the knowledge of Brahman culminates in
experience (anubhava) and has an existent thing for
its content. 4

The ability of ~ruti to impart knowledge of Brahman is
, . .

grounded, for Sankara, 1n its ability to occasion religious

experience or realization (anubhava). This ideal is the

purpose of instruction by mahavakyani, the great sentences

of ~ruti. The mahavakyani are not great sentences because
, . .

they are srut1, 1.e., because they form a part of a
, .

collection of sacred texts; rather they are srut1, i.e.

they are part of the collection because they are

mahavakyani. They occasion knowledge of Brahman to the

hearer in the context of lived experience. If they were to

lose that power, they would be useless in regards to

brahmajnana whether they remained part of a corpus of

sacred texts or not.

" . . "Hence, Srut1, 1n the sense of sastraic or Vedic text,

can never be a necessary condition (Rambachan's "logical

source") for knowing Brahman, insofar as Brahman can be

known by other means, such as the novel pronouncements of a

4 BSB i.l.2 e; p.G.
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teacher to a pupil in a context of instruction. The

possibility must be allowed that new mahavakyani might also

occasion brahmajfiana. If it is logically possible to

attain knowledge of Brahman without a teacher, even the

mahavakyani cannot be called necessary.

Thus, ~ruti is not a necessary condition for attaining
I

knowledge of Brahman. Is it yet the case that sruti is a

sufficient condition for attaining such knowledge? In

Rambachan's parlance, is iruti an adequate source of

brahmajnana? Rambachan thinks that it is:

,. .
The aspect of Sankara's rationale that has been
highlighted above is that, given the nature of
brahman, ~ruti, as a means of knowledge consisting of
words, is the only logical and credible [i.e.,
necessary] pram~~~. The other important and
'complementary dimension of this rationale is that,
given the nature of brahman and the fact that the
fundamental human spiritual problem is one of
ignorance (avidya), the knowledge derived from the
words of ~ruti is a fUlly adequate [i.e., sUfficient]
solution. 5

I •

Rambachan is in agreement with Sankara in stating the

problem as one of ignorance. But Rambachan fails to
I

establish sUfficiency for sruti in alleviating the problem

of ignorance. He argues:

The case for the adequacy of sruti is founded on the
,argument that the words of sruti are not required to
produce brahman or to demonstrate Its existence. 6

5 Rambachan, p.30.

6 Rambachan, p.30.
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This is a non sequitur. It says that Brahman, as an

already existent thing, is a sufficient condition for the

possibility.of being known through the ~ruti. It does
. , .

nothing to establish the conclus10n that the srut1 are

sufficient to know Brahman.
, .

In fact, Sankara opposes the

latter view, contrasting knowledge of Brahman with

knowledge of sruti.
,

Knowledge of sruti, i.e., acquaintance

with texts, can yield concern only for eligibility for
~

religious life or heaven. sruti is not a sufficient

condition for knowledge of Brahman, because knowledge of

Brahman is sharply distinguished from concern with

eligibiity for heaven:

But in the case of that empirical usage which is
founded on the Veda: unless one who is intelligent
knows the relation of Self to the other world [i.e.,
heaven], he is not eligible for it; yet that
eligibility is not required for knowledge of the true
Self from the Vedanta texts, free £rom hunger, etc.,
divested of differentiations like Brahma~a, K~atriya,

etc., and transcending transmigration; for the true
Self is of no service and is opposed to eligibility
into scriptural knowledge. And before knowledge of
the Self has arisen, the Vedic texts continue to have
for their object that which is characterized by
ignorance~ that position is not violated. 7

, . -
For Sankara, knowledge of Brahman or Atman ('Self') is

unique; all other knowledge is worldly (laukika) or

empirical (vyavaharika), based on superimposition of the

7 BSB Intro. c~ p.2.
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sUbject (and/or its attributes) on the object (and/or its

attributes), or vice versa.
;

Knowledge of sruti is not free

from this superimposition. Rambachan misinterprests
I •

Sankara when he states that, "In fact, wrong attribution or

superimposition occurs only when knowledge is of a general

nature and lacks specificity."S On the contrary, all

specific knowledge involves superimposition. Only the most

general, i.e., nondual knowledge, brahmajnana, is free from

superimposition. In fact, only brahmajnana is properly

called knowledge (vidya). Hence, knowledge based on

I •
srut~, insofar as it is empirical usage or acquaintance

with texts, is rooted in ignorance and can never be a

sufficient condition for brahmajnana.

The third section of Rambachan's essay is entitled
I

"sruti as the fruitful source of brahmajnana." 'Fruitful'

is a good choice for an adjective here, because phala

('fruit', 'result;) is indeed what Sankara holds up, in the

form of liberation (mok~g), as the human goal of knowing

Brahman through sruti. It is, therefore, accurate to say

that ~ruti is a pragmatic source of brahmajnana, neither

necessary nor sufficient, but doing the job nonetheless.
; .

Rambachan echoes Sankara in respect to the. position that

the fruit of brahmajnana is not different from liberation:

; .
It is Sankara's often repeated contention, supported
by numerous scriptural references, that, for the

S Rambachan, p.32.
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prepared and qualified aspirant, the fruit of
spiritual knowledge (that is, mok~g) is simultaneous
with the gain of that knowledge. He is emphatic in
his denial of the necessity for any intervening action
between the two. 9

Identification of the fruit of the knowledge of Brahman and

liberation occurs in concrete lived experience.
~

The sruti

can aid but never sUbstitute for this experience.

Rambachan is sULely correct in arguing that the enquiry

into Brahman is practically aided by ~ruti. But such

utility implies other possible means for attaining

knowledge of Brahman; in which case necessity and

sUfficiency as modal operators are precluded.

It has been mentioned that the motive for Rambachan's
~ .

exposition of srutl as the preeminent means for knowing

Brahman is the allegedly misguided attempt by some

contemporary philosophers to raise up anubhava as a new

prama~g. Anubhava has been discussed in passing; it is now

time to address Rambachan'a concerns directly. Rambachan

writes:

In current studies, the most often cited statement
from Sankara in support of anubhava as a prama~g of
brahman occurs in his commentary on the Brahmasutra.
Here sankara says that anubhava, and so forth, can be
used as a means of inquiry about brahman. In View of
the significance attached to this statement, it is
important that we examine the context in which it
occurs. 10

9 Rambachan, p.34.

10 Rambachan, p.35.
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The passage Rambachan refers to is the following. (Note

that this passage was quoted above in the context of the

discussion of ~ruti.) Although the term 'anubhava' occurs

twice in the passage, Rambachan's remarks are confined to

the first instance:

Moreover, the sacred texts, etc. are not the only
means of valid knowledge in the en~~iry into Brahman,
as they are in the enquiry into religious duty~ but
here, the sacred texts, etc. and experience (anubhava)
etc. are means of valid knowledge as the occasion
arises, because the knowledge of Brahman culminates in
experience (anubhava) and has an existent thing for
its content. I I

Here are Rambachan's remarks on the passage:

It ts in the immediate context of suggesting a
.i •

supplementary role for all other prama~gs that Sankara
mentions anubhava as a means of knowledge. It is also
significant that he adds 'and so forth' after anubhava

-' .[anubhavadayas ca). Th~s would suggest that no
special significance is being attached to anubhava.
The inevitable conclusion here is that anubhava is
grouped along with all other pramangs whose roles are
conceived by Sankara as only SUbordinate and, .
supplementary to srut~. There seems to be no
justification for the deliberate singling out of
anubhava and the claim that it is the ultimate prama~g

of brahman. The context and development of argument
here does not vindicate such an interpretation. 1 2

It is not entirely clear what Rambachan means by speaking

about "a supplementary role for all other prama~gs~1I

11 BSB i.l.2 e~ p.6.

12 Rambachan. pp.35-36.
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presumably he means that sabda is not supplementary. But
, ,

in the context of the same sentence, Sankara conjoins sruti

with 'anubhava etc.', giving free rein to each pramal)g "as

the occasion arises." More important is the fact that, in

discussing context, the second use of anubhava is

neglected.

Anubhava is not supplementary in the second use, nor

is it a pramaI!§..
, .

It is not supplementary because Sankara

gives it prominence as the cUlmination of brahmajnana.

Elsewhere, he·uses the synonymous avagati ('realization')

as the cUlmination of brahmajnana. 1 3 Anubhava is not a

prama~g because all pram~~§.s are rooted ultimately in

ignorance. Anubhava is the fruit of the desire to know

Brahman. It is the satisfaction of the one true desire,

viz., brahmajijn~sa. The knowledge of Brahman is not

different from the realization of Brahman:

Jijnasa is the desire to know. The knowledge
culminating in realization (avagati) is the object of
desire denoted by the suffix san [sign of the
desiderative]; because fruit is the object of desire.
Knowledge thus is the valid means by which the
realization (avagati) of Brahman is most desired to be
obtained. The realization (avagati) of Brahman is the
highest end of man because it destroys the root of all
evil such as ignorance, the seed of the entire
transmigration. Hence, Brahman is to be enquired
into. 14

13 BSB i.1.1. See below.

1~ BSB i.1.1 a; p.4.
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Avagati shares a meaning component with anubhava. They are
,

used by Sankara in the context of lived experience, an

experience which is often occasioned by instruction or

"sabda.
, . ,

Thus, it is argued that, for Sankara, sruti is neither

the necessary nor the sufficient condition for attaining

knowledge of Brahman; not necessary because other means are

available (e.g., silence, direct instruction by a teacher,

one's own realization); not sufficient because (empirical)

knowledge of ~ruti can only prompt concern for eligibility

into religious life. Nondual knowledge of Brahman can be

aided by the mahavakyani in ~ruti, but only as part of

lived experience, never as injunctions to ritual action.
,

It is argued further that, because sruti can give this aid,

it is a pragmatic source for attaining knowledge of
/

Brahman. The sense in which sruti is pragmatic is the

next topic for discussion.

"Metaphor in the Context of sabda prama~g

" .Metaphor in Sankara is not simply a magical route to

knowledge of Brahman via the utterance of tautological

" . . .sayings. Sankara himself uses metaphor spar~ngly ~n the

Brahmasutrabha~yg. His commentary is extremely literal,

thus avoiding the problem of explaining the metaphorical by

the metaphorical. But as commentator on the upani~ads,
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Sankara must construe metaphors. These metaphors are part

of sacred texts; hence, their construal is important in

developing a hermeneutic for the larger text and a model of

religious experience.
, .
Sankara does not develop a theory of metaphor in the

modern sense or even in terms of the lak~g~~ or

jahadajahallak~g~~theories of the later Advaitins. His

exegeses of sacred texts do imply attitudes toward metaphor

use, however. The task, then, is to discover if there is
, .

an inchoate theory of metaphor embedded in Sankara's model

of religious experience.
, .
Sankara's remarks on metaphorical uttaTances are

consistent with some important insights from interanimation

. . ~.
theory. Metaphor 1S, for example, "formal" 1n Sankara, in

the sense that it exhibits quantitative or structural

relations. This formal aspect can be seen by comparing
,. .

Sankara's remarks on tat tvam asi ('that thou art') and

aham idam ('I [am] this,).15

'Thou art that' and 'I am this' are remarkably similar

sentences; the latter can be taken as little more than a

restatement of the former in the first person. But it is

not the content of the sentences in juxtaposition that is

important; rather, it is the formal relations found in the

contexts of their use. Tat tvam asi is the metaphor spoken

by Uddalaka to bring his son to knowledge of Brahman in the

15 Cf ChUB vi.1-14 and BSB Intro.
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Chandogya Upani~ad. Aham idam is the metaphor used by
, . .
Sankara 1n the BSB to bring the reader to a recognition of

the main stumbling block of human beings in the pursuit of

knowledge of Brahman, viz., the 'conceit of ego'

(ahamkara). The content domains of the vehicles 'that' and

'this' are established by context and are therefore

remarkably dissimilar. The content domain of 'that'

includes 'Brahman', 'being, consciousness, bliss'

(saccidananda), etc. The content domain of 'this' includes

'world' (loka), 'cycle of birth, death and rebirth'

(samsara), 'pain' (du~kha), etc.

Metaphor requires more than term substitution or

juxtaposition of isolated sentences. It requires formal

interanimation Qf semantic fields. That is why the single

term metonymies of the Dvaitins fail to establish a

satisfying sense for tat tvam asia
, .

For Sankara, the
,

identification of Svetaketu and Brahman is real, not

imagined. He writes:

If the knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and the
Self were admitted to be of the nature of an imagined
identification. then in the case of the sentences,
'that thou art', 'I am Brahman', 'this Self is
Brahman', etc. violence would be done to the
syntactical relation (samanvaya) of words whose
purport is to declare the fact of the oneness of
Brahman and the Self. 1 6

16 .BSB 1.1.4 a; p.12.
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Sankara's use of the term samanvaya ('syntactical

relation', 'mutual connection', 'harmony') anticipates the

interanimation theory of metaphor in two important ways.

First, it considers context. Richards' "interanimation of

" .words" echoes Sankara's use here of padasamanvaya, the

'mutual connectedness of words'. Padasamanvaya implies an

effect greater than the sum of the words.

Second, sankara ties samanvaya to the text. He speaks

of samanvaya in conjunction with pada ('word', 'verse'),

vakya ('sentence', 'text') and vedanta ('Upani~ad',

'Vedanta', lit. 'the end of the Vedas'). For example, the

fourth sutra of the Brahmasiitra reads "tat tu samanvayat"

('But that, because of mutual connection,).17
I •
Sankara

interprets this terse sutra as a reference to the mutual

connectedness of the mahavakyanic vehicles in the

development of Brahman's associated commonplaces. The tat

refers to Brahman and his associations (e.g.,

saccidananda). Samanvayat refers to the mutual

connectedness of the mahavakyani as the sine qua non of

sacred texts (i.e., the jnanaka~~g as opposed to the

karmaka~~g). Finally, tu is a particle (='but') of

refutation in response to those who hold that sacred texts

are a collection of injunctions or prohibitions .
. I •
Sankara writes, "In all the Upani~ads, the sentences

are coherent (only) with reference to the teaching of this

17 BSB i.1.4; p.S.
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meaning: 'Dear one, sat alone was in the beginning'

,,18 sankara goes on to quote mahavakyani from the

Aitareya, ~~hadara~yaka, Chandogya, and Mu~~aka Upani~ads.

For sankara, the mahavakyani gleaned from these sources

form a coherent system for gaining knowledge of Brahman.

They are like musical notes, harmonized into the

Brahmasu.tra.

I • • •
Sankara uses a metaphor 1n the BSB to exp11cate

samanvaya. In response to the objection that the

Brahmasutra can give one knowledge of Brahman on the basis
..

of inference alone, Sankara replies, "No, because the

siitras are meant for r,;tringing together the flowers of the

Upani::>adic sentences.,,19 siitra is literally 'string' or

'thread'; hence, the metaphor of the lei (mala, 'garland')

suggests the idea that the mahavakyani are mutually

connected and given purpose by the Brahmasutra. Thus,
I

Sankara argues for a contextual reading of scripture, a

reading in which the mahavakyani cohere (=interanimate) to

occasion knowledge of Brahman.
..

Mahavakyani form the pragmatic part of sruti in which

brahmajnana is occasioned. "Hence, that portion of sruti

dedicated to knowledge is called jfianaka~~g. Why are

mahavakyani not karmakandg, i.e., pertaining to action,..
since they are so basic to Sankara's model of religious

18' 8BSB 1. 1. 4; p. •

19 . d 6BSB 1. 1. 2 ; p. .
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practice? Sankara makes an implicit distinction between

ritual action (kriya) and practice of the kind displayed by
,

Uddalaka's instruction of Svetaketu. Ritual action is

enjoined activity, marked out by that portion of scripture

giving instructions for sacrifice, injunctions for or

against certain activities, etc. This portion of scripture

is called karmaka~~s and has its precedents in Vedic

sacrifice. 2 0

, .
Sankara's practice, on the other hand, is both

,
Sramanic and Advaitic. It is inseparable from the project

of knowing Brahman.
; .

For Sankara, practice is a temporal

event. It serves the negative purpose of eliminating

ignorance (avidya). Avidya is eliminated at a certain

time, viz., at the attainment of release (mok~s). Then

Brahman, which is eternal, is automatically revealed.
~ .
Sankara's model of religious experience does contain

practice, but it is in the form of instruction by

mahavakyani. Release from ignorance is gained by the same

instruction, and the knowledge of Brahman is revealed.

Thus metaphor, which is the structural basis for most
I •

mahavakyani, is central to Sankara's model in terms of both

practice and knowledge.

20 A contemporary model which admits rather than
rejects the formal features of Vedic sacrifice will be
offered in Chapter Nine.
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Mahavakyani are pragmatic in the sense that they are

efficacious without being strictly necessary. New

mahavakyani may be added; a teacher may choose to use one
I •

mahav~kya rather than another; etc. Sankara argues for the

coherence of the mahavakyani as a group, without arguing

for the group's necessity. It may prove somewhat of a

surprise that the knowledge which they give is grounded in
I _

the last resort .on sabda prama~g, and hence on

superimposition (adhyasa).
I

Sankara explains superimposition by way of a simile at

the beginning of the BSB:

The sphere of the concepts 'thou' and 'I', the object
and the sUbject, are by nature mutually opposed like
darkness and light. The undemonstrability of their
identification being established, still more is the
identification of their attributes undemonstrable.
He~~e, the superimposition of the object, the
conceptual sphere of 'thou' and of its attributes, on
the sUbject, the intelligent self, the conceptual
sphere of 'I', and conversely the superimposition of
the sUbject and its attributes on the object, is
properly regarded as false. 21

I

For Sankara, the conceptual spheres surrounding subjects

and objects are so opposed that they are said to be "like

darkness and light." The simile is apt because the nature

of the opposition is taken to be grounded in reality, not

simply in the definition of terms. It is also quite

appropriate to use the vehicle of darkness for ignorance-

21 BSB Intro. a; p.1.
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laden objects and the vehicle of light for the luminous

Atman or Brahman. The iuentification of the opposite

spheres constitutes a serious epistemological,

metaphysical, and religious mistake.

It is interesting to contemplate the senses in which

the interanimation of semantic fields might itself

constitute superimposition. The interanimation of

semantic fields resembles superimposition in that "two

ideas are given for one.,,22 The interanimation of semantic

fields signals an occurrence of metaphor, however, which is

a figure of speech. Superimposition is an occurrence which

cuts across all the prama~ss, linguistic and extra
I

linguistic. For sankara, perception (pratyak~s), inference

(anumana), and ~abda are all grounded in superimposition.

Valid knowledge (prama) includes the operations of the

knower (pramat~), the object (prameya), and the means of

valid knowledge (prama~s). Thus, the very structure of

valid knowledge presupposes an opposition between the
;

pramatf and the prameya. Sabda prama~s also presupposes

this opposition. Metaphor, as a figure of speech, must

presuppose it a fortiori. But the identification made by

the interanimation of semantic fields (in the specific case

of the mahavakyani) is different in kind from the

identification made in superimposition. The identification

22 Samuel Johnson's famous remark on metaphor.
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made in mahavakyanic metaphor is meant to collapse the very

distinction of pramat~/prameyawhich is established by the

ordinary use of the prama~gs.
, .

Sankara calls the result of

instruction. by mahavakyanic metaphor vidya rather than

prama, and its opposite (avidya, 'ignorance') he equates

with superimposition.

The prama~gs are useful to the point of brahmavidya or
/

brahmajnana; hence Sankara's real-process idealism. He

writes, "When there is the realization of the nondual Self,

which is to be neither rejected nor accepted, there can no

longer be objects, knowing subjects, or means of valid

knowledge. ,,23 Sankara's realism lies in his acceptance of

theory language surrounding Brahman up to the point of

brahmajnana. The content domain of Brahman as suggested by

the metaphors is accepted as a real intimation into the

nature of Brahman. The process of coming to know Brahman

is real. Further, Brahman is taken to be a real object, in

that, "Brahman, the object of the desire to know, is

already existent; and on account of eternal existence,

[Brahman] does not depend on human energy.,,24 Rambachan

makes the same point in the context of showing the

suitability of Brahman to be known by ~ruti. But Brahman

is the ideal as well. Only ~ruti in the form of metaphoric

mahavakyani can provide the pragmatic mechanism to overcome

23 BSB i.1.4; p.18.

24 .BSB 1.1.1; p.3.
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the pramatr/prameya distinction and gain knowledge of

Brahman.

An understanding of metaphor in the context of ~abda

I

prama~g clarifies the traditional argument that Sankara is

an epistemological realist but a metaphysical idealist.
~ .

The metaphors of the mahavakyani are the nexus of Sankara's

real-process idealism, fulfilling both epistemological and

metaphysical functions. The mahavakyani give rise to a new

kind of knowing (vidya) and a new kind of being (sat), and

their construal constitutes a relation of realism to

idealism.

We are now in a position to answer Karl H. Potter's

question, raised in the Introduction; viz., When sankara

denies that jnana ('knowledge', 'awareness') is kriya

('action', 'making') and speaks instead of jnana as cit

('consciousness'), is he simply sUbstituting terms or is he

changing metaphorical links? The question seems to admit

of two answers. In the sense that release from ignorance

is gained by the kind of practice developed by Uddalaka

. " . ..giving instruction to h~s son, Sankara ~s "Just

SUbstituting terms." Kriya would be nothing more than a

particular action, viz., quashing ignorance through
; .

But in the context of Sankara's larger model,

with' its emphasis on jn&naka~~g, a real change is being

made. Kriya, in the sense of ritual action, is denied a
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function in the quest for Brahman, and hence, a place in
~ .
Sankara's model.

Potter's question is an example of the increasingly

popular project of searching for conceptual metaphors,

i.e., abstract metaphors not found in texts. Jnana is

kriya, for example, is a conceptual metaphor. It was shown

in Chapter Three that the notion of a conceptual metaphor

involves the conflation of the twin notions of conceptual

sphere and metaphor. Again, in Chapter Six, it was shown

that the notion of a purely abstract and conceptual

metaphor leads to confusion in the construal of tat tvam

asi, because it removes it from the prama~g of ~abda and

places it artificially under upamana. The reason that

Potter's question seems to have two answers, then, is

because it admits of two interpretations. One

interpretation is at the level of metaphor as figure of

speech. Uddalaka's use of a mahavakya ·occurs at this

level. The other interpretation is at the level of model.

The question of the status of practice in sankara's model

and the relation of his model to the conceptual sphere,

i.e.: to the greater Advaitin/Mima~sakadebate over jnana

and kriya, occurs at this level. The level of metaphor has

been addressed. It is now appropriate to address the level

of model.
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Knowledge and Practice in Sankara's Model

/
Sankara's emphasis on knowledge (;nana), with its

correlative de-emphasis on action (kriya), is based on the

argument that "the correct performance of ritual actions,

founded as they are upon the desire for empirical,

transitory rewards, only leads to rebirth and not to

ultimate freedom {moksha).,,25 The quote is made by Eliot

Deutsch in reference to the philosophy of the Bhagavadgita,

especially ii.42-46, but the same argument is taken by
/ .
Sankara as his own. In his Bha~yg to the BG, for example,
, .
Sankara writes:

The uninformed, whose speech is replete with the glory
of kriya, in which heaven, cattle, progeny and the
like are featured prominently and the several
efficacies of kriya are treated as means to the
attainment of prosperity leading to (all worldl~~

enjoyments, revolve with the wheels of samsara.

, .
Sankara's remarks are aimed directly at the Mima~sakas and

at that portion of the Vedas enjoining acts which are seen

to be efficacious for the gain of material prosperity. He

does not deny their efficacy, but, like the author of BG

ii.42-46, takes the position that

.25 Eliot Deutsch, "The Value of Ceremonial Religion"
in The Bhagavad Gita, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1968), p.177.

26 BGB ii.43.bi cf Pravachanacharya V. Panoli, Gita in, .
Sankara's Own Words [Chapters One to Three], (Chalapuram,
Calicut: S. Paramasivan, 1975), pp.105-106.
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••• it is precisely because of their efficacy that
they must'be set aside. The Gita nowhere criticizes
ceremonial religion rationalistically as mere
superstition and magic; rather it is because it can be
effective that it is dangerous in binding men to the
world. When involved in it, men rest content with
empirical things and ends and neglect the ultimate
values of life. Vedic ritualistic orthodoxy, in
short, is right in its claims but wrong in its
methods. 27

I .
In BGB ii.42-46, Sankara sides with this anti-ritual

, .
position. For Sankara, kriya is superfluous at best and

positively dangerous at worst. But, in other places, the

Gita itself pronounces in favor of ritual action. For

example, in Chapter XVII, it is written:

The sacrifice which is not in conformity with the
scriptures, in which food is not given, in which hymns
are not recited nor fees paid, and which is devoid of
faith, the~ declare to be tamasic ('dull', 'having
inertia']. 8

/

Sankara's commentary on this passage is explanatory rather

than interpretive. He does not change the sense, but

rather places all the gy~£s ('qualities')--tamas

('dullness'), sattva ('goodness'), and rajas ('passion')--

in a role subordinate to knowledge of Brahman. Thus, the

best that sacrifice can be, even if it is conformity with

27 Deutsch, p.179.

28 BG xvii.13; Deutsch's translation.
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scripture, is sattvic, sc. good. It is still within the

cycle of birth, death and rebirth.
. ,. .

K. N. Upadhyaya summarlzes Sankara's position on the

debate over knowledge versus action, as gleaned from the

BGB:

I

sankara, the well-known champion of the path of
knowledge, for example, makes an unambiguous
declaration: 'Salvation is (to be attained) by
knowledge alone--this, indeed, is the definite purport
of the Gita, as also of all the Upani~ads.' [BGB
iii.Intro.] He tries to show that other paths are
taught as means to lower goals, like worldly
prosperity (abhyudayartha~) and the attainment of
celestial abodes (devadisthanapraptihetuh), and if
performed disinterestedly they can lead utmost to the
purification of the intellect (sattvasuddhaye bhavati)
and be ultimately-subservient to the attainment of
knowledge. He tries to rule out the possibility of a
combined path of knowledge and action (jnana-karma
samuccaya) by saying that the two have been taught in
the B.G. for peo~le of different orders aiming at
different goals. 9

,.
Sankara's emphasis on knowledge in the BGB is consistent

with his emphasis on brahmajnana in the BSB. In both

works, performance of Vedic injunction is seen to occasion

eligibility into religious life or "the attainment of

celestial abodes."
,. .

For Sankara, this is an inferior goal

when compared with attainment of the knowledge of Brahman.
, .

It is argued here that elements embedded in Sankara's

conc~ptual sphere have skewed his model in the direction of

29 Kashi Nath Upadhyaya, Early Buddhism and the
Bhagavadgita, (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1971), pp.472-.
473.
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an underemphasis of the function of action. The elements

of his weltanschauung take the form of a reaction towards

ritual practices of particular schools (especially the

Mirna~sakas). in the orthodox and heterodox systems of his

world. He reacts against practices which include the

giving of food, the chanting of mantras, and the payment of

fees.

But the evidence does not show that he is against

religious practice as such. In the BSB, for example, he

lists four prior conditions necessary for the attainment of

knowledge of Brahman. They are (1) discrimination of

things which are eternal and non-eternal; (2) nonattachment

to the enjoyment of fruit here or hereafter; (3) possession

in abundance of calmness, equanimity, and other such means;

and (4) desire for liberation. 3 D These four are the

conditions for religious practice in a new sense, e.g., the
,

practice exemplified by Svetaketu in the Chandogya

In formUlating a model of religious experience, one

can speak of religious explanation as a species of

knowledge and religious practice as a species of action.
,

Sankara gives voice to both explanation and practice. The

epistemological exposition of brahmavidya or brahmajnana

and the metaphysical exposition of Brahman as saccidananda

form the explanation component. The explanation component

30' 4BSB 1.1.1; p ••
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of the model is achieved by the development of the content

domains or associations of Brahman given in metaphor, e.g.,

tat tvam asi. The winning of the knowledge of Brahman

forms the p~actice component of the model. It is achieved

by the pedagogical technique of teacher instructing pupil
. I

and by the proper use of sruti. It relies on metaphor to

occasion a higher type of knowledge independent of
I .

subject/object duality. Sankara gives four conditions

necessary for its fruition, but this component of the model

is much less developed than the competing karmaka~~g of the

MImamsakas.

The intervening years and changing conceptual spheres

have allowed modern thinkers to surmount some of the

polemics of the proponents of jnanaka~~g and karmaka~gg.

G. C. Pande, for example, reconceives sacrifice in terms of

the giving up of oneself. He finds a new meaning and place

for sacrifice in his model of religious experience. In

fact, the details of Vedic sacrifice have been receding

from both common and specialized knOWledge for a long time.

In retrospect, the speculative hymns of the late ~gvedic

period can be viewed as having already turned the corner

from crass requests for material prosperity. Even the

early hymns hint at larger contexts of religious

experience, including pre-Vedic experience.

The task of the final chapter will be to incorporate

the insights from both Vedic and Advaitic religious
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metaphors into a balanced model of explanation and

practice. The metaphoric underpinnings are now clearer

than ever before, as are the hermeneutical practices

presuppose~ by the Indian models. It will prove to be a

valuable exercise to allow the Indian tradition to enter

into our conceptual spheres, and thus widen our

weltanschauungen.



Chapter 9. A Contemporary Model of Religious Experience

The analysis of religious phenomena into metaphor,

model, and conceptual sphere has taken the form of an

epistemological inquiry into the relation between sacred

text, explanation, and practice. The analysis of actual

forms of religious experience and expression has laid bare

the epistemological underpinnings of a great religious

world view.

This chapter will focus on a contemporary model

incorporating Advaitic and comparative religious

experience. It is argued that the Advaitic religious

model issues from Vedic metaphor. The Vedic legacy

contributes to both explanation and practice components of

the Advaitic model. In terms of explanation, the creative

~gvedic technique of henotheistic extension of the

attributes of deity informs the Advaitic method of

extension of the content domain of Brahman, even to the

transcendence of dual categories of SUbject and object. In

terms of practice, ~gvedic metaphors of invocation and

sacrifice become distilled into the pragmatic mahavakyani

occasioning the Advaitin's release from the round of

samsaric existence. The Vedic legacy also provides Advaita

with a moderate epistemological realism in terms of the

world, its objects and its theory language; it provides

religious idealism in terms of a spiritual ultimate reality

or telos of human religious practice.
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A contemporary model of religious experience should

display the formal features of explanation and practice.

It should incorporate the real-process idealism inherent in

the structures of theistic explanation as well as

explanation in terms of an ideal. It should reflGc~ a

structural affinity to the practices of invocation,

sacrifice, and instruction by a spritual master. It

should be mystical, in the narrow sense of leaving open the

possibility of mysticism.

Real-Process Idealism and the Contemporary Model

In order to show the relation of the contemporary

model to real-process idealism, we begin with a summary

discussion of metaphor, model, and conceptual sphere.

Metaphor was defined in Chapter Two as a figure of speech

in which one speaks about one thing in terms which are seen

to be suggestive of another. The terms of suggestion are

called the vehicle; the idea suggested is called the tenor.

Vehicle and tenor are not simply words in isolation (or

Aristotle's "names"); rather they represent semantic

fields. As semantic fields, vehicle and tenor consist of a

lexeme or a lexical set and a content domain. The lexeme

or lexical set is the word or set of words actually

appearing in the text or utterance; the content domain is

the system of associated commonplaces in semantic relation
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to the lexeme. Because the vehicle suggests the tenor, and

because the tenor affects the meaning of the vehicle as

well, we say that the semantic fields animate one another.

Thus, metaphor is the interanimation of semantic fields.

Model was defined in Chapter Three as an explanatory

device in which an object or a state of affairs is viewed

in terms of some other object or state of affairs. Model

has a structural affinity to metaphor, but model is not

confined to figures of speech or linguistic phenomena.

There are, for example, models of religious practice. A

model may consist in talking in a certain way, however,

and we call this type of model a model of explanation.

Models of explanation are not merely heuristic devices or

useful fictions, although they may be extremely useful.

Neither are they veritable pictures of reality. Models of

explanation have a somewhat weakened power of reality

depiction which constitutes their "moderate" realism. They

must be contextualized in order to reach their full

explanatory power.

The context of the model was defined in Chapter Three

as the conceptual sphere. The locus of the metaphor is the

text or utterance; the locus of the conceptual sphere is

the human person and his or her world. Thus, the

conceptual sphere is a kind of weltanschauung, including

both the 'world' and the 'view'. The relation of model to

conceptual sphere is intimate. The model becomes
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contextualized, and hence construed as realist, only in the

presence of an ideal in the world view. The ideal may be

given by traditions of religion, science, art, literature,

etc. It has a particular content which is suited, as

telos, to the explanation sought by the model.

The Advaitic world view, for example, has Brahman as

its ideal. Brahman is to be inquired into; Brahman is to

be known. 1 Brahman is more than a cognitive ideal,

however. Brahman is also an emotive ideal. The experience

of Brahman is' the highest bliss felt by the Advaitin. Such

emotive components from comparative religion force one to

extend the religious model. No longer is the model solely

a model of explanation, but it is also a model of what

people feel and do, i.e. practice. It is a distinctively

religious model by virtue of the fact that it contains both

functions, explanation and practice.

A model of scientific realism, isolated from the ideal

of the world view, is explanation-heavy. It cannot account

for the relation of human feelings to an ideal, religious

or aesthetic. In fact, scientific realism cannot provide

an ideal at all. Nicholas Rescher argues that a strict

scientific realism implies that "man is the measure," the

homo mensura doctrine of Protagoras: "Man is the measure

of ail things, of what is, that it is, of what is not, that

1 BSB Ll.l.
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it is not.,,2 Rescher, however, argues on idealism's

behalf:

In any case, homo mensura realism is untenable.
There is no good reason to resort to a hubris that
sees our human reality as the only one there is.
Neither astronomically nor otherwise are we the center
around which all things resolve. A homo mensura
realism that equates the 'that' and the 'what' of real
existence with what is knowable by us humans is
totally implausible. After all, humans have the
capacity not only for knowledge but also for
imagination. And it is simply too easy for us to
imagine a realm of things and states of things of
which we can obtain no knowledge because 'we have no
way to get there from here', lacking the essential
means for securing information in such a case. 3

In terms of the religious model, an ideal is likely to

be initially recognized by imagination or feeling. It is

located in the world view, i.e., the conceptual sphere of

the human being. It may be given by tradition~ or it may

be invented anew. The ideal of Brahman, for example, was

inchoate in Vedic times. It was in the'process of

invention, i.e., invested with imaginative feeling and
/ .

explanatory power, in Sankara's time. For Radhakrishnan,

it was given by tradition.

The description of Brahman as saccidananda is an apt

formulation of the religious ideal in terms of metaphor,

model, and conceptual sphere. As a vehicle for the Brahman

metaphor, it deepens and extends Brahman's associations:

2 Cited in Rescher, Scientific Realism, p.151.

3 Rescher, pp.153-154.
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being, consciousness, bliss. It is also descriptive of

Brahman's role in the Advaitic model because it provides a

component for ontology (sat), epistemologcal explanation

(cit), and imaginative feeling (ananda). And, of course,

it is the ideal to which the entire Advaitic world looks.

It is the object of their weltanschauung, the summum bonum

of their conceptual sphere.

The imaginative/feeling component is thus important in

religious experience. The scientific and realist component

cannot be dropped, however. Even a purely instrumental

model, isolated from the realism of the scientific model,

is practice-heavy. For the Advaitin, an instrumental model

cannot provide a rational explanation for the process of

gaining,knowledge of Brahman (brahmavidya) or even for the

knowledge (prama) given by the prama~~s.
, .

Sankara's realism

is brought out by his attack on the instrumentalism of the

Mima~saka theory of kriya. 4 Rescher, too, argues on

realism's behalf:

In forsaking realism, we would lose any prospect of
developing a naturalistic account of why the phenomena
are as they are. And this is too great a price to
pay. A weighty argument against a sceptical
instrumentalism is that it immediately blocks any
prospect of explaining why the phenomena are as they
are--an explanation that must, in the nature of
things~ itself proceed in ultimately non-phenomenal
terms.

4 See Chapter Eight.

5 Rescher, p.33.
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Rescher argues for a realist construal of theory language

in contemporary science. But his argument is also

applicable to the religious model of Advaita. The Advaitin

gives a realist construal to prama, prameya, and prama~~;

to pratyak~~, anumana, and ~abda; and of course, to

Brahman.

Thus, a comprehensive religious model accounts for

both explanation and practice. It does not supersede

scientific realism, but uses it as a function of

explanation. It does not supersede idealism, but uses it

as a goal of practice and an undergirding for explanation.

The Advaitic model accounts for both realism and

idealism.
/ .
Sankara's attack on orthodox forms of practice,

however, has the effect of weakening the realism

component. This weakening is consistent with his emphasis

on the ideal of Brahman. The idealism component must

remain strong, because it is the hierarchical relation

between idealism and realism that distinguishes the

Advaitic model from scientific models. In any case, the

relation between idealism and realism needs specification,

because,

The crucial point emerges that the realism/idealism
debate is rendered complex through the great variety
of realisms and opposing idealisms that can be
contemplated. The controversy hinges on complex
distinctions, it is not a straightforward choice of
either/or. 6

6 Rescher, p.146.
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Rescher argues that the position of science ought to be

lIideal-state realism. 1I It is argued here that a

contempora~y model must, like Advaita, adopt a position of

IIreal-process idealism." The important di:'ft:!rence between

the two becomes clear when Rescher's argument is read in

the context of the Advaitic position on the experience or

realization of Brahman. Rescher writes:

Perfected science is an idealization--as is the
scientific realism that comes automatically in its
wake. Now an ideal is not something we encounter in
experience, but rather the hypothetical projection or
extrapolation of what we encounter in experience. And
the legitimacy of our cognitive ideals as regulators
inheres in their utility as guides to inquiry, and
specifically in their capacity to guide out thoughts
and efforts in constructive and productive directions.
It is a fallacy to see the validity of goals and
ideals as residing solely in the presumed consequence
of their realization. Their validation may reside not
in arriving but in the benefit we realize in the
course of the pursuit itself. The striving after an
ideal science that affords us 'the ultimate truth'
about the workings of nature seems to be a telos of
just this sort. (We arrive at the perhaps peculiar
posture of an invocation of practical utility for the
validation of an ideal.)7

The Advaitic ideal differs from the scientific ideal

sketched by Rescher in that it is not purely cognitive, but

emotive as well. The greater difference between the two

lies, however, in the fact that, unlike the ideals of

science; Brahman is something to be encountered in

7 Rescher, pp.31-32.
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experience. Brahman's validity does not reside in

consequence of its being realized, but it is, in fact,

taken to be realized. The problem with Rescher's ideal-

state realism, in terms of religious experience, is that

the goal is never reached. In general, the religious model

is less "peculiar" than Rescher's. It invokes an ideal for

the validation of a practical utility.
/ .

In Sankara's model,

the realization of the ideal of knowing Brahman is invoked

and is thla sale validation for the practical utility of

instructing someone in the mahavakyani and their meaning.

The ideal of perfect science can never be achieved, but it

is always in the background of the sci~ntific!::nterprise.

It is the element that makes possible the realist construal

of the theory language of science. That is why Rescher

calls his model "ideal-state realism." But the ideal of

religion is achieved.
/ .

Sankara says that it is always

achieved: " •.• but here [in the Vedanta] the object of

inquiry is Brahman which is already existent, which is

eternally fulfilled." S The realism invested in prama,

prameya, and prama~g drops away at. the realization of

Brahman. That is why the Advaitic model is appropriately

called "real-process idealism."

The importance of metaphor in gaining the knowledge of

Brahman makes it do much of the work in the Advaitic model.

For sankara, the metaphorical mahavakyani must assume an

8· 9BSB a , 1. 4; p , •
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instrumental or pragmatic role, because there is little

else to do in the way of positive religious practice.
I •
Sankara's uses of the mahavakyani prove Davidson's point

that metaphors operate on the level of pragmatic acts.

That is to say, metaphors have to do with language use.

Mahavakyani occasion knowledge of Brahman in a practical

sense. But metaphors operate on other linguistic levels,

too, e.g. extension of the ideal's content domain, creation

of new senses of sacrifice and new forms of invocation. It

is appropriate to turn to the Vedas to see these other uses

of metaphor for a contemporary religious model.

The Vedic Legacy

The ~gyeda emphasizes practice as well as explanation.

The sacrifice is a kind of practice in which hymns are

chanted. The hymns are used to invoke gods and goddesses.

Invocation is another kind of practice. But the ~gyeda

also attempts to explain. It is religious in the sense

that it combines practice and explanation. The

henotheistic hymns explain in terms of deity. The

speculative hymns, e.g. x.90, x.121 and x.129, offer

theistic and cosmogonic explanation in a format which, if

not initially conducive to philosophy, is at least

conducive to longevity.
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Explanation takes different forms in the ~qyeda. The

henotheistic attributes of the gods form the ideal of the

Vedic weltanschauung. G. C. Pande writes:

e.g., we get an image of the poet and priest in Agni,
of the warrior in Indra, of the ruler in Mitra and
Varu~a. Nevertheless, these gods stand primarily for
spiritual verities accessible to the prayerful and
intuitive intelligence. 9

Pande's "spiritual verities" are useful for a contemporary

model and are brought out in Vedic metaphor. Agni, for

example, is praised as "divine priest of the sacrifice, the

invoker, the best bestower of gifts. III O Agni's content

domain is extended through images of fire, priest, poet,

messenger, and god. His content domain forms a bridge

between the human and divine.

Indra is praised as the warrior par excellence. His

anthropomorphisms are so well developed that it is

difficult to know which characteristics attributed to him

were considered metaphorical and which literal by the

~gvedic Indians. The hymns to Indra combine metaphor and

myth. RV ii.12, for example, occupies a middle position

between the hymns of invocatory praise (such as i.I.) and

those of theistic speculation (such as x.90). The poet

attempts to sustain the anthropomorphic mythology

9 Pande, Foungations of Indian Culture, v.I, p.55 n.ll.

10 RV i.l.l. See Chapter Five.
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surrounding Indra's person and his deeds. At the same

time, the poet shows awareness of doubt or uncertainty

regarding Indra. He attempts to reply to this doubt.

The hymns to Indra, especially RV ii.12, are

significant for a contemporary model because they display

tension between two ancient poles of Vedic thought. There

is a tendency to formulate a very specific Indra theology,

on the one hand. The mythology surrounding the Aryan

invasion of India and Indra's alleged part in it is

evidence of this antiquity. But the mythic tendency is set

against the henotheistic tendency to underdetermine the

attributes of individual gods. The henotheistic tendency

must be very early also, because the Vedas display evidence

of gods coming from both before and after the supposed

division of Indo-European peoples.

It was shown in Chapters Four and Five that the

specific procedures and events of the sacrifice tended to

give way to a more generalized conception of sacrifice as

self-sacrifice, a giving up. The particular forms of

practice become, in the late Rgvedic period, suggestions

toward a new model of practice. In a similar way, the

specific events described in Indra's mythology are given up

in favor of gaining the entire pool of henotheistic

attributes of deity. What is described in metaphor becomes

a suggestion toward a model of theistic explanation. This

is especially evident in regards to the status of cows.
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The cows of Indra mythology11 give way to extremely wide

extensions of the cow metaphor. Indra himself becomes

identified with both cows and bulls.

The henotheistic attributes of Indra thus become part

of a contemporary model. His anthropomorphism becomes at

once the source of his greatest contribution to the

henotheistic pool and the source of his downfall as the

overly specified product of a regional myth.

Pande's example of Mitra and Varu~a as sYmbols of

spiritual verities can also be reconceived in terms of

henotheistic attribution. Mitra, for example, develops the

content domain for the verity 'covenant', 'compact', or

'contract'. Mitra is an Indo-Iranian god. His name is

found on clay tablets from eastern Anatolia dating from the

14th century B.C.12 Maurer states that

••• it has now been firmly established that Mitra was
originally a personification of the covenant Qr
contract--really Contract with a capital 'C'--his name
being uttered whenever an agreement was entered into,
whether between individuals in any sort of mutual
arrangement at all or between princes or kings of
neighboring peoples. 1 3

11 E.g., RV ii.12.3: " ••• [Indra] drove out the cows
by undoing Vala." Vala was a demon who was defeated by
Indra. He is conceived as a vast cave or cavern which is
rent. asunder by Indra in order to let out the cows
imprisoned within its dark recesses. Indra's deed thus
allows the world to prosper and grow fecund.

12 Maurer, Pinnacles of India's Past, p.106.

13 Maurer, p.I06.
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Mitra was invoked to safeguard agreements and punish those

who violated their provisions. 1 4 In this way, Mitra's

attributes enter the henotheistic pool. He is also closely

associated with Varu~a. If Mitra is Contract with a

capital 'C', Varu~a is Truth with a capital 'T'. Varu~a

is guardian of the ~ta ('truth', 'cosmic order'). Only

one hymn in the ~gyeda is wholly addressed to Mitra,

although many are addressed to Mitra-varu~a as a pair and

many more to Varu~a alone. Maurer's explanation of this is

interesting in light of ~gvedic henotheistic tendencies:

The dearth of hymns to Mitra is probably to be
explained in the light of his cluse approximation to
Varu~a, who, as the god of Truth, really usurped
Mitra's purview to a considerable extent, any compact
by nature being founded on truth, lest it be
altogether meaningless. 15

The twin concepts 'covenant' and 'truth' enter the

henotheistic pool through Mitra and Varu~a, respectively.

It is the concepts or attributions that retain importance.

for henotheism and hence, for a contemporary model.

The patterns of Vedic theism,· as exemplified in Vedic

metaphor, have been generalized into a model of

explanation. The ~gvedic model of religious experience is

characterized by explanation in terms of henotheism and by

practice in terms of invocation and sacrifice. Pande's

14 Maurer, p.106.

15 Maurer, p.l06.
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spirtual verities, sc. the henotheistic attributes of
,

deity, find themselves transformed by the srama~ic turn

into aggy~g ('with qualities') and nirgu~g ('without

qualities'). aspects of Brahman.

Chapter Three discussed Ian Barbour's work on models

in science and religion. Barbour attempts to avoid the

extremes of instrumentalism (models as "useful fictions")

and naive realism (models as "pictures of reality") in

order to argue for a position of moderate realism. He

shows that models in science are taken seriously but not

literally. For example, the complementary models of

electrons as waves and electrons as particles cannot both

be literally true. Yet each model exhibits great

explanatory power within its ccntext. 1 6 Barbour suggests

an analogy with personal and impersonal models of deity in

the Judeo-Christian tradition. The argument adduced here

suggests a further analogy with persona~ and impersonal

models of Brahman and hence, a structural element for a

contemporary model of religious explanation.

In Advaita Vedanta, the henotheistic pool is not

applied to Brahman in positive attribution, but

nevertheless extends Brahman's content domain. It does

this by the twin model of sagu~S/nirgu~g Brahman. Eliot

Deutsch writes, "Brahman is not saccid~nanda, if by
,

designating Brahman as saccidananda one does intend to

16 Barbour, Myths. Models, and Paradigms, pp.71ff.
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ascribe a positive character to Brahman.,,17 One cannot

ascribe saccid~nanda to Brahman as a positive attribute.

Brahman is capable of an extended content domain, however.

Again, Deutsch writes, "~l)g Brahman is the 'content' of

a loving experience of unity; nirgul)g Brahman is the

'content' of an intuitive experience of identity.IIl8 How

do these twin models extend Brahman's content domain?

It was noted in Chapter Seven that two marks of
I •
Sankara's genuine writings are (1) refusal to accept ananda

('bliss') as a positive property of Brahman, and (2)

frequent occurrence of the term r~vara ('Lord'). It is

argued here that these two marks signify transference of

the henotheistic pool to Brahman, not in terms of positive

attribution but in terms of transfer of content domain or

- I
deep structure. Ananda is a Sramapic term representative

of the content domain described by Deutsch in terms of

sagu~g Brahman: something like a loving experience of

unity. But r~vara recalls a pre-srama~ic content domain.

It suggests that ~l)g Brahman is more than a loving

experience of unity. Deutsch argues that

[The] divine status of Brahman is not to be construed,
however, in this context, as a personal deity who
responds to prayer, bestows grace, or enters into
history; rather, like nirgu~g Brahman, sagu~g Brahman

. is a state of being. 19

17 Deutsch, Advaita Vedanta, p.14.

18 Deutsch, p.14.

19 Deutsch, p.13.
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Of course, the deity of-the Bhagavadgita and Ramanuja's

Visi~tadvaita does respond to prayer, bestow grace, and

enter into history. But it is arguable that even for

Advaita, which is Deutsch's context, sagu~g Brahman is more

like I~vara (a personal deity) than like sat (a state of

being)_
, .

In the BSB, Sankara does not argue for a deity

that responds to prayer, bestows grace, or enters into

history in the sense that K~~~a does in the BG. But
,
Sankara takes the position that the existence of a Lord is

to be known~ sankara's I~vara is omniscient and omnipotent,

and enters into history in the sense of being its cause.

I • "Sankara argues that Isvara is to be known from sruti rather

than by anumana. He writes:

~t is not possible to postulate origination,
[sustentation, and destruction] of this universe,
possessing the qualities [of differentiation into name
and form; containing many agents and enjoyers; whose
abode is definitely regulated in respect of place,
time, cause, action, and fruit~ and the nature of
whose design cannot even be conceived by mind] from
anything else except a Lord (Isvara) possessing the
qualities [of omniscience and omnipotence]; not either
from non-intelligent prime matter, or from atoms, or
from non-existence, or from a transmigrating being. 20

/ . -, . .
Sankara identifies Brahman and Isvara through the qual~t~es

of omniscience and omnipotence. Further, both Brahman and

20 BSB i.l.2 b; pp.5-6.
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Isvara are to be known from the Upani~adic mahavakyani, not

from inference to a first cause:

Those who maintain a Lord to be a cause of the world
think that the existence of a Lord different from a
transmigratory being can be inferred by means of
anumana alonei 21

We reply, nOi because the purpose of the sutras is to
string together the flowers of the Upani~adic

sentences. 22

I •
Sankara's terse reply is actually a response to two

arguments. The first (which is quoted) is the particular

- ,
argument that Isvara can be known through inference

(anumana) alonei the second (which is implied) is the more

general argument that the sutras give no knowledge beyond

that which can be known already through inference.
,
Sankara's reply implies that the knowledge of Brahman is

occasioned by the upani~adic sentences of the sutras and,

hence, cannot be known through inference alonei a fortiori,

the knowledge of Isvara as the cause of the world is also

occasioned by the Upani~adic sentences and cannot be known

by inference alone.
, .

Thus, Sankara's argument from the BSB extends

Brahman's content domain beyond saccidananda to Isvara. By

doing so, it retains elements of Vedic orthodoxy and at the
-,

same time draws on the deep structure of Isvara dating from

21 BSB i.1.2 Ci p.G.

22 BSB i.1.2 di p.G.
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Vedic times. But Sankara's argument does not entail the

ultimate dualism of deity and world. The function of
;

nirgu~g Brahman and the adhyasa characteristic of sabda

pramaQg insure that sankara's emphasis remains on nondual

Brahman.
/ .

Sankara's refusal to confer positive attributes on
-,
Isvara, and therefore on Brahman, is brought out in the

BGB. When Krsna reveals himself to Arjuna as the mighty

Lord, the poet uses many colorful attributes for I~vara.
;

In the commentary, Sankara calls these attributions upama,

simile. Isvara is only like these attributes. 23

I

The Vedic legacy to Sankara differs from the Vedic
, .

legacy to us. Sankara de-emphasizes practice in terms of

ritual action (kriya) in favor of the pragmatic use of

mahavakyani. He also de-emphasizes theistic explanation in
-,I

terms of a personal god (Isvara) in favor of negative
;

explanation by nirgu~g Brahman. For Sankara, the knowledge

of Brahman is occasioned by the proper use of mahavakyani.

But both practice and a personal god function in a
/ .

subordinate role in Sankara's model. They function through

the tranference of their content domains to the new
, .

semantic field of Brahman. They function through Sankara's

acknowledgement of orthodox tradition, i.e., through the
. ,

pramaQg of sabda, in the form of sacred text. They are the

23 BGB xi.12.
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real process through which the ideal of Brahman is

attained.

For us, the Vedic legacy contributes to a more

comprehensiye religious model. It informs a contemporary

model of explanation through its metaphors of henotheism.

It informs a contemporary model of practice through its

metaphors of invocation and sacrifice. The explanations

offered by the Vedas are not competitive with those of

science. Pande adduces an argument against those scholars

who hold the Vedas to be mere superstition in competition

with science. He writes:

They all confound the mythical notions of space, time,
causality and identity with those intended in science
and hence have no difficulty in 'showing' that the
myths are prescientific 'magical' sUbstitutes for
science. It is equally plausible, however, to hold
that like poetry and drama myth and ritual are not to
be understood on the analogy of science and technology
but as autonomous realms of symbolic expression. 2 4

The analysis of Vedic texts into metaphor, and the

synthesis of metaphor into model and weltanschauung, begin

a new hermeneutic for understanding Pande's "autonomous

realm of symbolic expression." The conceptual sphere of

the Vedic Indian, insofar as we can understand it, provides

that imaginative and feeling component which, in concert

with'the content domain of the Advaitic Brahman, specifies

an ideal for a contemporary model of religious experience.

24 Pande , ,-, ..6 ,tJ_..LU.
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Interpreting Advaitic and Comparative
Religious Experience

A contemporary model of religious experience is not a

prospectus for a new religion. One of the main theses of

the dissertation has been that both traditional religion

and revivified religious experience have value for the

contemporary world. The point of metaphor analysis is to

(1) uncover the significance of traditional explanations

and practices for the postmodern age, and (2) specify

creative means for communicating vitally new expressions of

religious experience. Rules of orthodoxy effectively

preclude deriving an entirely new religion from the mere

study of comparative religious experience. In other words,

a model of religious explanation and practice cannot take

the place of a person's religious experience. A person's

religious experience is not reducible to a model, because a

way of life is not reducible to a set of words or

practices. In order for a person to accept, change, or

discard a strongly entrenched religious belief, a

systematic transformation must occur across the person's

entire weltanschauung.

Such transformations do occur. They are called

"conversions," and can be seen in all the major religious

traditions. Conversions occur in Christianity, Judaism,
,

Islam, BUddhism, and, of course, in Svetaketu's conversion
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in the Chandogya upani~ad. Also, some religious beliefs

may be less strongly ent~enched in the conceptual sphere

than others. sankara retained the language of isvara but

radically transformed attitudes toward ritual action.

Examples of undercutting some religious practices while

retaining others can be multiplied. 25 Thus, the

comparative analysis of models of religious experience

yields knowledge in the form of repeated patterns. Such an

analysis can also have a normative element with respect to

the consistency of religious means and ends.

A contemporary model should acknowledge the formal

features of traditional religious experience which best

bridge means to ends. The language of means and ends

presupposes that there is at least one sense in which the

religious ideal is not yet achieved in the lives we lead.

For Advaita, the removal of ignorance is such an ideal.

For the Vedic peoples, the novel attainment of health,

prosperity, or progeny is such an ideal.

But K. Satchidananda Murty, in an inaugural address to

the International Congress of Vedanta, gives an important

sense in which the religious ideal is already achieved. He

writes:

25 In the New Testament, for example, Jesus undercuts
the strict rules of the Jewish Sabbath but retains and
transforms the essence of the Jewish Passover in Christian
Communion.
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Knowledge is imparted by a sastra ['instruction',
'sacred text', 'canonical work'] which is eternal.
This knowledge is not what makes known something
unknown. It only removes the false idea or illusion
regarding something which has been always self-evident
(svatahsiddha) and extremely well-known
(atyantaprasiddha), but not in its true nature. When
this occurs, the Real shines forth as It is: Its
authentic nature stands revealed. Removal of the
ignorance which obscured It and revelation of It are
one and the same. By this nothing happens, nor is
anything gained or lost. Everything remains as it was
and will be: non-dual, peaceful, and auspicious;
advaita, santa, and siva. Sastra is valid because it
removes ignorance, not because it gives new knowledge.
That removal itself is liberation. 2 6 .

Murty's remarks support a contemporary model informed by

Vedic and Vedantic metaphor, because ~astra is so clearly

characterized by metaphor. The metaphors of Vedic

sacrifice and invocation, of henotheism and Advaitic

mahavakyanic instruction, are not literally the Real, nor

are they substitutions or comparisons of the Real. Rather,

they are creative intimations of the Real through text and

utterance. Murty's conception of the Real is thus not

different from the ideal in our model of real-process

idealism. It is the telos, viewed from the vantage point

of the eternally revealed and achieved Real itself, viz.,

Brahman.

26 K. Satchidananda Murty, "Inaugural Address,"
International Congress of Vedanta (Oxford, Ohio: Miami
University, Marcum Conference Centre, April 5-8, 1990),
p.lO.
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In terms of the telos which is sought from the

perspective of human lives (i.e., lives under the veil of

ignorance), the features which constitute the means to the

ideal are those practices and explanations which, simply

put, get one there. In terms of model, they constitute a

real process. A contemporary model formalizes the features

of both real process and ideal.
,.

Renunciation (niv~tti) is a feature of Sramanic

religious practice which is used as a means to quash

ignorance.
I •

Renunciation is accepted by Sankara with the

proviso that contemplation (upasana), its usual method, is

not to be considered require~ ritual action. The sacrifice

(yajna) is a feature of Vedic religious practice which is

used as a means to obtain a better life, in terms of

health, prosperity, progeny, etc. Our comprehensive model

postures knowledge of ultimate reality and a better life as

twin ideals. Thus, t.,e want; to formalize as means the

element of practice common to both renunciation and

sacrifice. This element is, as Pande puts it, that

"essentially the sacrificer has to sacrifice himself,"27

or, more formally, "The sacrificing or giving up of the

offering is a mental resolve and announcement to the effect

by the sacrificer who gives up his proprietory right over

the substance which is permanently taken away from his

use."28 The metaphors of the Purusasiikta and the hymns to

27 Pande, p.56 n.33a.

28 Pande, p.33.
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Agni and Soma display effectively this idea of sacrifice.

Sacrifice, renunciation, or a giving up is thus a formal

feature of a contemporary model which is given content by

tradition and expression by metaphor. As part of the

process of a model of real-process idealism, it is a

necessary element for inclusion in a comprehensive

religious model.

Invocation is a pervasive feature of Vedic practice in

which utterance is used to gain the ideal.
, .

For Sankara,

sacred mahavakyani fulfill a parallel function. The formal

feature of invocation is thus sacred utterance in the large

sense. Sacred utterance includes a fecundity of linguistic

phenomena. Some examples might include religious

instruction from teacher to pupil, or a canon of religious

texts. utterance becomes sacred when it is used by people

as a means to a distinctively religious end or as free

expression of the ultimate ideal. The examination of

sacred texts and utterances has shown that metaphor is an

especially appropriate figure of speech for bridging the

gap between means and end. But metaphor also provides a

mechanism for expression of the religious ideal. It thus

brings the ideal under the compass of the real process; it

makes possible the communication of the ideal. The ability

of sacred utterance to bind real process to an ideal makes

the inclusion of invocation important for a comprehensive

model. The content of the invocation, its richness and
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color, is given by tradition. Its expression is given in

metaphor.

The extension of the content domain of the ideal is a
I

formal feature of both Vedic religion and Sankara's

Advaita Vedanta. Vedic religion is characterized by

henotheistic metaphor. The attributes of different deities

become fused and are called forth under changing names.
I ,.

Sankara extends the content domain of Brahman by Sramanic

negation. But the vehicles of the Brahman metaphor, e.g •

. - -"saccldananda and lsvara, bear a formal parallel to the

vehicles of Vedic henotheism. Like sacrifice and

invocation, the extension of the content domain of the

ideal is dependent on tradition. As ideal, it is also

dependent on the particUlar features of the conceptual

sphere. For example, the explanatory power of a concept of

deity is grounded in a context given by tradition. This

context includes the weltanschauungen of the people, and

the perceived role of deity in the world. The metaphors of

Vedic and Vedantic texts extend the content domain of the

ideal and inform a comprehensive model of explanation.

A contemporary model of religious experience thus

combines formal features of practice and explanation.

Practice includes those activities which further the goal

of gaining the religious ideal. Two forms of practice

which pervade religious life are sacrifice and invocation,

the giving up of oneself and the taking up of sacred text
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or utterance, respectively. Explanation takes a form which

includes the process of ~xtending the content domain of the

ideal, a process devoted to understanding the reality of

the ideal. A contemporary model of religious experience is

grounded in the conceptual sphere of the human person, a

weltanschauung both given by tradition and invented anew.

A distinctively religious model finds expression in the

metaphors of sacred text and utterance, metaphors which

yield knowledge of the ideal.
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Source: Arthur Anthony Macdonell, A Vedic Reader for
Students, (Madras: Oxford University Press, 1917);
except.RV iX.74 which is taken from F. Max Muller, The
Hymns of the-Rig-Veda in the Samhita and Pada Texts,
(Varanasi: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1965).

,
RV x.90 Puru~a

, ,_ __ I _ / " _

sahasraslr~a Puru~a~, sahasrak~a~, sahasrapat.

, - " '!' '. ,sa bhumi~ visvato v~tva, aty ati~~had dasangulam.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

, II ~ , _,,, ,

puru~a eveda~ sarva~ yad bhuta~ yac ca bhaviam.
, " ,_ I' _ ,

utam~tatvasyesano, yad annenatirohati.
J.._ .~, .,:,_, I

etavan asya mahlma, ato Jyayams ca Purusah.
, ( I ' , I

pado 'sya vlsva bhutani; tripad asyam~ta~ divt.
I II , ' I ,

tripad urdhva ud ait Puru~a~; pado 'syehabhavat puna~.

, < ., - _, - I I ~

tato Vlsvan Vl akramat sasananasane abhl.

t~smad Vir~l ajayata, virijo ~dhi pdrusah.. ..
I '/ ,1' I ,

sa jato aty aricyata pascad bhumim atho pura~.

" ,_ I I I

yat puru~e~a hav17a deva yajnam atanvata,
, I I'

vasant~ asyasid ajya~, grr~ma idhma~, ~arad dhav{h.
, ..... ' , ' J _ , I

ta~ yajna~ barhl~i prauk~an Purusa~ jatam agrata~:

, ..!.. _...!./ f ,

tena deva ayaJanta, sadhya ~~ayas ca yeo
I_,.."! ' I _ I

tasmad yajnat sarvahuta~ sambhrtam prsadajiam:. . .
I.!,.":", _ ~ _ ! _ ..JI I

pasun ta~s cakre vayavyan, ara~yan, gramlas ca yeo
, _ I 1" •..- .

. tasmad yajnat sarvahuta rcah samani jaJnlre;
I ' I , _

chanda~si jajnire tasmad; yajus tasmad ajayata.
, - ,,_._ I I '

tasmad asva aJayanta ye ke ca ubhayadatah.
-!. ........... '-' , ~

gavo ha JaJnlre tasmat; tasmaj jata ajavaya~.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

" . , ,
yat Purusam v1adadhu~, katidha v{ akalpayan?
I, I""

mukha~ k1m asya? kau bahu? ka uru pada ucyete?
_' I _..... ; _. ~ I

brahma~o 'sya mukham aS1d, bahu raJan1ah krtah;. .
_..!, , I I ..! ; J -
uru tad asya yad vaisya~; padbhya~ sudro ajayata.

,_ I _ 'I I 'v-
candrama manaso jatas; caksoh suryo ajayata;

I I, til' / "

mukhad Indras ca Agn1s ca, pra~ad vayur ajayata.
I I,; , ~

nabhya asid antarik~a~; sTr~~o dyau~ sam avartata;

15.

, I /"" "
padbhya~ bhumir, d1sah srotrat:

akalpayan.

..; - ." / "saptasyasan par1dhayas; tr1~ sapta
, I I ' I

deva yad, yajna~ tanvana, abadhnan

,
sam{dhah krtah;. .

" , I

Purusam pasum.
,

devas:16.
.,..,1 ........ 1 •

yaJnena yaJnam ayaJanta

t~ni dh~rmani pratham~ni -asan.
I ( (

te ha nakam mahimana~ sacanta,
" I I I

yatra purve Sadhiah santi, devah.
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1.

2.

3.

. -; ~

Agn!m i~e purohita~, yaJnasya devam rtvljam,
~

hotaram ratnadhatamam.
, ~ • I I I

Agn1~ purvebh1r rsibhir ilio nutanair uta,
I I. / ,

sa devam eha vaksati.
/ - ,,~ I I.,..

Agn1na ray1m asnavat po~am eva d1ve-d~ve,

*" II' ... Iyasasam v1ravattamam.
I I #'\,1 , I '

4. Agne, ya~ yajnam adhvara~ visvatah paribhur asi,
, ,,/' .

sa 1d deve~u gachat~.

5.

6.

7.

J J - ~~ ,I." '"Agn1r hota kav~krct~ satyas citrasravastama~,
,

,. ". -
devo devebhir a gamat.

I ." _, J " I

yad anga dasu~e tuam, Agne bhadram kari~yasi,

, I '.
tavet tat satyam , Angira~ .
. - .;. ~ ';'
upa tvagne d1ve-d~ve, do~avastar, dhiya vayam,

I I ,

namo bharanta emasii

8.
, .

rajantam adhvaranam,. .
, - "vardhamanam sue dame.

I ~ ,

gopam rtasya didivim,

, ,. -' ~

9. sa na~ piteva sunave, Agne, supayano bhavai
I I

sacasva nah suastaye.
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1.
I~ '" _, I
s~sur na jato 'va cakradad vane

\ ~ -' '~-svar yad vajy arusah s~sasati

divo r~tasa sacate paYOVfdha

" ' '" Itam Imahe sumati sarma sapratha~.

, , ,.-
2. divo ya~ ska~ho dharunah svatata

_' - " '.. I ,
apur~o amsuh paryet~ v~svata~

I .:. I ~ _ 1_

seme mah~ rodas~ yak~ad av;ta
, , '" /..

sam~crne dadhara sam~sah kav~h.

, " ,,/"
3. mahi psarah sukrtam somyam madhurvi

'. ., , ,
gavyutir aditer 7ta~ yate

_/ "", "--
~se yo v:~~er ita usr~yo vrsapa~

.s '.'-,/ '"neta ya ~ta ut~r ~~ya~.

po - / I , I

4. atmanvan nabho druhyate gh~ta~ paya
1 ~ , ~ _

~tasya nabhir am~tam v~jayate

/' ,
samlcfnah sudanavah prinanti tam. . .

, I' ,

naro hitam ava mehanti perava~.

5.
' __ I , __ ,_

arav~d amsuh sacamana urm~na. . .
, " I

devavyam manu~e pinvati tvacam
, I , I'

dadhati garbham aditer upastha a
" '" 'yena toka~ ca tanayam ca dhamahe.

" -" , '"6. sahasradhare 'va ta asascatas
I, _

trtIye santu rajasi prajavatI~

.' .: /.- '.'catasro nabho n~h~ta avo d~vo

~ , , / ,
hav~r bhara~ty amrtam ghrtascutah.
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I

7.

8.

9.

I _' '
sveta~ rupa~ krnut~ yat sfsasati

I I I ,

somo midhvam asuro veda bhumanah
.-'I'~ ~ ~ ,dh1ya sam1 sacate sem abh1 pravad

/ I I

divas kabandham ava darsad udrfnam.

I I I " '.'adha sveta~ kalasam gobh1r aktam
I I I I

karsmann a vajy akramit sasavan
, I I

a hinvire manasa devayamta~

I ,

kaksYvate satahimaya gonam.
, - ' ,adbh1h soma pap;canasya te raso

'vyo varam vt pavamana dhavati

s~ mrjy~manah kav{bhir madimtama. .
/ , - - ,

svadasvemdraya pavamana pTtaye.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

, ~, I

sa~vatsara~ sasayana
I

brahmana vratacar{nah,. . .
I I

vaca~ parjanyajinvita~

I ,

pra ma~~uka avadi~u~.

I J. ./ I .:.
divya apo abh~ yad enam ayan,

; ,. II ',,_

drtim na sU~kam, sarasi sayanam,
, , - I ,_

gavam aha na mayur vats~nrnam,

( I '_ I
ma~?ukana~ vagnur atra sam eti.

, v I I

yad Tm enam usato abhy avars!t
, ~

t~~yavata~, prav~~i agatayam,
, - I , I

akhkhallkrtya, pitara~ na putro,
I I ,

anyo anyam upa vadantam eti.
, '"

anyo anyam anu grbhnati enor,
, , I __

apam prasarge yad amandisatam.

~ '" , ,manduko yad abh~vrstah kand1skan,. . . .. . .
/ I • • i ~. ...!.

p~sn1~ sa~P7nkte har1tena vacam.
I _ ",/ ..!

yad e~am anyo an1asya vaca~,

~aktasyeva v~dati sik~ama~a~,
'" ; I

sarvam tad e~a~ sam~dheva parva
, '" I ,

yat suvaco vadathanadhi apsu.
, , ,,_ I

gomayur eko, aJamayur ekah;
,,, ; , I _

prsnir eko; harita eka esam.. .
- I I '" " _samanam nama b~bhrato v1rup~.

I I ,. I ;
purutra vacam p1p~sur vadantah.
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RV vii.103 Frogs
I I I J

7. brahmanaso atiratre na some,
I ,_, ~ "

saro na pur~am abh~to, vadantah.
, """ ,

samvatsarasya tad ahah pari ~~ha,

I "
yan, mandukah, pravrsinam babhuva.... ..
_..! ~ .:

brahmana~a~ som~no vacam akrata,
I' ,

brahma k~~vantah parivatsarInam.
';, ,

adhvaryavo gharm~~a? sisvidana,
, I I

aVlr bhavanti; gUhia na ke cit.

9. dev~hitim jugupur dvada~asya:

I I ' I I
~tu~ naro na pra minanti ete.

, -',..!_-
sa~vatsare, pravF~~ agataya~,

.: ~, • I
tapta gharma asnuvate v~sargam.

I _ _

10. gomayur adad, ajamayur adat,
~I - / , -

prsnir adad, dharito no vasuni.
1- .!_, ~..t.

gava~ ma~~uka dadatah satan~,

_, I I

sahasrasave pra tiranta ayu~.
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RV v.83 Parjanya

I ,

1. acha vada tavasa~ girbh{r abhlh;
, , J*.!.

stuh~ Parjanyam; namasa vivasa.
I • ' ._ , __

kan~kr~dad v~~abho J~radanu

I '...."rete dadhati o~adh~~u garbham.

2. vi vrksin hanti ut~ hanti raksa~o:
", - I '_

v~svam bibhaya bhuvana~ mahavadhat.
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3.

4.

, I

utanaga r~ate vrsniavato,
, I " ,

yat Parjanya~ stanayan hanti duskrtah.

rathI iva k~£ayi~va~ abhik~ipann,
- ( -.! I-v
av~r dutan krnute vars~am aha.

_.:. , , -' ..
durat si~asya stanatha ud ~rate,

" , '" '"yat Parjanyah krnute vars~am nabhah.. . . . .
/ .!. - ..!-. ' .• Ipra vata vant~; patayant~ v~dyuta;

" _.~ , ,;I'

ud osadh~r J~hate; p~nvate suah.. .
.I' - • '" •
~ra v~svasma~

( I
yat ParjanyalJ

'" - .-bhuvanaya Jayate,
r I (

prthivim retasavati... .
I I "

5. yasya vrate p~thivT nannamiti;
, '", •• f _.

yasya vrate saphavaJ Jarbhur~t~,

I " ,, __

yasya vrata osadhir visvarupah:. .

6.

, /. , ,
sa na~, Parjanya, mahi sarma yacha.

. /." -
d~vo no vrst~m, Maruto rar~dhvam;. ..

" f, I 'pra pinvata vrsno asvasya dharah.
, , ,

"arvan etena stanayitnunehi,

" 'apo nisincann asurah pita nah.
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/ ", ~7. abh~ krandai stanayai garbham a dhai
J _ / • I

udanvata pari d~ya rathena.
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8.

9.

I I

drtim su karsa v{sitam niancam:. . "..
I ~ I

sama bhavantu udvato nipadag •
.! II I _ " • ...,

mahanta~ kosam ud aca, n~ s~ncai

I _ .! "'. _ ,_
syandanta~ kUlya v~~~ta~ purastat.

I ~ _ • ~ ~ •

gh~tena dyavap!th~v~ v~ undh~i

_ , J
suprapanam bhavatu aghniabhyah.. . .

I I •
yat, Parjanya, kan~kradat,

I
stanayan

, I

pratI'da1!1

, ,
hamsi duskrtah,. . .

/,
v~sva~ modate,

10.

, I ,

yat ki~ ca p~thivyam adhi.
/ - I I ~ _
avars~r varsam: ud u su grbhayai.. ."

I '_.' • ..!akar dhanvan~ at~etava u.
I ~ I ,

ajijana o~adh~r bhojanaya kami
I I ,

uta prajabhyo avido manTsam.
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Appendix 2

~

Source: Works of sadkar~carya in Original Sanskrit, vol.3,
"Brahmasutra with Sankarabhasya, " (Delhi: Motilal
Banarsidass, 1964).

BSB Intro. a

yu~mad asmat pratyayagocarayor vi~ayavi~ayi~o~ tama~

praka~avad viruddhasvabhavayor itaretarabhavanupapattau

siddhaya~; taddharma~am api sutaram

itaretarabhavanupapatti~, ity ate 'smat pratyayagocare

vi~ayini cid atmake yusmat pratyayagocarasya vi~ayasya

taddharmana~ cadhyasaq, tad viparyaye~a vi~ayi~as

taddharmanam ca vi~aye 'dhyaso mithyeti bhavitu~ yuktam.

BSB Intro. b

tam etam avidyakham atmanatmanor itaretaradhyasa~

purask~tya sarve prama~aprameyavyavaharalaukika vaidika~

ca pravrttah sarvani ca tastrani..' .
vidhipratisedhamoksaparani.. .

BSB Intro. c

"sastriye tu vyavahare yady api buddhipurvakari

naviditvatmanah paralokasambandham adhikriyate, tathapi na. .
- "-. - .vedantavedyam asanayady at~tam apetabrahmak~atrad~medam

asa~sary atmatattvam adhikare 'pek~ate, anupayogad

adhikaravirodhac ca. prakva tathabhutatmavijnanat

pravartamana~ sastram avidyavad vi~ayatvam nativartate.
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BSB L1.1 a

jnatum iccha jijnasa. avagatiparyamtam jnana~ sanvacyaya. ,

iccayah karma, phalavisayatvad icchayah. jnanena hi. . .
pramanenavagamtum istam brahma. brahmavagatir hi. '. . " .
purusarthah, nih~esasamsarabijavidyadyanarthanibarhanat.. . .. -
tasmad brahma jijnasitavyam.

BSB L1. 2 a

asya j agato namarupabhyall1

vyakrtasyanekakartrbhoktrsamyuktasya
~ .. .

pratiniyatade~akalanimittakriyaphala~rayasya manasapy

acintyaracanarUpasya janmasthitibha~gamyata~ sarvajnat

sarva£aktep kara~ady bhavati tad brahma iti vakyase~a~.

BSB L1.2 b

•I. • / _,

na ca yathoktav~se~a~asya )agato yathoktav~se~a~am ~svaram

mUktva, anyata~ pradhanad acetanad anubhyo va 'bhavad va

- - . -. '
sa~sari~o va utpattyad~ sa~havay~tu~ sakyam.

BSB L1. 2 c

etad evanumanam sa~sarivyatirikte~varastitvadisadhana~

manyate !svarakaranavadinah.. .

BSB L 1.2 d

na. vedantavakyakusumagrathanarthatvat sutranam.
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BSB Ll. 2 e

/ -na dharmajijnasayam iva srutyadaya eva prama~a~

.. . ...... - - - . , - -"brahmaJ1Jnasayam, k1~ tu srutyadayo 'nubhavadayas ca

yathasa~havam iha prama~am, anubhavavasantvad

bhutavastuvi~ayatvacca brahrnajnanasya.

BSB Ll. 4 a

sa~padadirupe hi brahmatmaikatvavijnane 'bhyupagarnyarnane

tat tvam asi aha~ brahrnasmi ayamatrna brahrna ity evam ~dina~

vakyana~ brahmatrnaikatvavastupratipadanaparah

padasarnanvaya~ pi~yeta.
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